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Curd challenges UK monopoly
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state colleges,
tech schools
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romp over
CFS 82-17
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Party held
to celebrate
birthday
WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) — With a 12-foot portrait
of Ronald Reagan smiling over
his 85th birthday party, his wife
choked back tears and raised
her glass to an audience
packed with luminaries.
"I'd like to propose a toast to
all of you for what you've done,,
for Ronnie and me," Nancy
Reagan said Tuesday night.
"I'd like to propose a toast to
my fella, my love."
The toast was a poignant
ending to a party marked more
by melancholy than merriment.
The nation's 40th president,
who has Alzheimer's disease,
spent the evening at home with
Secret Service agents.
"It's his choice," explained
daughtril Maureen Reagan.
"He doesn't choose to be in
large crowds."
Earlier in the day, Reagan
played golf with Bob Hope,
took calls from 'well-wishers
and received birthday greetings
by fax from world leaders

WEATHER
Tonight...Cloudy. A 40 percent chance of rain. Low lower
40s. Southwest wind 10 to 15
- mph.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy.
A 30 percent chance of rain.
High around 50.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. .355.9,-0.1/36'
BARKLEY__ 356.0,-0.1/35'
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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Rep. Freed Curd has grabbed
the educational bull by its horns
in preparing a bill that would
combine the governance of the
community college and technology schools.
The bill would in effect break
up the long-standing monopoly
held since the 1960s by the University of Kentucky regarding the
state's 14 community colleges.
The Kentucky TECH system is
currently being operated through
the Workforce Development
Cabinet in the Department for
Technical Education.
The issue of community col-

lege governance has been debated
heavily in the past, especially in
light of the recent battle between
a community college and a regional university regarding the
delivery of engineering education
in western Kentucky.
"I consider this a contentious
issue, but I think it has a fair
chance of passing," Curd said.
"I'm sure it will be picked apart."
Curd, who is chairman of the
House Education Committee, said
the bill is in the process of being
filed and will definitely be considered during this legislative
session, hopefully through his
committee.
"I don't think anyone can dispute the concept behind the bill,"
Curd said. "It promotes cooperation between industry, community colleges and the vocational/
technical schools."
Under the guidelines outlined
in the bill, a state board for community colleges and technical
education would be created. This
would include the current community college system and the
Kentucky Tech system.

FREED CURD
The board would coordinate
and approve budget requests submitted by each local board of
overseers of the respective cmmunity college and technology
schools.
In addition, it would be responsible for recommending a consolidated budgetary request to the
governor.
"The big advantage is that the

community colleges would have
one group lobbying for their
money and they would get to
keep the 2 percent UK charges
each college to be a part of the
system," Curd said.
If passed, the bill would call
for the system to be implemented
by July 1, 1996.
The board would consist of
nine voting members, one from
each Supreme Court judicial system, who would serve for four
years.
Three members must have
knowledge of the community college system while another three
must be familiar with the Kentucky TECH system.
The other three members must
represent business and industry.
The board would have the
authority to review and approve
both new and existing programs
at the associate degree level in
order to eliminate duplication of
services and programs.
Curd emphasized that the new
board would be separate from the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.

"The CHE would like to control it, but it would be a separate
entity," he said. "The big board
would solve many problems
because it would res,,,..• duplication issues and allow the schools
to branch out and .,iilore new
things."
Dr. Gary Cox, CHE executive
director, said Curd is to be commended for bringing the issue to
the forefront.
"He is trying to provide leadership on the issue," Cox said.
"However, our interest lies in the
governor's recommendation for a
more comprehensive look at the
whole issue. We need a more
objective, long-range look. How
do you coordinate all of this?"
The state board would work in
conjunction with the local boards
that would be established to coordinate activities in each of the 14
regions.
For example, there would be
one local board in Region 1 to
operate Paducah Community College, West Kentucky State TechII See Page 2

Investigation
continues into
fourth robbery
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Murray Police Department
is investigating the fourth armed
robbery in Murray since midJanuary.
The latest robbery of a Domino's Pizza delivery driver Tuesday morning has left police with
few suspects and many questions.
According to a MPD press
release, driver Bob Pierce was
allegedly robbed at gunpoint of
an undetermined amount of cash
as he delivered a pizza to the area
of 400 Ash St.
Reports indicate two males
were involved in the robbery
which occurred about midnight.
The two subjects fled the scene
on foot.
MPD Detective Mike Jump is
investigating the case.
The rash of armed robberies
began Jan. 15 when a man wearing a ski mask robbed the Minit
Mart convenience store on Highway 641.
In that case, an undetermined
amount of cash was taken by a
man who police said appeared to

have had a gun. MPD Chief
David Smith said the man kept
his hand in his pocket and made
threatening gestures as if he were
armed.
Two weeks later, a Papa John's
Pizza delivery driver was robbed
by two men as he delivered a pizza to a vacant trailer in Riviera
Courts trailer park.
According to MPD reports, the
driver was approached by two
men, one of whom stuck a gun to
his throat and demanded the
money and the pizza. Both subjects were wearing ski masks.
The two men fled the scene
traveling southwest. The pizza
box was found in a dumpster on
Hillwood Drive a short time later.
Last Saturday, Kentucky State
Police was called to investigate
the armed robbery of the Citgo
gas station on Highway 641
North.
KSP reports a white male
entered the store around 8:30
p.m., displayed a gun to the clerk
II See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
WASH DAY: Calloway Coundans took advantage of the sunny skies and warmer temperatures Tuesday
to give their cars an overdue washing. Above, Tina Burkeen, a sophomore at Murray State University,
brushes down the first In a long line of cars.

Gramm faces tough primary
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
Sen. Phil Gramm, battered in a
Louisiana GOP contest, also is
coming under heavy fire for playing hooky in the Senate on a critical farm-bill vote so he could
spend more time campaigning.
But Gramm dismissed the criticism as "petty politics" played
by Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole, the front-runner for the

GOP presidential nomination who sharp questioning on the subject
today as he resumed campaigning
has repeatedly attacked Gramm
in Iowa while the Senate was
absences.
for his
resuming work on the farm bill in
"Dole took the vote when he
be
to
Washington.
knew I wasn't going
The Texan suffered a humiliatthere," Gramm said today on
CBS' "This Morning." "That's ing setback on Tuesday when he
was defeated in Louisiana causimple Washington politics. In
Bob
by conservative commentacuses
help
doesn't
that
end
the
Dole. It's petty politics."
Gramm faced near-certain • See Page 2

Gun bill
heads for
Senate vote

Group
backing
health law
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
powerful labor group has aligned
itself with legislators trying to
save an embattled health-care law
by scaling it back.
The AFL-CIO announced its
support Tuesday for a bill that
seeks to defuse the controversy
over rising health-insurance premiums while preserving key elements of the 1994 Kentucky
Health Care Reform Act.
The bill represents "the most
viable effort" to salvage policy
directions set by that law, said
Morgan Bayless, political director for the AFL-CIO. Bayless told
the House. Health and Welfare
Committee that the organization
decided last week to support the
bill.
Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, an
author of the 1994 law and a
leading sponsor of the new bill,
• See Page 2

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Crime and punishment. The fate
and factors of a civilized society.
A number of weighty issues
were tossed into the debate over
whether to let Kentuckians, over
21 and not felons or certifiably
crazy, carry concealed deadly
weapons.

MORE FIRE: As embers smoke In front of him, a Calloway County firefighter hoses down the remnants
of a field fire on Highway 94 West in Lynn Grove that threatened a house. Neighbors helped contain the
flre until firefighters arrived. CCFR responded to five grass or brush fires Tuesday.

The decision in the House on;
Tuesday, by a vote of 74-20, was
yes.
Rep. Jim Zimmerman, RLaGrange, said there was a sense
of panic in the country. "They
want the right to protect themselves as this society is falling
apart," Zimmerman said.
Another Republican, Bob
Heleringer of Louisville, said the
decision was not a civilized
IN See Page 2
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We Like Saying
NoTo People Age
50 And Over.

Monthly Account Maintenance Fees.

•Curd...
Lee Hicklin, school director at
West Kentucky State Technical
School in Paducah, said he is not
surprised by the idea of a new
system.
"It has been proposed several
times in the past," he said. "I feel
there are ways the community
colleges and the technical schools
can work together. It might be an
idea worth pursuing."
Hicklin described the relationship between his school and PCC
as "very strong."
"We share a facility and
resources," he said. "We work
closely together. There is little if
any duplication here. I can't say
it's like that in other parts of the
state."
Hicklin acknowledger that
there has been some difficulty in
establishing articulation agreements between the Kentucky
TECH system and other community colleges.
"It has been a slow process
about coordination," he said.
Gov. Paul Patton has advo-

FROM PAGE 1
nical School (Paducah), and area
technology centers at Fulton
County (Hickman), Paducah Area
County (Paducah), MayfieldGraves County (Mayfield) and
Murray -Calloway County
(Murray).
The local board would have
policy powers and institutional
autonomy for governance of the
respective community colleges
and technology schools.
Each board would be responsible for ensuring efficient program
coordination and cooperation
between the community colleges
and the Kentucky TECH schools
in its designed geographical area
to reduce duplication and redundancy of offerings.
The local board would consist
of seven members appointed by
the governor for six-year terms.
The members would be
selected from within the geographical area of the respective
schools. Two "members would
represent the community college,
two would represent the Kentucky TECH system and three would
represent business and industry.

cated a unified system of higher
education in which course offerings are standardized at the different institutions so that a geology
class at School A would be the
same as the one offered at School
B.
"One principal issue is the
separation of the community colleges from the University of Kentucky," said Dr. James Booth,
Murray State University provost
and vice president of academic
and student affairs. "A more basic issue is the future governance.
Would the schools be responsible
to the regional universities in
their service area?"
Booth said the key issue is
coordination and cooperation
with the new system.
"I need to see how that would
be achieved," he said. "Currently,
the community colleges' loyalty
is with UK and I understand that.
Sometimes that stands in the way
of things we would like to
achieve."
Booth explained that if PCC

had some autonomy, it would
have contacted MSU about needing engineering courses.
"We in turn would have contacted UK and the University of
Louisville," he said. "But PCC
had no choice but to go to UK
first."
Booth said the academic world
would probably be in favor of the
new system.
"MSU would offer more programs in Paducah if PCC were
independent," he said. "I think
we could work out cooperative
agreements much easier."
In fact, Booth characterized the
current arrangement as much like
a parent/child relationship.
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II Gramm... II Robbery...
FROM PAGE 1
case was solved and arrests were
and
robbed the station of an made," Smith said.
tor Pat Buchanan — in a race
undetermined amount of cash.
Smith warns employees and
nearly all the other GOP candiThe clerk was forced at gun- owners of local businesses to be
dates ignored. Gramm had been.
point into the store's bathroom alert and watch for copycat
heavily favored in the contest.
and
told to stay there. The robber crimes.
With the Louisiana caucuses
"Delivery drivers should be
over, attention now shifts to Iowa fled on foot traveling north,
police
said.
very
cautious when delivering to
traditional GOP kickoff
Smith
said
he
an
area
is
that is not well lit. If they
cautious
at
state with its caucuses scheduled
for Monday. And GOP candidates this point about linking the have a concern about a certain
delivery, they should drive
have full campaign schedules crimes together.
The
last
time
around
the area one or two times
Murray
was
here.
plagued by an armed robbery before stopping. If they are still
Gramm's decision to get in a
little extra campaigning in Loui- spree was about 15 years ago, he concerned, they can call the
police department.
siana on Tuesday instead of said.
"We had a series of instances
"Store owners can help by
returning to Washington for a
near
the
(Murray-Cal
loway
installing
Counsurveillance cameras.
farm-bill vote blew up in his
ty)
hospital
where
women
Cameras
were
are
one of the best tools
face.
As it was, the GOP effort to being approached and robbed of we have in catching these subclear the way for action on the their purses at gunpoint. That jects," he said.
long-delayed farm legislation
failed in the Senate on Tuesday
by a single vote — Gramm's, his
opponents charged.
Scorsone said he did not expect
FROM PAGE 1
Two of Gramm's rivals for the
committee action on the proposal
GOP presidential nomination, called the labor group's backing
until after Patton reveals his
Dole and Indiana Sen. Dick "a major boost."
recommendations on health care.
"We hope that it is a positive
Lugar, were in Washington for
Bayless acknowledged that
recommendation to the governor
the 59-34 vote to end Democratic
many of the labor group's memand the leadership committee that bers are not covered by the
delays and force a vote on the
there is a way to take care of the health-care law because
farm bill.
they are
important problems without gutThe Senate needed 60 votes to
in self-insurance programs. But
ting the reforms," Scorsone said he said the entire health-care sysbring the bill up for debate.
afterward.
The legislation is viewed as
tem was affected by the 1994
Gov. Paul Patton has been con- law.
crucial to farmers, helping them
sulting with a bipartisan group of
The bill would allow a onemake important planting
revisions
possible
legislators
on
extension of policies puryear
decisions.
to the health-care law.
chased under the old regulatory
The House committee reviewed scheme, a plan aimed at heading
bill but did not take a vote. off more rate increases.
the
CLARIFICATION

Murray Loire I Tams (LtSPS 301-700)
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Assocreled Press. Kentucky Preen Arapahoe,
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•Group...

In Tuesday's article on the
Calloway County judicial complex, the Ledger incorrectly identified Ann Wilson as Calloway
County Clerk. Wilson is actually
Circuit/District Clerk.
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FROM PAGE 1
response to society's ills. "This
bill says do it to him before he
does it to you and I can't buy
into that philosophy," Heleringer
said.
Senate leaders have been quiet
about what will happen to the bill
there. The chairman of the Judiciary Committee, Sen. Kelsey
Friend, D-Pikeville, is believed to
be opposed to the legislation.
And committee chairmen in the
Senate have virtual life-and-death
power over whether a bill ever
gets called for a vote.
If it becomes law — Gov. Paul
Patton has said he favors the idea
— it would let anyone who was
over 21 and a Kentucky resident
for six months to pay $50 and get
a permit to carry a hidden gun or
other deadly weapon.
The Kentucky State Police,
which would conduct background
checks, would have to issue the
permit unless the applicant was a
convicted felon, had been convicted of two drunken-driving
charges in the last three years or
had been judged incompetent or
committed to a mental institution.
Supporters of the bill beat back
several attempts to add stipulations to the permit.
Rep. Tom Riner, D-Louisville,
said the applicant should have
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two people — ministers, health
care professionals, family members or an employer — swear the
person was not mentally disabled
or abused alcohol, drugs or people. The amendment was defeated
25-65.
Rep. Mark Farrow, D Stamping Ground, said the penalty for carrying a concealed weapon without a permit should be
increased to a felony, rather than
the current misdemeanor.
"All the law-abiding citizens
that we keep talking about have
nothing to fear from this," Farrow said. The amendment lost
27-64.
Rep. Anne Northup, R Louisville, said applicants should
be required to give a reason for
seeking the permit. It lost 21-72.
The closest vote came on an
amendment that would let government agencies prohibit people
from carrying concealed weapons
into government buildings.
Rep. Mike Bowling, DMiddlesboro, noted the bill would
let private property owners prohibit weapons on their premises
and his amendment would extend
the same authority to governments. In either event, there
would be no penalty for violation. But the amendment lost
43-48.
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"While PCC is always supportive and cooperative, it has to go
to the 'parent' (UK) for permission," he said. "To me, that's not
a practical approach to using
resources in the region. I think
there are some wonderful things
that could come out of this
arrangement."
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Charter airplane crashes in ocean
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By ISMAEL TORRES
Associated Press Writer
SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Republic (AP) — A charter
airplane carrying German tourists
home from the Caribbean crashed
into the ocean off the north coast
of the Dominican Republic, the
U.S. Coast Guard said today.
There were 189 people on board.
There were no reports of survivors from Alas Airlines Flight
301.
Bodies were spotted in the
water, along with empty life rafts
and an oil slick. Coast Guard

said rain was falling in the area
and seas were reported to be
rough, complicating rescue
efforts.
Coast Guard Lt. Benedict Lincoln in San Juan said Coast
Guard pilots had spotted sharks
in the area of the crash site.
"The area is shark-infested,"
Lincoln said. "It obviously
Would hamper recovery of either
survivors or bodies from the
water."
The Boeing 757 took off from
Puerto Plata International Airport
about 11 p.m. Tuesday, the Coast

boats and helicopters searched
the seas in the rain, but divers
were afraid to enter the sharkinfested waters. At least eight
bodies were recovered.
"The initial report that we've
got is that there's debris in the
water, several life rafts that have
been seen and also reports of
bodies in the water. There has
been no report of survivors thus
far," said Lt. Stephen Leslie of
the U.S. Coast Guard in Miami.
David Gragengeter, an
emergency rescue official with
the Coast Guard in Puerto Rico,

Guard said.
The aircraft had been in the air
only five minutes when a radar
operator noted that it had turned
around and was headed back to
land, said Luis Flores Mota, a
spokesman with the Dominican
Republic's civil air agency.
There was no radio contact
with the plane to indicate there
was a problem, Mota said.
Navy aircraft and Coast Guard
cutters and helicopters from Florida, the Bahamas, the Dominican
Republic and Puerto Rico headed
to the crash site, about 13 miles

MSU offers flexible schedules
Many students at Murray State
University are finding that the administration has taken steps to remove
some of the scheduling hurdles
which in the past had hindered them
from completing a degree. Nine
undergraduate and six graduate degrees can now be obtained at Murray State without ever enrolling in a
weekday class.
Alternative delivery opportunities will expand again during the fall
1996 semester when an undergraduate degree program in criminal
justice is added to the offerings.
The areas now available cover a
vast field of studies which include
an Associate of Arts in General.
Studies,as well as bachelor's degree
programs in the fields of nursing,
accounting, business administration, management, finance, organizational communication, English
literature or education, and history.
Master's degree programs cover the
areas of business administration,
public administration, organizational communication, media communications, music education and
nursing.
Praised by the non-traditional
student population, most who hold
down full-time jobs or have family
responsibilities, earning a degree in
the evening or on weekends gives
them a chance to gain something
that may not have been an option in
the past without sacrificing something else. However, Billie Burton,
coordinator of adult outreach with
the center for continuing education,
says that flexible scheduling is a real
advantage for all students, not just
non-traditionals.
"Flexible scheduling is something that we have been wanting to

offer for some time, and when the
concept was introduced to President
Alexander he was very receptive
and helped set the plan in action,"
credits Burton.
Also playing a major role was the
weekender undergraduate degree
program in organizational communitcation which began last fall.
"Now that this program is in place
all general education courses will be
offered on the weekends. The key to
making it work for other degree
options was to take what was available and sequence in such a way that
up
came
courses
essential
alternately."
Also noted as a contributing
factor was the expanded use of
interactive television with several
business courses that were already
in place. Burton says once all of the
options were viewed collectively it
was just a matter of rotation to
achieve personalized results.
Students may also find it helpful
to know that during the regular
semester 25 different administrative
offices stay open until 6 p.m. on
Tuesdays to offer assistance and
convenience in completing various
procedures. This includes all offices
within the area of student affairs,
continuing education/academic outreach and the cashier's office.
"Because earning a degree is an
investment for each student, the
university wants to ensure them that
we are committed to flexible scheduling," stated Burton. "Once they
enter a program, the courses needed
to complete their degree will be
there." She says that staff at the
Center for Continuing Education is
ready to assist anyone who has
questions about admission procedures and welcomes inquiries from

all students, not only nontraditionals.
Slated to begin with the fall 1996
semester is an alternative program
fora Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of
Science in Criminal Justice.
Courses required for this major will
be offered at night on a rotating
basis on campus and via ITV (when
available). For more information,
contact Dr. Farouk Umar at (502)
762-2661.
'Undergraduate degree programs
available now, along with contact
information include the following:
* Associate of Arts in General
Studies - contact Dr. Hughie Lawson or Burton at 762-4150 or toll
free outside of Calloway County at
1-800-669-7654.
* Registered Nurse to Bachelor of
Science in Nursing - contact Jewell
Webster, department of nursing at
762-2193.
* Bachelor of Science in Business
or Bachelor of Arts in Business with
an Area in Accounting - contact Dr.
Tim Miller at 762-4193.
* Bachelor of Science in Business
or Bachelor of Arts in Business with
an Area or Major in Business Administration - contact Dr. Buddy Krizan at 762-4185.
* Minor in Management - contact
Dr. Gary Brockway at 762-6196.
* Bachelor of Arts in Business or
Bachelor of Science in Business
with an Area in Management contact Dr. Gary Brockway at 7626196.
* Bachelor of Arts in Business or
Bachelor of Science in Business
with an Area in Finance - contact
Dr. Gil Mathis at 762-4188.
* Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts in Organizational Communication - contact Dr. Jerry

north of Puerto Plata.
Puerto Plata is a popular coastal resort 100 miles northwest of
the Dominican Republic's capital
of Santo Domingo. The Dominican Republic and Haiti share the
island of Hispaniola. west of
Puerto Rico.
German officials said the flight
was a German tourist charter
heading for Berlin and Frankfurt,
A spokesman for a German travel
agency, Oeger Tours, said the
flight was delayed leaving the
Dominican Republic. A Berlin
radio station reported that the aircraft was switched from a Boeing
767 to the 757.
Boeing spokesman Dick Kenny
said said aircraft was built in
1985.
'We will, as America becomes
awake today, we will be sending

Mayes at 762-4483.
* Bachelor of Arts in English
(Literature Option or English Education Option)- contact Dr. Michael
Cohen at 762-2401.
* Bachelor of Arts in History contact Dr. Jim Hammack at 7622232.
Graduate degree programs available now include the following:
* Master of Business Administration - contact Dr. Dannie Harrison at
762-4181.
* Master of Public Administration - contact Dr. Harold Kuhn at
762-2661.
* Master of Arts or Master of
Science in Organizational Communication - contact Dr. Vernon Gantt
at 762-4465.
* Master of Arts or Master of
Science in Communication with
Journalism or Radio-TV Emphasis contact Dr. Allen White at 7624669.
* Master of Music Education contact Dr. Pam Wurgler at 7626452.
* Registered Nurse to Master of
Science in Nursing (Clinical Nurse
Specialist Track) - contact Dr.
Nancey France at 762-2193.
"We are geuing this information
out now so that people can begin to
prepare for summer or fall admissions," Burton stated. Completion
times for earning all of these degrees vary. Persons interested in
enrolling 'are urged to check with
each department for specfic information.
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prices and the desire to expand
current farming operations," he
said.
Top-quality farmland in eastern Nebraska, Hickman said, is
selling for $1,400 to $1,800 per
acre, while more rolling farm
acres are bringing $800 to
51,200. Hickman said the best
farmland in northwest Iowa is
selling for $2,000 to $2,400 per
acre.
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For Your Information...

Policy and Procedure
Involving an Accident
With an
Uninsured Motorist

Andy Hubert, a broker in
Imperial, Neb., believes his
southwest Nebraska region also
will see a 5 percent increase in
farmland values.
"Top-quality, irrigated land is
selling for $1,000 to $1,500 per
acre, depending on water availability and equipment," he said.
"Wheat land is trading for $300
to $450 per acre in southwest
Nebraska."

David L. Harrington, ESQ.
Calloway County Attorney

INSURANCE REQUIRED:Ma 304.39-080 states that every owner ofa motor vehicle registered
insurance.
in Kentucky or operated in the Commonwealth must maintain a policy of liability
4.
PENALTY FOR NO INSURANCE:a 1st offense violation ofARS 304.39-080 can carry up to 90

ilte/3/3

days in jail and up to $1,000.00 fine.
•

WHAT TO DO IF YOU-WAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN AN ACCIDENT WITH AA'
UNINSURED MOTORIST.
You
You will need to obtain a copy ofyour accident reportfrom the appropriate law enforcement agency.
can then bring the report to the County Attorney's Office for a charge to he filed.
a
Our standard sentence for this offense when an accident is involved is: 60 days in Jail suspended,
several
$1,000.00fine, $900.00 suspended, and court costs The jail time and fines are suspended on
conditions:
(1) no like offenses for two years
(2)pay any damages as a result ofthe accident.(The qmount ofthe damages is determined by(a)a court
ordered judgment or (b) a written agreement)
(3) show 6 months proof of liability insurance.)
beloK
In order to obtain a court ordered judgment you must file a lawsuit in court. If your darnage.s are
County. If
Calloway
in
Court
District
of
Division
Claims
Small
in
the
lawsuit
a
file
can
$1,500.00, you
Court_ ,4
your damages are over $1,500.00 then you mustfile your lawsuit either in District or Circuit
ofan
services
The
damages.
in
he
will
awarded
much
how
judge orjury will determine who is atfault and
required.
be
attorney may
If you and the party atfault in the accident agree upon the amount of the damage, a written agreement
should be entered into. This agreement.should specify the amount and terms agreed upon.1 his agreement
should be prepared by an attorney.
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KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

WHAT CAN YOU DO IF THE PARTY AT FAULT DOES NOTPAY A JUDGMENT
OR PAY AN AMOUNT AGREED UPON IN A WRITTEN AGREEMENT.

Pick 3
4-4-6
Pick 4
6-0-5-0
Cash 5
4-6-25-27-32

Sponsored by:

American Heart
Association

Murray State University

Forecast sees strong demand
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — A
forecast of rising prices for farm
products in 1996 should mean
continued strong demand for
agricultural land, a major management company says.
"Opportunities to lock in some
good prices for commodities this
year should keep demand for
quality farms strong well into
1996," said Dean Glock of
Omaha.
Glock is chief real estate officer for Farmers National Co., a
major farm and ranch management cdmpany. Farmers National
has been surveying farmland values and interest in farmland sales
for 66 years.
"The momentum for our
record sales of S85.5 million in
1995 has carried into 1996 with
many sales of properties scattered
across our 22-state region,"
Glock said. "The uncertainty of a
new farm program being enacted
this year, plus the less likelihood
of capital-gains (tax cut) legislation has not slowed buyer or seller interest."
Rich Hickman of Papillion,
Neb., a Farmers,National regional
vice president, said his region of
eastern Nebraska, northwest Iowa
and eastern South Dakota was
seeing land values up 5 percent to
10 percent this year.
"It appears that the driving
forces in this active market are
centered around higher grain

In 1993, an airline L.Illcd AL
de Transporte Intern, hula!
among 14 Caribbean air
shut down after an FAA irisetigation found that it failed to comply with international salety
standards.

CPR
can keep your love alive
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a team to assist in the in%e,ogation into what happened,' he
said. "Our aim now IN to help
rind out what happened, why it
happened and what can be done
to prevent something like that
from happening again."
Few details were immediatel
available about the airline
On July 19, 19()4, a hum!)
exploded aboard an Afas
.ommuter plane shor!! alter
takeoff from the Panamanian eit‘
of Colon, killing all 21 [cold,. Oil
hoard.

atfault does not pay the courtjudgment entered against him, or does
ILt after a reasonable time, the party
payments in a written agreement,then you may come back to the Cbunty
not keep current on the terms and
Attorney's Office and ask that we do a Motion To Revoke Sumended Sentence.

sporin
GRILL

15th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:00 am to 10:00 pm

This motion would require that the party atfault come to court and show cause, ifany.why he should not
to'
be made to pay the suspendedfine and serve the suspendedjail time. Ifthe party atfault does notcome
written
court and make arrangements to pay the judgment or bring himselfcurrent on the condition ofthe
agreement, then c bench warrant can be issued for that persons arrest.
Pool for by Datil L. thermion, Calloway Cowry Aftwoloy Please Op mai Save
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Turf wrangling continues

Ledger &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Judges can fall
victim to stress,
other behavior
WASHINGTON (AP) — By title, job description, the solemnity
of the black robe, the authority of the gavel, judges are cast as figures a step beyond everyday behavior. But they aren't immune
from job stress that can build to the point of angry outbursts from
the bench.
"Bench stress," the American Bar Association Journal calls it in
an account suggesting a growing recognition of the problem and
the need to redress it when it happens.
The marathon trial and acquittal of O.J. Simpson have put a
focus on what's happening in American courtrooms. Compared
with conduct described in the ABA study, Judge Lance Ito was a
judicial saint.
In the study, Pamela Coyle tells of an angry Philadelphia judge
who threw a glass of water at a lawyer and one in Louisiana who
told a witness that in his courtroom he was God.
A Long Island judge sent unsigned letters and faxes ridiculing
and at times threatening an attorney with whom he'd had political
differences.
With confidence in the judicial system shaken even before the
Simpson trial, conduct described as "black robe fever" by the
president of the National Judicial College in Reno, Nev., can only
worsen the problem.
"This whole area of demeanor is so important," Judge V. Robert
Payant told Coyle. "There is a growing recognition by the judiciary that if we are going to improve the image of justice ... one
group of major players is going to have to be judges."
Another may be a growing movement to watch the way judges
act, and to open lines for complaints about their conduct, with people who are neither lawyers nor judges playing an increasing role.
While the number of formal complaints has been growing, there
still are relatively few, in part because lawyers and the people they
represent are wary of retaliation from the bench, Coyle reports in
the ABA Journal. She is a reporter for the New Orleans TimesPicayune, and was a fellow in legal journalism at Yale University.
There was a 40 percent increase in the number of complaints
lodged against federal judges between 1990 and 1993, with a similar trend in the states. At least 90 percent of the complaints ultimately arc dismissed, as unfounded or due to the difficulty of differentiating between cases in which the losing side is griping and
those in which there really has been injudicious conduct.
With caseloads increasing while staffs are not, there can be extra
pressure on judges. The stress is heightened by the fact that they
are always on duty, their words recorded, conduct and even moods
closely observed.
The trappings of judgeship can add to the mix: "A few people
think 'your honor' means them rather than their office," Payant
observed.
There is a reverse side to all this. "There are judges who behave
impeccably in the courtroom and issue dreadful decisions," said
Lynn Hecht Schafran of the NOW Legal Defense and Education
Fund in New York.
In another appraisal of courtroom conduct and confidence, an
academic adviser to the American Enterprise Institute suggests that
American judges ought to have more authority. James Q. Wilson of
the University of California, Los Angeles, suggests the English
model as an answer, saying judges there have retained control over
their courtrooms while many U.S. judges have lost it.
English judges select jurors, often question witnesses, and summarize and evaluate evidence, Wilson said. "American judges typically let the lawyers choose the jurors and do all of the talking."
He said American criminal trials should be simpler and less
adversarial, not "lengthy, lawyer-dominated soap operas in which
, the search for truth has been subordinated to the manipulation of
procedures."
In contrast to the English system in which a prosecutor in one
CaC can represent the defense in the next, high-profile American
trials have become "mortal combat" between prosecutors and
defense attorneys whose roles do not change.
"The rewards can be great," Wilson writes, "votes, money, prestige and book contracts."
Much of that was on display during and after the nine-month
spectacle of the Simpson trial. And it has at least raised the level of
discussion and the exchange of ideas on the long-building problem
of confidence in the courts.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject Any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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FRANKFORT — First, it was the
Battle of Paducah. Now, we have
the Battle of Owensboro.
No, this isn't about Civil War
skirmishes in Western Kentucky,
but the outcomes can be every bit as
important. This is about turf,
academic, ivy-covered turf and the
long, if undistinguished history of
turf wrangling among Kentucky's
state-supported universities is degenerating into full-scale, set-piece
battles in which the taxpayer, of
course, turns out to be the big,
bloody loser.
Indeed, the "peace" treaty ending
the Battle of Paducah isn't even
official yet and the fighting has
moved on to Owensboro.
The Paducah confrontation pitted
Murray State University,allied with
the University of Louisville,against
Paducah Community College, allied with the University of Kentucky. (Does anyone notice a sly
pattern here?)
In that battle, the issue involved a
new engineering program at Paducah Community College, in a building financed by private donations

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
and operated by UK. Murray State,
which has its own engineering program, had to protect its turf against
what its officials perceived as an
underhanded way to establish a
four-year, competing institution at
Paducah.
The treaty resolving the conflict
involves Murray State and UK
working together to provide engineering education at Paducah, and
Gov. Paul Patton's budget supports
the resolution. The budget, however, hasn't passed the General
Assembly.
Now, we have the Battle of
Owensboro, again involving Murray State, whose officials must
surely feel they're waging Kentucky's equivalent of the Thirty Years

War. Murray has had a program
awarding a master's degree in business administration (MBA) in
Owensboro for the last two decades.
Now,Western Kentucky University at Bowling Green, which officially services Owensboro, is planning to add an MBA program at its
Owensboro campus. Western's
President, Thomas Meredith, says
Murray simply must pack up and
leave town by sundown.
Murray officials have declined
the invitation.
Gary Cox, executive director of
the Council on Higher Education,
says the Council won't approve two
competing MBA programs in
Owensboro.
In his inaugural address, Patton

specifically pointed to these turf
battles as examples of what's wrong
with higher education in Kentucky.
Even though Owensboro falls
within Western Kentucky University's service area, a long-standing
and apparently successful Murray
program at Owensboro is to be
junked - wasted - simply because
Western decides to spend tax money
on its own MBA program?
It's a keep-up-with-the-Joneses
attitude that literally has sucked
millions - maybe hundreds of millions - of tax dollars into wastefully
duplicated academic programs on
campuses throughout this state.
If I read Patton correctly, he's not
going to put up with these childish,
ego-enhancing battles over turf very
much longer. He gave higher education more money in his budget than
universities expected. He's going to
demand something in return, something considerably more than baffles
over who's got what program in
whichever city.
Patton has told university presidents to act innovatively. Clearly,
however, they must start acting like
adults before Patton or anyone else
can expect innovation out of them.
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Iowa caucuses provide test
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
The Louisiana caucuses were
POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS
merely a warm-up act to the real
first GOP presidential battle of
1996. Iowa, the traditional kickoff contest, will provide a longawaited test of Sen. Bob Dole
Tom Raum
versus publisher Steve Forbes.
Associated Press Writer
Just five days from now, the
Iowa Republican caucuses will
pause. It showed that organiza- for much of the time.
help gauge Forbes' true strength.
"I think in retail politics„
tion — Gramm's ace card there
And they will determine whether
there's nothing to beat the handand
in
counted
Iowa
Dole's
—
Dole advances to the next contest
shake and the eye contact."
for little.
— New Hampshire eight days
The Louisiana caucuses
Dole's strategists here are still
later — still wearing the mantle
showed that Gramm's vaunted
that
saying
Forbes'
rise
in
the
of front-runner. Or go there as
polls may not translate into cau- organization in the state did little
damaged merchandise.
cus strength on Monday because to help him stop an embarrassing
"The whole country's attenhe lacks the organization that defeat by Buchanan. Gramm had
tion will be focused on Iowa next
Dole — from neighboring Kansas been heavily favored going into
Monday. And that will be the
the contest.
— has here.
first real contest in the real
Expect the nine GOP candiUntil now, polls have ruled the dates
world," former Tennessee Gov.
who are participating in the
landscape — suggesting who was Iowa
Lamar Alexander said here on
caucuses to all be here camahead, who was behind, and paigning
Tuesday.
heavily in the coming
charting the phenomenal rise of
Alexander — among those
days.
Forbes, the magazine publisher.
GOP candidates who boycotted
Even President Clinton —
With real voting now begin- unopposed
Tuesday's Louisiana caucuses —
for the Democratic
is fighting hard to be at least
ning, Iowa is a must win for nominatios.
— is coming here
Dole.
third coming out of Iowa.
this weekend in an attempt to
"We're going by the book. horn in on some
Dole, Forbes and Alexander all
of the attention.
And the book says: organization,
dismissed the significance of the
In 1988, Dole finished first
organization, organization," said with 37 percent
Louisiana race — which saw conin a three-way
Darrell Kearney, Dole's Iowa
servative commentator Pat
race.
•
campaign manager.
Buchanan humiliate Texas Sen.
This year, with nine candiStill,
Phil Gramm in what was essenKearney says he regrets dates, Dole
campaign aides are
—that work on the budget crisis in
tially a two-candidate race:
trying to suppress expectations
Washington kept Dole, the Senate
But the Louisiana contest may
strong Dole finish — sugmajority leader, away from Iowa for a
give Dole's strategists some
gesting a win is a win, no matter

by how slim a margin.
Negative television ads have
been used by all the major campaigns. Even Iowa's popular
senior senator, Charles Grassley,
is on the air today on Dole's
behalf with an attack ad against
Forbes. "Steve Forbes doesn't
have the experience or judgment
to be a president," Grassley says
in the ad.
The Iowa caucuses could be an
indication of how effective those
negative ads were — or how
much of a turnoff to voters.
"The tone of the race in Iowa
this year has been overwhelmingly negative," said Arthur Miller,
a University of Iowa political scientist. "People have become disillusioned with Dole without
warming up to Forbes — and this
has produced a massive rise in
undecided voters."
Both Dole and Forbes are
courting those undecideds, right
up to the last minute.
"I'll be here at least until
Monday," Forbes confidently
told an audience in Des Moines
on Tuesday. "And after I get the
nomination, I'll be back in the
summer and fall to ask for your
support."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Tom
Raum covers the White House
and national politics for Thi
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Angel Alert for family is made
An Angel Alert has been issued by Calloway County Family
Resource Center for the family of Herley and Rhonda Chadwick and
sons, Chase and Bryan, who lost their trailer home and contents by
fire on Sunday. Needed are sheets, both full and twin size, blankets
or covers, and pillows (polyester because of allergies); special need
of size 5 or 6 petite misses for Rhonda; 7 regular pants, 8 or 10 size
shirt and size 1 shoe for one boy; size 14 slim pants, 12 or 14 or
large teen shirts and size 7 men's shoe for the other boy. Persons
having items to donate may take them to the Resource Center at East
Elementary School. For information call 753-3070.
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Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Feb. 8, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Drivers and parents are needed as volunteers
and are requested to call 436-2453 for information.

Southwest 4-H Club will meet
The Southwest Superstars 4-H Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 8, in
the school cafeteria. The meetingwill begin after school and last
until 4 p.m. Parents are asked to pick up their children after the
meeting.

Laker Band plans chili supper
The Calloway County High School Laker Band will sponsor a
chili supper before the Calloway/Murray High basketball game on
Friday, Feb. 9. Chili, sandwiches, beverages and desserts will be
served from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Calloway County High School
cafeteria. Tickets are $3 for adults and $2 for children, 12 and under.
Advanced tickedts are available from any Laker band member or
band booster. Tickets will also be available at the door with all proceeds from the chili supper to benefit the Laker Band program.

Special forum will be Thursday
Humanistic Studies College Forum and African-American Student
Services and Ethnic Programs will present "Struggles for Freedom:
Resistance and rebellion of Enslaved Children" on Thursday, Feb. 8,
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 208 of Faculty Hall of Murray State University. A free public lecture will be by Dr. Wilma King from Michigan
State University. A reception will follow at the Faculty Club.

Public Use Plan meeting Thursday
A meeting to develop an alternative to the Land Between the
Lakes' Public Use Plan will be Thursday, Feb. 8, at 7 p.m. in Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. This is not an
LBL sponsored meeting, but will be sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Education at MSU. Any person is invited to attend
and share their concerns and/or alternative plans. For information
call the Center for Environmental Education at MSU, Dr. Ruth Jacquot 762-2534, Dr. Joe Baust 762-2537, or Dr. Paul Yambert
762-3656.

AMVETS Auxiliary plans dance
A 50s' Sweetheart Dance will be Friday, Feb. 9, sponsored by
AMVETS Auxiliary #45 at the AMVETS Center at Paris Landing,
Tenn. Hamburgers will be served at 6 p.m. with the dance to start at
7 p.m. Dress in 50s. style is suggested. Contests and prizes will be
featured. The public is invited.

Snacks' programs are scheduled
Special programs about "Snacks" will be Monday,- Feb. 12, at
North Elementary School, Tuesday, Feb. 13, at East Elementary
School, and Thursday, Feb. 15, at Southwest Elementary School.
The meetings will be in the cafeteria of each school from 2 to 2:40
p.m. This Will be to teach one how to make healthy snacks whose
prep time will easily fit into today's lifestyles. These programs will
be sponsored by Calloway County Family Resource Center and Calloway County 4-H Youth Development Progam of University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service. Registration is requested
by calling 753-3070 or 753-3879.

Lutheran dinner scheduled

Immanuel Lutheran Church will have Valentine's dinner on Friday, Feb. 9, at 6:30 p.m. at the church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray. This will be a lasagna dinner and all persons, including singles,
are invited. A Heart for Friends Celebration will be on Friendship
Sunday, Feb. 11, at 10:15 a.m. service. Friends, visitors and newcomers are welcome to attend these special events. For information
call 753-6712.
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Special programs are scheduled
Calloway County Public Library and Far Lands Travel Agency
will again host a "Tea & Travel Sunday" on Sunday, Feb. 11, from 2
to 3 p.m. The series will include a travel video and serving of
refreshments. The public is invited and there is no admission charge.
4

RESERVATIONS

are currently being taken for

Hickory Woods

se

The first President to be mar
ried while in office was John
Tyler. His first wife, Letitia Tyler,
died in 1842, while he was in
office, and he married Julia
Gardiner, in 1844. The second
Mrs. Tyler was First Lady for
eight months.

Pet Therapy on Thursday

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting on Thursday, Feb. 8, at
7:30 a.m. at the school. The topic on the agenda will be teh Youth
Services Center Grant for the coming school year.

fri t

Dorothy and Bob Batzell, lut:
Hutson, Maxine Kaiser, Nam.
Manning and Ruby Byers.
The chapter will meet Tuesday
Feb. 13, at 7:30 p.m, at iti
Masonic Hall.

FILLED BALLOONS
FOR ANY OCCASION

North Calloway Elementary School PTO will sponsor intramural
games on Thursday, Feb. 8, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the school. Doors
will open at 5:45 p.m. with admission being $1 per person, but
North students free. Concessions will be available. These will continue on Feb. 15, 22, and 29 at the same time.

CCMS Council will meet Thursday
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Alford Chapter *445 at Aurora
several other past matrons an
past patrons.
Other officers in attendanc
were Sybil and Joe Lasate
Janice McCully, Helen Web)

Intramurals will be at North
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Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met on
Tuesday, Jan. 9, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall.
Brenda Newberry, worthy matron protem, and Carmel Byers,
worthy patron protem, presided.
Officers introduced were Twila
Coleman, Grand Chapter committee member; Bobby Knight,
Deputy Grand Patron, and Fanillis Knight, worthy matron, of

'Retirement Center
GUARANTEE our pre-opening rental price for one full year by
registering now for your new apartment at Hickory Woods Retirement
Center! ASSURE yourself of the very best in Senior living in a secure,
worry-free environment. TREAT yourself to three wonderful meals
daily, served to you by our caring staff. RELAX and let us do your
housecleaning and laundry. ONE monthly fee entitles you to these and
many other services at Hickory Woods!
COME4N TODAY and select the floorplan and location you desire.
A $500 deposit, totally refundable, is all it takes to reserve your new
home at Hickory Woods. After all, don't You deserve this?
FOR MORE INFORMATION, call:
Katherine Morris, Marketing Director
(502) 753-6339
Visit our office at 1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass, Murray, KT.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Robinson

Gene Wrather gives lesson
at Harris Grove club event
Gene Wrather presented a lesson on "Wearable Art" at the
January meeting of Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at Ellis
Center.
Mrs. Wrather showed articles
she had made and told of many
different techniques in designs on
fabrics.
Obena Hale gave the devotion
reading "Measure of Life,"
"Wishes for Senior Citizens" and
closing with prayer.
Each member answered the roll
call by telling a New Year's
resolution. Elizabeth Parks led
the recreation which was a game
using ice in the words.
Quava Honchul, president,
reported on the Calloway Council
meeting. She mentioned the
Waste Material Collection and
poinsettia sales.
Upcoming events include State
Homemakers meeting, April
30-May 2 at Louisville; National
Homemmakers meeting, July
18-20 at Paducah; Southern
Women's Show, May 22 at Nashville, Tenn.

The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 14, at 10 a.m. at Ellis
Center.

South Pleasant
Grove Club meets
at Paschall home
Shcrre Paschall opened her
home for the Jan. 10th meeting of
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club. Donna Jackson was cohostess.
"Wearable Art" was the lesson
presented by Mrs. Jackson.
Delyghte Humphreys gave the
devotion entitled "A Measure of
Life."
Games were directed by luta
Hutson. Linda Workman, president, presided.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Paschall and Mrs. Jackson.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 14, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Inez Butterworth.

The Willows Studio
& Gift Shop
436-5012
Hwy. 121 South

• 15% Cash Discount On
AD Prescriptions
• Computerized Records
• Medical Claims Service
• PCS • Medimet
• BC-BS • Paid State Aid
• Valentine's Day Cards

Anniversary reception
to be held on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Robinson will be honored in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Feb. 11.
The anniversary reception, to be hosted by their children, will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at their residence at 509 Richardson St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson were married Feb. 10, 1946, by the Rev. J.
Howell Thurman of Murray.
Mrs. Robinson, the former Edna Elkins, is the daughter of the late
Jerome Elkins and Rosy Stewart Elkins.
Mr. Elkins is the son of the late Hershel Robinson and Mary Elizabeth Garrett Robinson, and the stepson of Mrs. Mary Helen Robinson of Murray.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Sharon Graham and husband, Jimmy,
and one son, Charles Robinson and wife, Reita, all of Calloway
County.
Their grandchildren are Ginger Graham Darnell and husband, Craig,
Chaz Robinson and Ellen Robinson. Their great-grandchildren are
Brooke Darnell and Mason Darnell.

For Gift Giving or
Beautiful Centerpieces
Designed by Carol Valencia

HOLLAND
DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.
753-1462

Bob Dunn, R.Oh.

OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6

Ladies' Dress &
Casual Shoes
1st Pair Reg. Price
2nd Pair...

99

Factory Discount Shoes A,
and

Nurse's Uniforms
Downtown on Court S.uare
753-9419
OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
"
N I‘1,
PI FUT\ l'%(.1
11E11)

NIININIUM
'

4.60%

$500

5.30%
12 Months 4.76%

$500

TERM

182 Days
9 Months

mow

$500

24 Months 5.10% $500

lit

St. Leo's
Mardi Gras
Saturday, February 10
Noon - 6:00 p.m.
Auction @ 7:00 p.m.

60 Months 4.95% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are effective
February 6, 1996.

•

PeoplesBank
cf,I,,/.1urray,Kentucky

BINGO • KIDS GAMES • FOOD
Conte Join The Fun!
Located At
Knights of Columbus Activity Hall
(On Squire Hale Rd., Off Johnny
Robertson Rd.)

Krseer

Mosey Market Cenlar 767-2135
Main • North Branch - I 241 & Chestnut • South
Main Office: 5th
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK

I.
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HOSPITAL

REPORTS
one newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
N1urray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Jan. 30, have
been released as -follows:
Newborn admission
Steele baby boy. parents. Allison
and Jamie, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs Alice Greer, Mrs. Mayon Garfield, and Eddy Osmar Con, all of
Benton.
Adams baby girl, Water Valley; Mrs.
Hinda P Jackson, Puryear, Tenn.;
George A Robinson. Hazel;
Mrs Tema Fay Ellis and baby boy
and Mrs Elizabeth Puckett, Dexter;
Walter Pritchard. Mayfield,
Eunice Henry. Mrs Delma L. Calhoon, Mrs Mildred A Morns, Mrs.
Lenora L Skinner,
Ted Wilson, Mrs Hye Seon Lee and
baby boy J C Kemp and Ronald Barrow. allot Murray
Expiration
William F Hooper. Hardin
• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 31,
have been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Janeen Elizabeth Burkeen,
Mrs. Mildred I. Oates, and Mrs. Linda
A Thompson, all of Dexter;
Ms. Cheryl L. Chadwick and baby
girl, Hazel. John W. Karch, Brian B.
Seaford, and Logan Tyler Dowdy, all
of Benton,
Miss lsyalia Latrenda McClain, Paris. Tenn., Richard Nash, Henry; Tenn.;
Mrs Tina L. Stewart, New Concord;
Patrick Edward Lewis, Almo; James
Butler Atkins, Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Pat McCain, Bemis Bridges, Mrs.
Acornia Wulff, Eunice Freeman Sykes,
Charles Wayne Adams,
Ms Mary K, Miller and baby boy,
Henry E. Flanery, Ed Michael Thurmond, and Mrs. Betty Farmer Lyons, •
all of Murray
Expiration
Mrs Gladys N. Clark, Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Feb. 1, have .been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Lee baby girl, parents, Yun Kyong
Cho and Kyng Lee, Murray;
Gaia baby boy, parents, Makayla
and Mike, Calvert City.
Dismissals
Mrs. Wilma E. Lake, Fulton; Everett
F. Perry, New Concord; James Cashion, South Fulton, Tenn.;
Mrs. Juanita Sledd, Mrs. Allison M.
Steele and baby boy, and Mrs. Phyllis
L. Lansberry, all of Benton;
Cletus C. Shelton and Charles Barnett, Dexter; Burnett baby boy, Sedalia; Mrs. Pamela Lynn Deitz and baby
girl. Kirksey;
. Mrs. Janice Marie Clymer, Mayfield,
Miss Amanda Sue Griffin, Almo; J.
Stewart May, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs Rebecca R. Highfield, Hazel;
Mrs. Vera Lovett, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Vara Armstrong, Mahlon D.
Frizzell, George Milton Parris, Mrs.
Dorothy Virginia Scott, John Willis
Roberts,
Mrs. Mary R. Sykes, Gordon Ray
Crouch, Mrs. Myrtle Douglas, Mrs.
Edith Sledd. and Miss Kimberlain M.
Gore, all of Murray.
• • • •
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Feb.
2, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Johnson baby girl, mother, Brandy
Reynolds, Hardin;
Tidwell baby girl, mother, Andria
Manning, Hazel;
Overcast baby boy, mother, Michela
Barnett, Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Rebekah Burkeen, Miss
Heather Colson, and Clarence Nelson
Eldridge, Alma;
Mark Allen York, Benton; Hubert W.
Sims, Milburn; Jeffrey T. Clippard,
Paris, Tenn.,
Pat W Carraway, Holliday baby girl,
Dusbn M Bevil', Jimmy D. Wilson, Mrs.
Mildred C Nall,
Nathan D Gream, Mrs. Lola Margaret Smith, Mrs. Mary Hamlin, Mrs.
Bulah M. Burke, Mrs. Lelia Seal,
Mrs. Virginia S. Jones, Barry
James. Jonathan Lee McGehee, and
Mrs Dorothy M. Cook, all of Murray.
• • • •
. Two, newborn admissions, disfinissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Feb. 3, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Chenoweth baby boy, parents,
David and Lisa, Paris, Tenn.;
Bynum baby girt, parents, Christopher and Melissa. Dexter.
Dismissals
Miss Caitlin B. Grogan and Mrs. Virgle M. York, Benton; Mrs. Wyona A.
Howard, Mayfield,
Mrs Darlene Gamble Manning,
Kirksey, Mrs. Beverly Jinelle Hainley,
Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs Lorene Hicks, David Guinn,
and Mrs. Cho Yun Kyong and Lee
baby girl, all of Murray.
Expiration
Mrs Verna Mae Farley, Murray.
•

•
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Home Owned 8
Home Operated

Storey's
Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
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To Limit Quantities
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Policy Bend ocielDOns tot redemption to Beet Food,, CMS Dept 048990, 1 Fawcett Drive, Del Rio. TX 791140
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78840. Cash Value .001c 01995 00C.
30000 11170
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about luck. A fourteen
leaved white clover was found by
Randy rarland in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, on June 16, 1975.
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Shelby Ray
Siress born

DOUBLE COUPONS

QWEETHE iRT SAVINGS
eifor
DAY

7%
:1
,441
)
#1 *111
4
4
7,

. •
I %kw

Double your money back on
all manufacturers coupons,
up to 50t. Restrictions apply.
See store for more details.

alentine's

Jim and Debbie Siress of Benton are the parents of a daughter,
Shelby Ray Siress, born on Wednesday, Jan. 24, 1996, at 6:50
p.m. at PheLake Medical Center,
Mayfield.
The baby weighed six pounds
eight ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother of the former
Debbie Cunningham of Murray.
Grandparents are Maxine Cunningham Fields of Murray and
Bill and Rhetta Siress of Benton.
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MasterCard

PRICES GOOD WED. 2/9/96 THRU TUES. 2/13/96
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
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Austin Shane
Manning born

MARDI GRAS

SWEET SUE
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WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SMART SHOPPER CARD

Terry and Darlene Manning of
Rt. 1, Box 198A, Kirksey, are the
parents of a son, Austin Shane
Manning, born on Sunday. Jan.
28, 1996, at 1:54 a.m. at University Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed one pound
13 ounces at birth and is still hospitalized. A sister is Susan and a
brother is Chris.
Grandparents are Roy Gamble
of Murray and the late Mable
Irene Tapp Gamble of Madisonville, and the late Palace and
Cecil Hargis of Kirksey.
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recent meeting
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Imogene Palmer, assisted by
Grace Parker, presented a lesson
on "Wearable Art" at the January
meeting of Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at Log Cabin
restaurant.
They showed several shirts of
different ways from paint applicade and pictures of grandchildren on them. LaVerna Hardie
showed the club a robe, vest and
shirt her daughter had made from
neck ties.
The devotion on "A Measure
of Life" was given by Ann Darnell. She gave the thought for the
month: "Yesterday is already a
dream, and tomorrow is only a
vision; but today, well lived,
makes every yesterday a dream
of happiness, and every tomorrow
a vision of hope."
Martha Butterworth, president,
gave a report on the County
Council meeting. She said the
hospital is in need of volunteers;
and that the next "Make A Difference Day" will be March 30
with members requested to save
paper, magazines, aluminum
cans, etc. Della Outland gave the
blessing.
Jane Steely, county extension
agent in home economics, was
present. She reported she had two
buses reserved for the Southern
Women's Show at Nashville
April 11 and wanted a good
attendance; the state meeting,
April 29-May 1 in Louisville; and
to have aluminum tabs turned in
by Feb. 2.
Others present Pawnee Bedwell, Ruby Burchett, Elaine Collins, Elaine Jones, Dixie Palmer,
and Emma Lou Albin, members;
Mavis Stone and Thelma Rose,
visitors.
Th'e club will meet Tuesday,
Feb. 13, at 11 a.m. at the home of
Ann Solman. A potluck luncheon
will be served.
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Jean 13811 &
Martin Timm&
Terri Lamb43enson
& Bill Benson
Heather Walston-Broadway
& Scott Broadway
Stephanie Crabtree &
John Morgan
Emily DeBoer &
Bob Kamp
Sarah Hammonds &
Scotty Grundy
Valerie Jackson &
Jonathan lAuehleman
Tanya Jones &
Mark Edwards
Mallory McClure &
Chris Moddelmog
Sonia Pereira &
Kelly Steely
Sara Thompson &
Stephen Wawrin

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851
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Christian Women's Club has luncheon

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 7
Technology Committee of East Calloway SBDM Council/3:15 p.m./school
library.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classesi7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church MSU
supper/5 p.m.; Teen Life/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study '7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bibie Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
stirvicei730 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
St..,cly '6 30 p.m.
Sugar Crick Baptist Church
Study,7.30 p m
Westside Baptist Church service/7

pm
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
meeting. Mission Friends, GAs, RAs
and Youth/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth Bible Study, College/Carreer
Bible Study. Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 7
First United Methodist Church Preschool Music and Choristers/5:15
p.m.; Kids Club/5 p.m.; Singers
Unlimited/5-30 p.m.; Adult Handbell/6
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church Handbells/4:30
p m.; FFC dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible
study/6:05 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5.30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir,
Intercessory Prayer/7:45 p.m.
Soccer Association registration/10
a.m.-3 p.m 'park office on Payne
Street.
Thursday, Feb. 8
Calloway County Fiscal Court/l:30
p.m./Weaks Center.
Murray City Council/7 p.m./City Hall.
Murray City School Board/7:30
p.m./Carter board office.
Calloway County School Board/7
p.m./board office.

rrrre.opielwrry
Gifts of Love
from the heart!

g• Guardian Angel Jewelry
40 Floral Arrangements
New Frames
and many other gifts
from the heart!

HappinesaPlace
753-4567

305 S. 12th St.

rrrrrrrirrrrIrr

Thursday, Feb. 8
Faxon Fire DistricV7 p.m./fire station.
Soccer Association registration/10
a.m.-3 p.m./park office on Payne
Street.
Secretaries seminar/1-5 p.m./Barkley
Room, Curtis Center, MSU.
Info/753-5171.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Accessible A.A. m•etIng/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Health Express of MCCH/Kenlake
HoteV8:30-11:30 a.m.; Brown's Grocery, Highway 94 East/1-3 p.m.
Prayer Coheir of Murray Christian
Women's Club/9:30 a.m./home of Barbara Chilcutt.
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/2 p.m./club house.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
WOW Lodge 592 meeting/6 p.m./Log
Cabin restaurant.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30-7:30
p.m./Calloway County Health
Department.
TOPS 1469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/6 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's, later to
movie. Info/753-9395, 759-2512 or
489-2046.
Singles Friendship/7:30 p.m./Farm
Bureau Building, Paris, Tenn. Info/
Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club-Moon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Murray Women of the Moose officers'
meeting/8 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.; Peace and Justice/4
p.m.; R.C.I.A./7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evenina
Prayer/5:15 p.m.; E.C.W./7 p.m. at
home of Eve Wetmore.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Work
Night/6:30 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center.
First United Methodist Church
quilters/9:30 a.m.
First Christian Church CWF IV/noon
at church; Singles Support/Study
Group/7 p.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Dance Concert I15/Robert E. Johnson Theatre, Fine Arts Center, MSU/8
p.m. Info/762-6797.
American film, The Madness of King
George/7:30 p.m./Curris Center
Theatre, MSU. No charge.
Dr. Wilma King free public
lecture/7.30 p.m./Faculty Hall 208,
MSU. Reception follows.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m. No
charge.
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Pat Briley, top right photo, commercial real estate agent from
Nashville, Tenn., shared some of
her experiences at the January
luncheon of Murray Christian
Women's Club. Theresa James,
top left photo, owner and operator
of Fringe Benefits, gave tips for
healthy and happy nails for both
hands and feet. She urged persons to use rubber gloves which
she is holding. Special music was
by Molly Rogers, soloist from
Murray, left in side photo, as Tyro
Lokey, Murray State University
student, right, followed through
with sign language. The next luncheon, open to all interested persons. will be Friday, Feb. 16, at
noon at Seven Seas. For reservations call Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Vida Trenholm, 753-2399.

Wanda Dixon
gives lesson for
Pottertown Club

Places at national event

Wanda Dixon presented a lesson on "Wearable Art" at a meeting of Pottertown Homemakers
Club held at Ho's Kitchen on
Wednesday, Jan. 10, at 10:30
a.m.
The recreational period was
directed by Anita Purvis.
Mrs. Dixon, president, read a
letter from the Extension leader
telling what could be done where
there was a need. Reports were
given by Mary Moore.
Also present were Christine
Collins, Nancy Wright, Mary
Hopson and Lavine Carter.
The next meeting will be Wednesday, Feb. 14, at 10:30 a.m. at
Ho's Kitchen at Holiday Inn.

cone day out of the year that we show
the special people in our lives how much we
care about them is only • week away. You
don't have to be married or have •
{No:the-art to remember someone on Valentine's Day. All of us have people we care
about that we want to do something nice for.
A snail token ofour love and appreciation is
a grew way to show our feelings.
When we take time out of our busy lives
to get•card and a gift this is•terrific way to
say "I love you" or just thanks for being
there."
Everyone has an aunt, uncle, mother,
sister, brother, child or just• special friend
who would love to be remembered.
Gifts that can be kept forever are always
welcome and a card that says just the way
you feel it perfect for Valentine's Day.
Some great gifts fix her would be:
jewelry, tine of the new "Y" necklaces,
sterling silver bracelets, or luggage tags to
go on her pearls. Costume jewelry is
perfectly okay for this type of gift, or•cute
sweater with beau, or basically any piece
of clothing with red on it Also guys, ladies
love perfume and wonderful bath gels and
lotions to pamper themselves if you're still
not sure, bow about• gift certificate from
D.K. Kelley, of course, where "making you
feel good is what we are all about."
Ladle don't forget the special man or
person in your life either. Men love to be
remembered too. Cards, cologne,• special
tool he's been talking about, ticket/ to •
game, or dinner at his favorite place would
be • terrific way to show you care.
In keeping with Valentine's Day, here we
some quotes about love. "Life has taught us
that love does not consist in gazing at each
other but in looking outward together in the
same dreotion" — Antoine De SaintExpupery and of course one of the most
famous quotes about love is 'Tis better to
have loved and lost than never to have loved
at all" — Alfred Lord Tennyson."One hour
of right-down love is worth an age of dully
living on- — Aphis Beim
Congratulations to Rain 'Thomas who
won OW door prize at lunch Friday. Hey
gays, it would be •great time to get your
Vairlainell gift this Friday and have lunch
on us. We always have fun and great
homemade food.
Stay tuned to seat week's Pua & Fashion
_
report.
P.S. Everything re/ and all jewelry ii
20% aft dos Vargo/Ws Day.

TINA JOHNSON, Ms. Kentucky USA Petite, spent seven days, Jan. 6-12,
in Kansas City competing for the national title of Ms. USA Petite. Tina
placed third runner-up to Ms. Kansas who was crowned Ms. USA Petite.
She received a car and a trip to the Bahamas. Contestants competed in
preliminaries and were judged in swimsuit, evening gown and personal
interview, and were then eliminated to the top 12 on the evening of the
finals. These 12 contestants competed in swimsuit, evening gown and
on-stage question and were, eliminated to top five in which they were
asked an on-stage question prepared by the judges. Johnson expressed thanks to those in the community who supported her as she prepared for this pageant. She said "I have made new friends from all over
the United States and memories to last a lifetime."

+ Free College +
Information Night
for adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree
Find out about:
•• Careers
•• Financial Aid
•• Admissions Procedures
•• Campus Resources to Help Students
•• Evening & Weekend Degrees
Thursday, February 29, 19964•6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room
Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-4150 by February 28 to register.
7
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Gift Certificates Available for Valentine's Day

305 South 12th
MOM, KY • 753-7441 ---'
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Jason Haley named
HENDERSON, Tenn. —
Freed-Hardeman University
seniors Jason Haley and Julie
Brock have been elected Mr. and
Miss FHU by Freed-Hardeman
University students.
Haley, an accounting and
finance major, is the son of Bob
and Loretta Haley of Murray.
While at FHU, Haley has been
president of University Program
Council, chaplain of Sigma Rho
Social Club, an Intrerface leader,
junior and senior representative
to the Homecoming Court, a
member of Student Government
Association, and the 1996 Makin'
Music staff.
Brock, an accounting major, is
the daughter of Lance and Vickie
Brock of Noblesville, Ind.
While at FHU, she has been a
member of Chi Beta Chi Social
Club, Student Government Association, Honors,Sigma Pi Beta,

Karly Jill Stewart
and Bradley Wells Lowe

Stewart-Lowe wedding
scheduled on Feb. 24
Katherine Stewart of Murray and Tony Stewart of Sanford, Fla.,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Karly Jill Stewart, to Bradley Wells Lowe, son of Randy and Mary
Eva Lowe of Murray.
Miss Stewart is the granddaughter of Bobby and Mary Lynch of
Port Gibson, Miss., and Jean Stewart and the late James Weldon Stewart of Hopkinsville. She is the great-granddaughter of Ishmael and Elizabeth Lynch of Port Gibson, Miss.
Mr. Lowe is the grandson of Gladys Wells and the late G.K. Wells
of Murray, of Robert and Myra Lowe of Selmer, Tenn., and the late
Mildred K. Lowe.
.The bride-elect is currently attending Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
is currently attending Murray State University.
The wedding will be Saturday, Feb. 24, 1996, at 2 p.m. at Oak
Grove Cdffiberland Presbyterian Church.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

University Student Ambassadors,
Sonshine Singers, Collegiate Business Association, Society for
Future Accountants and the 1995
Homecoming Court. She also
directed two Makin' Music
shows.
Other finalists for Mr. FHU
were James Thomas and Troy
Wells of Columbis, Tenn., and
Jeremy Johnson of Cookeville,
Tenn.; and for Miss FHU were
Robin Johnson of Lexington,
Tenn., Rachel Beasley of Nashville, Tenn., and Michelle
Richards of Myrtle Beach, S.C.
A dinner in honor of Haley and
Brock was held Feb. 6 in the
president's board room. This was
followed by a formal presentation
of Mr. and Miss FHU 1996 at
8:30 p.m. in conjunction with
FHU's 61st Annual Bible
Lectureship.

Volunteers
are needed
The American Humanics'
Campus Connection Volunteer
Center at Murray State University
has identified numerous volunteer
needs in the community.
The 4-H needs help this month
with sewing classes, omlet making, snack making, speech and
drama club and geology class.
The Family Resource Center
wants to collect paper items in
the residence halls for recycling.
The MSU Learning Center
needs tutors in all subjects, especially math.
The YMCA has volunteer
opportunities available in all
areas.
Murray Independent Schools
need help in the library.
The MSU Center for International Programs is looking for
American students to participate
in an International Friendship
Connection which groups international and American students
together for social events. This is
an excellent opportunity to learn
about another country and to
teach about the United States.
The United Way needs help
doing paper work and with their
scrapbook.
If you are interested in volunteering for any of these organizations call Shannon Hall at
762-6117 or 762-3808.

FREE

CLUB SELLING GIFT WRAP — Murray Woman's Club has an ongoing
fund-raising project of selling gift wrap. Naomi Rogers, right, finance
chairman of the club, and Alexa Starks, finance chairman for the Theta
Department of the club, show some of the many patterns of the paper.
Funds from the sale of gift wrap will benefit the club house renovation
and other club projects. To place an order call Mrs. Rogers or any
member of the Murray Woman's Club.

FREE AIRTIME
LET UNITED
STATES CELLULAR®
PROTECT YOU
AND YOUR
SWEETHEART
SNARETALK
FAMILY PLAN
TWO MONTHS
FREE SERVICE

ONE
MONTH
FREE
SERVICE
on Smart Talker and above rate plans

UNITED STATES
=

=

=

=
== =

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
RHO CHAPTER photo
RHO CHAPTER of Alpha Delta Kappa heard several members giving
examples of their crafts and hobbies at the January meeting at the
home of Betty Lyons with Linda Feltner and Maine Garrison as cohostesses. Pictured, from left, are Alaina Garrison with her musical snow
globe from her collection of music boxes; Sue Adams with her quilt she
Is piecing; Doll Blakeney with an example of the quiet time books she
has made; and Linda Feltner with a book, Chicken Soup representing
her hobby of reading. Bess Kerlick gave the devotion. President Blakeney urged each member to become more aware of recycling and to participate in the recycling days to help the Family Resource Centers. The
altruistic project for the month was a $45 contribution to the American
Cancer Society. The next meeting will be Saturday, Feb. 10, at 9 a.m. at
Eva's Country Kitchen.

Breeding
will speak
at meeting
CALVERT CITY — The
Purchase Area Environmental
Forum will hold a general membership meeting on Friday, Feb.
9, at 11:45 a.m. at Sirloin Room,
Draffenville.
Carl Breeding, a partner in the
law firm of Breeding, McIntyre
& Cunningham, PSC, Lexington,
will provide an update on environmental activities in the current
Kentucky legislative session.
Anyone interested in attending
should contact Patti Johnson, ISP
Chemicals, Inc., phone
1-502-395-1379. The cost of the
meeting will be $11.45 per person which includes lunch, tax,
gratuity and meeting fees.
Purchase Area Environmental
Forum membership is open to
anyone in the Purchase area with
an interest in or concern about
environmental issues. Contact
Ferris Callihan, PE, ISP Chemicals, Inc., at l'-02-395-1255 for
membership information.

suBscRmt

30 North Main Street, Madisonville, 821-1111
Open Mon—Fri 8am-6pm,Sat 9am—lpm
906 A South 12th Street, Murray, 753-7533
Open Mon—Fri 8am-5pm
1733 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, 444-0084
Open Mon—Fri 8am-5pm

Medical Emergency
Necklace
Send a Self Addressed
Stamped Envelope To:

FREE DIABETES
ALERT NECKLACE
Diabetes Wellness Network
P.O. Box 3837
Merrifield, VA 22116-3837

enc3-A

SboltTalk lines require a new, one year service agreement on published. nomcorpoiate service Mans or $1.7 95 0,
OthtiWictions and charges may apply. Not valid in conluncbon vvrth any other offer Void where prohibited 'Oiffirs expir, 2
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HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN
Since July 1st,
The Patients In The
Columbia, TN Center Alone
Have Lost Over 4,600 Lbs.
Professionally Supervised
No Diet Pills
Your Results Guaranteed In Writing
Grocery Store food
The Difference Is...We Care!
Individual Counseling
Support And Encouragement Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Robbin Knight
Cordele, GA
Lost 1761/2 Lbs.
124 3/4 Inches=
10 3/4 ft. Lost!
"Before joining the Hi-Energy Weight Control Program, I weighed 355 pounds. I was
depressed6 I had no hope lore career. Today I am self-confident, lam skm,I have lots
lots of energy & I am one of the top Center Managers in the Hi-Energy Company. HiEnergy Weight Control is now my life. Please call Right Now for the appointment that will
change your lifer

-Over 50 Board Certified Doctors Recommend Our Program Daily
.At Hi-Energy We Have More Than 40 Centers, And Over 100 Years Of
Combined Experience Helping People Lose Weight And Keep It Off.

OUR 40 LOCA IONS TO SERVE YOU!

CALL NOW FOR A FREE CONSULTATION • 767-0780
..ftftftam. ..ftaaaft
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7-9
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11-7:00
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SAUS4GE CO

16 oz.
Roll
Select Trim Boneless

New York Strip Steak

93% Lean 3 Lbs. or More

Ground Beef
Ground Chuck

$1.19
Lb. $2.19

Sirloin Tip Steak

98c
b.$1.48
L..$1.18
$1.08
98C

Ground Beef

Certified 3 Lbs. or More

Value Pack 3-5 Lb. Pkg.
Select Trim Boneless

73% Lean 3 Lbs. or More

Lb. $3.99

80% Lean Any Size Pkg.

Ground Pork

b.

Store Ground Any Size Pkg.

Ground Turkey

Lb.

Fresh
Crisp

4.

ROUND
MEATS

SAUSAGE

49

4:401%;.0

IL•

- Partin
Country Pork

Fryer Breast

'064(11`‘cor

1r •

F1

LETTUCE

;/-

24 Count Size

Russet

20 Lb. Bag $2.99

Potatoes
Bud

le oz. Bag 99'

Cole Slaw

Field
SUCD BACON

Vicki

IRS

°:1`-:
t-1
sr 7F

sotAGM

FRESH
SAL,x

S.\

Field

12 Size
Head
•
Fresh
California

•

Mix or Match

FRESH HAM SAUSAGE
SLICED BOLOGNA
WIENERS
SLICED BACON

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW, DIET MT. DEW,
7-UP, DIET 7-UP

51-60 Count

Shrimp

Lb.

$4.99

89'

2 Liter Bottle

„

I411IP/IA

g".

I

"di
15 Oz. Can

C

1GA

1GA Frozen 12 oz.

Colas

Orange
Juice

2 Liter

99'

4165,

Tr
Barr
Allis
Emil
Sam
chai
Eavi

Oh,. INAL

Zesta

CREAM §r11'
C(

'APO

Peter Pan Creamy I Crunchy Style

Yellow W.K.8 Cream Style Corn,
Cut Green Beans, Green Peas
14-15 oz. Can

PEANUT BUTTER

CRACKERS
bera

18 Oz. Jar.

Lb. Baz led Only

F
0

3F
O
Totino's Party

Pizzas
9-10 oz.

For 5

CR9ra*Y`

3

Angel Soft 4 Bell Pkg. 990

Bath

Jern
Jost
Gina
Low
N.
Mag
Meg
Cou
E. P
Rog

1GA Single Boll

S

Paper
Towels
fiel-8 "*
1
ii Rt./11,4 PItLAJ

BAR°N
troll
the

ER.J/

.

Le,

.14-t 4E/C1:11 Frozen

Jo
ham
Dani
Beth
Pigg

••
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VEGETABLES

99 79°
Box

Oranges

t

•

QUICK OATS CHILI W/BEANS
18 Oz.

5 Lb. Bag

Florida
••.../4r•

.
1441-\rit.‘••

Armou

$1.99
4 Lb. Bag $1.79

Grapefruit

(
r
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CAULIFLOWER

Florida Red

Dr. Pepper, Diet Dr. Pepper,
7-Up, Diet 7-Up, Cherry 7-Up

Jo
Aaro
K. Hi
John
Len
Harr
Mar
Red(
Sher
Step
Vanc

Dedr
Dycu
A. C
Gras
Hamri
drick
Husc
Cr
Sabi
E. Ki
Lawi
Maio
nisi,
or, E
Mi
Pate
Tony
L. S
Rebr
Je
Audi
Tyns
Web
don

99

F

Jei

Brian
tney
Ashk
Gadd
Colw
ningt
Jin
Witt
Louis
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lin, C
cey
Mary
14)
McCi
er, S.
thy, I
Tabit
Aaroi
Meg:
Jo
Ashk
ra Tr
coy.
L. Ti.
N.

Ja
Arno
Bivin
Bop
Bran
lard,
ter,

12 Pack 12 Oz. Can

16 Oz. Packages

Ili

6 •

An,
Arne'
Brool
Chan
zabel
Aarcii
A. lo
An
McKr
Rica
Math
flogs
Stickl
U. S

44tV4

PIE SHELLS
In. 2 Pk. Count

(2)

_

TEA BAGS
24 Ct. Family Size

2
Effective Dates:
Feb. 743

$3

.

",,•!;.• Red Baron F

1

ize

•

MARGARINE VEGETABLE OIL
48 Oz. Bottle

III Oz. Bottle

22-25 Oz. Box

tc
qi

69 $299

79C

gi

IER HOMETOWN PROM.
41110. ago.

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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CCMS releases first
semester honor roll
Calloway County Middle
School has released the honor roll
for the first semester as follows:
Shith Grad*
All As
Angela M. Armstrong, Johnna D.
Arnett, Rebecca L. Boyd. Tara L.
Brooks, Rebekah F. Burton, Mark
Chamberlain, Casey Cornelison, Elizabeth Dandeneau, Ashley N. Futrell,
Aaron C. Godar, Alli L. Hillard, Ashley
A. lolesias, Dustin Ladd,
Amanda N. McCuiston, Lauren
McKendree, M. Kale Morton, Tara
Rica Murdock, Michele R. Overbey,
Madeleine A. Philpot, Meagan R.
Rogers, Todd C. Sexton, John D.
Stickler, Kacee K. Stonecipher, Bridget
M. Swatzell, and Joshua S. Sykes.
AU As and Bs
Jeremy B. Allbritten, Kari Anderson,
Brian Asher, Brittany J. Beane, Brittney B. Bogard, Kyle J. Braddock,
Ashley D. Byerly, Catlin Bogard, Jacob
Caddas, Megan L. Chrisman, Paul R.
Colwell, Jennie Crawford, Kory Cunningham, Tammy M. Dabbs,
Jim L. Donelson, Mary Jane Dowdy,
Matthew R. Duke, Anne-Marie Dunlap,
Louis Ernstberger, Dean Futrell, Justin
Gibbs, Ellen B. Gingles, Jim D. Hamblin, Darrell Hargrove, Nikki Lamb, Stacey L. Lee, Heather Macha, Jessica
Marvin, Caitlan Maxwell,
Myles A. McCrea, Chelsie R.
McCuiston, Brandon Morris, Ali Musser, Sarah E. Nelson, Brent A. Norsworthy, Nathan C. Oliver, Jeremy Owens,
Tabitha A. Paschall, Ashley Peters,
Aaron J. Pitman, Michael E. Pritchard,
Megan L. Raspberry,
Jessica L. Scott, Joshua Seavers,
-Ashley S. Smith, Clint C. Stone, Sandra Thompson, Sarah Thompson, Stacey J. Thorn, David Timmons, Tamara
L. Tucker, Brittany K. Vaughn, Jeremy
N. Waggoner and Belinda Washer.
Seventh Grade
All As
Jessica R. Bybee, Natalie Cooper,
Aaron Cowan, Alison A. Fotsch, Linda
K. Higgins, Justin R. Holland, Sarah T.
Johnson, Kassa Kelso,-Jessica D.
Lemons, Annie T. Lynn, Bobbie D.
Marren, Derek A. McCallum, Chad I.
McLaren, Reagan L. Morton, Chase
Redden, Ryan K. Rogers, Tiffany J.
Shemwell, Whitni L. Steele, Chelsea J.
Stephenson, Kacey Stark, Terra L.
Vance, and Jameson Wade.
All As and Bs
Jake J. Abbott, Brenda Ahart, Lisa
Arnold, Daniel L. Ball, Michele E.
Bivins, Misty C. Bogard, Tara A.
Bogard, Jeremy Bolls, Cecilia R.
Brarnhill, Seth Bryant, Chelsea N. Bullard, Amber S. Cain, Amanda F. Carter, Ashley E. Cook, Ben D. CoSsey,
Wesley J. Coursey, Brandi L.
Dedmon, Karl G. Downs, Duane W.
Dycus, Michael P. Eldridge, Kimberly
A. Gay, Jamie Gordon, Patrick J.
Greer, Racheal N. Grogan, Brady T.
Harris, Erin Heltsley, Brad B. Hendricks, Adrienne K. Huffine, Jessica
Huscusson,
Craig Jacobs, Angela G. Johnson,
Sabrina L. Johnson, Abby Jonas, Clint
E. Kear, Matthew C. Leet, Vanessa G.
Lewis, Zachary Lovett, Kevin A.
Malone, Beth Martin, Joey K. McDaniel, Nathan G. McPhail, Jamie R. Miller, Brian B. Overbey,
Meagan R. Overbey, Bethany M.
Pate, April S. Ramsey, Marion Rogers,
Tony Ryan, Joshua J. Smith, Adriane
L. Southard, Jimmy D. Stubblefield,
Rebecca J. Suitor,
Jena Thomas, Brad A. Thurmond,
Audra D. Todd, Tara Todd, Eury
Tynes, Harlan A. Underhill, Austin
Webb, Amanda E. Williams, and Brandon M. Williams.
Eighth Grads
All As
Josh M. Burchett, Kiki N. Cunningham, Matt A. Keel, Brooke A. Lencki,
Daniel I. Matheny, Willie T. Morris,
Bethany O'Rourke, and Jennifer L.
Pigg.
All As and Bs
Tabitha Y. Armstrong, Danielle R.
Barrett, Billy Bell, Charity D. Burton,
Allison A. Carman, Jamie R. Carson,
Emily G. Cleaver, Brian D. Craig,
Samantha Crutcher, Bobbi M. Dolchan, Jeremy L. Dube, Alicia B.
Eaves, Janna E. Furches,
Matt B. Gearhart, Brittany D. Guess,
Jerry D. Hamblin, Tracey R. Hicks,
Josh L. Hodges, Jessica A. Houston,
Gina Linn, Tammy R. Linn, Ashley B.
Lowe, Derrick W. McCuiston, Tiffany
N. McDougal, Jessica P. McKendree,
Maggie L. Nelson, Tom Moore,
Micah B. Morris, Adam H. Nance,
Megan Penniston, Lacey R. Pittman,
Courtney Potter, Darren E. Price, Luke
E. Puckett, Alecia G. Robertson, Justin
Rogers, Jessica L. Rose, Josh J.
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Laramie • Remington
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Firestone • Michelin
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Smith, Wesley S. Spencer, Tasha R
Thompson,
Steven L. Thorn, Glenn T. Timmons,
Kyle B. Tracy, Amy E. Travis, Amber
D. Walker, Christy D. Watkins, Jeremy
H. Weber, Michael D. Williams,
Samantha A. Woodall, April Wolford,
Shawn& Wray, Keith A. Wright, and
Matt J. Yezerski.

NEED INSURANCE
PROTECTION?
$1•%

Call Me For Great IL',
On Auto & !Ionic
Inurance.

Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606
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Kenmore closeout!

43728

329.99

449.99

Through February 10
Reg 399.99

Save '70
27-in. color TV with noise-suppressing XS
stereo, universal remote, audio/video jacks.

Through February 17
Reg 57999

Save $130

23802

Electric range with self-cleaning oven,
electronic clock/timer Auto oven shut off

n•
Lowest pnce ever!

Loweinrice ever!

396.88

316.88

Save
$53
While quantities lost.

Save $43

• Extra-capacity PLUS washer
for family-size loads
• America's largest usable capacity
• 2-speed motor for
all types of fabric care
• 9 cycles, 3 wester levels

• Extra-large capacity dr
with 4 temperature settrn..4:,
• Wrinkle Guard I prevents
• 9 cycles
• Audible end-Ot-Cyc-e sir,•
• Wide-opening door

Was 449.99

99.99

388.88

Th,oug, March 2
Reg, 12999

While quantifies last
Was 49999

Save '30

Save $110

10.0-amp upright vac with micron air filtration, on-board tools. PowerPath System'

CLOSEOUT] Ultra Wash" Ill dishwasher
with Quiet Pack Plus sound insulation

While quantities last

*

for 6 months on all home appliances & electronics
No payments, billing or finance charges until August, 1996 on qualified purchases of $200 or more with Sears Delayed Billing Option on Seo,s
Be sure to ask for this.option Our Soles Associates have all the details. OFFER EXPIRES February 10. See important credit terms below' A 14.00
is required to open o SearsCharge PLUS account tTotal capacity Appliance prices are for white Colors. connectors cemaker hookup C111,
w0Sher
TV screen sizes measured diagonally reception simulated Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised Most larger ,rem,
warehouses Allow reasonable time for delivery 'See below for important credit details

9VerwmAgolt
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess IngebOrg /Ong 4•211344

•
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ismanaminwrimi
Over $150 value

FREE
factoryinstalled
icemakerA $100 value'

338;

The word "paradise" comes
from the Persian word used for
the amusement parks of kings.

Searching for some answers
to all those who/whaVwhere
questions about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON
Represenative, it is my job to
help you get over the hurdles of
being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Adivce
on reliable business in your
new neighborhood, and more.
Call...

Was 3599c?

finance char e

Kenmore

Hello
Stranger!

11A
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1998.88

Special
purchase

6

.•

Through Feb 24
Reg 219999

Save '201

120-pc mechanic's tool
set includes 3 quick-release
ratchets, sockets, case, more

Craftsman 18-HP, 42-in garden bra
Tractors require some,assembIN„,

1c,r

6584

599.99
Through February 18. Reg. 649.99
arib
‘21

$1

per month,on
SoorsChargis PLUS

• 180 cu. ft.' refrigerator
• Adjustable door bins
with gallon storage
• Adjustable glass shelves
• Twin crispers
• Meat drawer

119.99
Owned & Operated
By: Opal Hart

Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY
PH: 753-2310

Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Sun. 12-5

[Y.1
GOLD

995.88

TRtzuggr 10

Items at most larger stores Outlet ANN lexClutlekl Same motor aPpliances, olectronws
cnictilable by special order at smaller stores Reductions Iron, regular pricwwirtless other
Ms* staled horns nal described as reduced arc. special purctimies anti at nig price
Special pwchoses are not reduced, and are WNW in quantity Prices do not include
delivery unless specified bwirionrnenkil surcharges extra WASOITAINT CRIOIR DITAIU:
Sores tos, delivery or installation not Included in monthly payments shown Actual month.
ry payment con vary depending on your account balance i100 rottnImuni purchase
required to open a Seoreatarge MS account ©MN Sean, DO•baciA Gad Ce,

While quantities
tost Was 119999

Save $20

Save '204

Craftsman 14-in., 2.2-C.I.D
fully assembled gas chain saw

CLOSEOUT! 13-HP, 42-in lawn tractor with
Briggs & Stratton I/C Gold OHV engine

Your locally owned and operated

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

2'2250

Sears Authorized Retail D•Ol•f VON)

0% Arnenc•Chotput bean When Oltenia
puckered minnows of 5200 or more wok Soots Dewed Boling °wan on Sows Core or
SeorsCneroo Plus Po suit to on our soMs otsoweele tor ters °pow end Woks 5400 romemen put
chow ol remehed merolrondyse (faucet to won StrotsChowe Plus OCC0111.1 New* mode Noel WWI
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Seized equipment used in public schools
PEMBROKE, N.H. (AP) —
While Harold Schaefer sits in a
federal prison cell, the equipment
he used to grow marijuana is
being put to good use in public
schools.
Fourteen New Hampshire high
schools have been given expensive hydroponic growing equipment seized in three drug busts.
Instead of cultivating marijuana,
the students are growing tomatoes, lettuce and basil.
The idea to recycle the crime
equipment came from Raymond
Gagnon, a U.S. marshal in Concord who was once a teacher.
"Nobody knew what to do
with it," he said. "It's not something we traditionally deal with,
like houses, or cars or weapons.
We didn't even know the value."
In the past, such equipment
usually was destroyed.
Hydroponic growing uses no
soil, only water and nutrients. It
is often used by marijuana growers because plants mature faster
and can be grown year-round.
Gagnon's idea received federal
approval last fall. In November,
teachers from 14 vocational agriculture programs began picking
up the equipment.
About $24,000 worth of gear
has been given away, including
hydroponic tables, 1,000-watt
heating lamps, pumps, generators,
timers and nutrients..
"They were like little kids at
Christmas," Gagnon said. "It
was as if we gave them a million
dollars."
Stan Kalishman said he
grabbed more than $5,000 worth
of equipment for Dover High
School.
"It was still tagged 'Evidence,' Evidenc,;,"Evidence,"
the teacher said. "These people
were really into it, and now it's
getting proper use."
He plans to combine hydroponic farming with a fish farm, recycling the water. The biology
department will also use the
equipment for experiments, and
the culinary department will cook
the results.
Schaefer was convicted of cultivating marijuana and was sentenced Nov. 29 to more than five
years in prison.
Some of equipment he used to
grow 1,126 marijuana plants in

his New Hampton home went to
Pembroke Academy. Matt Baron,
a junior, helped set up a system
there and said he might make a

career in horticulture.
Gagnon said he expects more
such distributions when hydroponic equipment is 'seized.
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Water or Oil
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Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello

February 1996

3 19

112 Pk.$

2 liter
Bottle
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Can

Coke Non-Refundable 6 pk. 20 oz. Bottle $2.99

1; 13 1111111E

Turner

Traditional Ragu

Whole Milk

Spaghetti Sauce
Plain
Mushroom
or Meat
30 Oz.
Jar
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Roundy's

Roundy's

Bush Great Northern or Pinto

Cherry Pie Filling

Cream Cheese

Beans

21
CanOz.
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WILLIAMSPORT, Pa.(AP) —
A would-be burglar who was
dressed for the weather froze to
death after getting stuck in his
bulky clothing while climbing
through a basement window,
authorities said.
Henry Carlton's body was
found Monday by an employee of
the Betty Steinbacher Real Estate
Agency. He was wedged halfway
through a basement window, his
legs inside and his head and arms
outside.
The 41-year-old man was
reported missing by his family
Thursday and probably died over
the weekend, authorities said.
Carlton apparently thought he
could squeeze through the
15-inch high, 18-inch wide window and drop to the basement
floor, Lycoming County Coroner
George Gedon said. But the window was partially obstructed by a
heating duct, and Carlton's two
sweatshirts and a bulky coat
stopped him.
"Now he's wedged in there,
he's on his stomach, the more he
struggles, the more his clothing
bunches up against him, his feet
are off the ground and he can't
get any leverage," Gedon said.
Authorities said shoe prints on
the basement wall were a sign of
Carlton's vain efforts to free
himself.
The window had been broken
by a tire iron. Williamsport
police Sgt. Curly Jett said Carlton
also had other burglary tools with
him.
The coroner said Carlton probably passed out from the pressure
on his chest and abdomen, then
froze.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

More pencils are made in the U.S. than in any other country.

Chicken of the Sea

Man found dead
in office window

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

"I hear of a drug bust on the
radio and smack my chops,"
ICalishman said. "I'm like a vulture flying overhead."

Boneless
Chuck Roast

Boneless

Shoulder Roast

$1 49

'1.99
•

Cabbage

0

Large Stalk

Fresh Green

Broccoli

87

rb
Washington State,
Red or Golden

Naval

US # 1 Idaho

Orange

Potatoes

5

for 91
88 ct.

„nu,.

99
$1.
Sno-White

Yellow

Onions

59! 139
Apple

lb

C

Lb.
Bag

3

Cauliflower

$1 2.9

Large
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753-4461
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Prices Good
Feb. 7
thru
Feb. 13
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a
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

New Hours:
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41
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Deli Hot Line I
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We
STEPHANIE HILL

Hill to attend
conference
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Miss
Stephanie Hill of Murray has been
selected to attend The National
Young Leaders Conference from
February 13-18, 1996, in Washington, D.C. The National Young
Leaders Conference is a unique
leadership development program
for high school students who have
demonstrated leadership potential
and scholastic merit Stephanie, a
junior at Murray High School will
be among 350 outstanding National
Scholars attending the conference
from across America.
The theme of the National Young
Leaders Conference is The Leaders
of Tomorrow Meeting the Leaders
of Today. Throughout the six-day
conference, Stephanie will interact
with key leaders and newsmakers
from the three branches of government, the media and the diplomatic
corps.
Highlights of the program include welcoming remarks from the
Floor of the United States House of
Representatives and a panel discussion with prominent journalists at
the National Press Club. Scholars
will visit foreign embassies and
receive policy briefings from senior
government officials. Stephanie
may also meet with her Senators and
Representatives or an appointed
member of their staff to discuss
important issues facing Murray and
the nation.
To complement these special
meetings and briefings, Stephanie
willparticipate in a number of
leadership skill building activities.
In one activity, :If I Were President", students role-play the President, members of the Cabinet and
representatives from Capitol Hill
who must respond to an international crisis involving North and
South Korea. Culminating the National Young Leaders Conference is
the "Mock Congress", in which
Scholars assume the'46les of United
States Representatives by debating,
amending and voting on proposed
legislation on welfare reform.

Well-dressed
mayor warns:
no jeans
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -Mayor Willie Brown, known as
much for his Italian suits as his
sharp political skills, promised a
dressing down to any staffers
who clare to 'show up for work
without the proper threads.
Brown told KCBS radio he
would be "appalled" if one of
'his aides came to work in jeans,
cutoffs or sneakers.
"I'd send them home — and
dock their pay," he said.
Many offices allow employees
a "dress down" day, usually Fridays, but Brown says that won't
happen at City Hall.
Brown spokesman P..1. Johnston said the mayor's remarks Friday were "said in light
response," to a dress code question. But the mayor does require
a certain professionalism — in
manner and dress, Johnston said.
Former Mayor Dianne Feinstein required her staff to dress
well, including insisting that
women wear dresses and skirts.
Former Mayor Frank Jordan,
whom Brown defeated in a Dec.
12 runoff, never impbsed a dress
code, saying, "Work productivity
is more important than style.'
When isked by a jeans.
wearing reporter to comment
further on the dress code, Brown
said: "Don't have time, brother.
Besides, you're not dressed
properly."

6o Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

U.S. Choice Boneless

Center Cut

Chuck Roast
1 29
Stew
I Lb.
Meat

Pork Chops
$21Lb.
9

Hyde Park
12 oz

Lb.

Wieners

0
49

Oscar Mayer
1 Lb

Bologna

929

LL
69

Owen's Best Family Pack

Owen's Best

1/4 Sliced

Ground Chuck

Pork Loin

1 59

Blackeye
Peas

3/1

Glad

Sweet
Gherkins
16 or
$ 1 59

Lawn
Bags

Lb
1 79

89Lb.

10 Ct

$ 79

Cranberry Sauce
Prairie Farm Skim &

Milk

Tomato Sauce
Pillsbury
Biscuits

16 oz.89'
99'
2/s1
79'

1/2 gal.
15 oz.

4 pk.

Turkey Breast
$i429
Lb.

26

Cheese Singles

Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello, $4129
12 pk.
Cal. Free Coke

Kidney Beans

12

Libby Lite

Fruit

16 oz.

79'

Pillsbury

Cinnamon Rolls
So Dri Single Roll

8 ct. 2/$3
I

16 oz.
Dawn Ultra Dishwashing

Detergent

Owens Best

BBQ Beef

$129
Lb.

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke,
$129
Sprite, Cat. Ree Diet Coke 20 oz. 6 pk.

89c

Dole Juice Pk.

-

20 oz.

Emge
American

Dole
Golden Ripe

Crisp Green

Vine Ripened

Cheese
$299

Bananas

Cabbage

Tomatoes

3

25!. 59

Lb.

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Honey Dipped

Baked Ham
$429

Cole Slaw

Baby Back Ribs
$489

99!

3/99'
51 19

14.7 oz.

2/$1 Pineapple
1
//tOditee
)

Paper Towels

1 lb.

‘111

$ 99

Bush's Chili Hot &

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Lb.

Bathroom Tissue

Hyde Park

2/seli
Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Flour
5 Lb 99°

0
4 Roll Pkg.99

Mama Rizzo

Spagheffi Sauce

39

Angel Soft

2 Liter 99°

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

Aylp

Coke, Diet Coke, Cat Free
Coke, Mello Yello

18oz. 79°

Sliced 89` Lb.

40 oz

Gold Medal Plain or Self-Rising

Retailer Mall To: Quaker Oats Company.
CMS Dept. 3003 1 Fawcett Drive. Del Rio. TX
78840, Cash Value .001c 01995 Q0C.
Good week of Feb. 7 thru Feb. 13
Only at Owen's Food Market
.

Cake Mix
Ocean Spray

ri

18 oz.
Quick or Old Fashioned Quaker® Oats

Betty Crocker

79c

C-3G8t)

11714 700 OFF
ANY

2% Milk
Gal. 1 89

Jifly
Baking
Mix
$1

IN-AD COUPON

Flav-O-Rich

Smoked Picnic

Ground
Beef
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

M+ Clive

Hyde Park

1%
Hunts

I

Shoulder Roast Whole Fryer
1 69

Extra lean

$

Miss Goldy G.A.

U.S. Choice Boneless

Lbs.

1

Idaho Baking

Fresh Juicy

Potatoes

Pears

Kiwi Fruit

0
49' 69 61$1
Lb.

4

Lb.

Lb
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RACER FOOTBALL

Mercer
looks at
return to
Nashville
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's Ron Mercer doesn't
know what kind of greeting he'll
receive from hometown fans
when the second-ranked Wildcats
visit Vanderbilt tonight.
"I really don't know what to
expect," Mercer said about the
reception in Memorial Gymnasium. "You really never know
what's going to happen because
of the circumstances."
The 6-foot-7 forward, who was
the national high school player of
the year last season, attended
Vanderbilt games as a youngster
growing up in Nashville and
strongly considered becoming a
Commodore.
Vanderbilt, however, did not
make the final cut as Mercer
eventually chose Kentucky over
Tennessee.
He doesn't regret the decision.
"I'm glad because there's no
pressure on me here," Mercer
said Tuesday. "There would have
been pressure on me if I went to
Vanderbilt or Tennessee. I don't
feel any pressure here and that's
the way I want it."
Mercer has started 12 games
for the second-ranked Wildcats
(18-1, 8-0 Southeastern Conference), averaging 7.9 points and
3.3 rebounds. He scored a
season-high 15 points in a 129-97
victory over LSU.
But he hasn't been in the starting lineup the past six games as
junior Derek Anderson has taken
the small forward spot.
"It was hard at first to stay
focused," Mercer said of coming
off the bench. "The first two
games I really wasn't focused."
Now he doesn't seem to mind
his reserve role.
"With Derek in the lineup,
that's fine with_
" Mercer
said.
Kentucky recorde its 17th
consecutive victory when it
defeated Florida 77-63 last
Saturday.
Tony Delk is Kentucky's top
scorer with 18.7 points, while
Antoine Walker contributes 16.0
and Walter McCarty adds 10.6.
Vanderbilt (14-7, 4-4) hasn't
played since beating Auburn
76-62 last Wednesday, its second
straight victory and fourth over a
ranked team this season.
"They're playing outstanding
basketball right now and they're
III See Page 3B
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OVC champs land 'quality' class
Tigers' Miller,
Lakers' Lencki
pick Murray St.
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Murray State football coaches
found that going 11-1 and winning an Ohio Valley Conference
championship doesn't make
recruiting any easier.
"This was the first time that
we've experienced a situation
where kids didn't think they
could play (at MSU) right
away," Houston Nutt said Wednesday morning, the first football signing day of 1996. "It's a
different type of recruiting.
Other schools used that against
us, telling recruits, 'They just
want you us a backup."
Yet, with all of the new
obstacles, Nutt was confident in
his fourth recruiting class at
Murray State.
"It's probably the best class,
but we didn't get that tailback
and cover cornerback,"
explained Nutt, who had a

GREG MILLER
reception for supporters in the
Racer Room at Stewart Stadium
to discuss the new class. "But,
we were in with some good
kids."
Nutt and the Racers got verbal commitments from 17 high
school players and three junior
college athletes. In addition,
Murray State landed three
Division-I transfers and former
Murray High standout Adam
Blalock, who transferred from
Washburn University after one
season.
"We got a quality class of
linebackers and quarterbacks,"

explained Nutt. "Getting the
quarterbacks was big. We
hadn't signed a freshman quarterback in two years. And, we
signed a punter and a kicker
and that's the first time we
signed one of those."
Placekicker Greg Miller of
Murray High led a strong local
contingent, which included Calloway County's Jared Lencki
(WR), Paducah Tilghman's
Brandon Warfield (WR), Marshall County's Scot Shelton
(LB) and Robert Sanders (LB),
Graves County's Ishmael Farris
(WR/DB) and Trigg County's
Carlos Acree (DL/TE).
"People can't say we don't
recruit home first," said Nutt.
Nutt is unable to comment on
specific recruits because NCAA
rules require all paperwork to
be signed by the athletes and
received by the university
before the commitment is
official.
Three quarterbacks were
highlights of the signing class:
Josh Allen (6-2, 180 pounds)
from Edmond, Okla.: Grant
III See Page 3B
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STEVE PARKEFVLedger a Times file photo
Racer football coach Houston Null bolstered his program Wednesday by adding 23 new faces on college football's national signing
day.
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HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL

Lady Tigers clobber
CFS 82-17; focus on
contest at Calloway
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Murray's Dea Banks (left) and Becky Greene tie up a Christian Fellowship player in Tuesday night's game.

Cards in overtime
MAYFIELD — Calloway
County held Mayfield scoreless
in the overtime period to down
the Cardinals 51-43 Tuesday
night.
Mayfield (13-8), which trailed by scores of 10-5, 2•1-13 and
32-28 after the first three quarters, battled back to tie the
game at 43-43 at the end of reg-

•

FRC

Call it a demolishing, a total
mismatch, a whuppin' or anything else you can think of.
Murray's Lady Tigers weren't
looking (or expecting) a close
game that would come down to
the final seconds against Christian Fellowship, and their 82-17
win Tuesday night at home came
as no surprise to anyone.
Murray (16-5) was only after
the two wins the double-counting
victory added to their district
record, which improved to 4-0,
tops in the Fourth District.
"The main thing for us was to
get the win and now we're 4-0 in
the district," Murray coach Jimmy Harrell said after the easy
win. "They're young and just getting started with basketball, and
we just wanted to come out and
take care of business."
Murray can wrap up the number one seed in the district tour-

Lakers shut down Hot Tigers down Heath
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Mi(
Poi
Tra
rob

ulation, but was unable to register another score.
David Greene led Calloway
(12-5) with 28 points, including
six in overtime, while Brad
Duncan contributed nine. The
Lakers were 16 of 37 from the
field, 1 of 7 from three-point
range and 18 of 28 at the free
throw stripe. Calloway outrebounded Mayfield 25-23.
II See Page 38

Murray shoots 70
percent from field
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HEATH — Murray shot an
incredible 70 percent from the
floor in winning at Heath 53-48
Tuesday night.
The Tigers were 19 of 27 from
the outside in taking their fourth
win in five games.
Murray (6-14) led just 10-8
after one quarter but outscored
Heath 15-5 in the second frame

TIGERS 53, Heath 48
MURRAY
HEATH

10 21130-03
I 13
— 44
MURRAY (53)
Efrrd 12, West 10, Crouch 9. Crum 8, Harnrronds S.
Underhill 4, Poynor 2 TOTALS: TO-A, 19-27. Threepoint 1-4 (Crouch). FT-A 14-24. Rebounds 17
(Crouch, Hamm:oda 5). Record 6-14.
HEATH (48)
Wellalorri16, Charles 13. Mauey 8, Ausin 4, Hanle
4,
3. TOTALS: FO-A: 15-29. Th
2-11 FT 1620. Rebounds 13. Record. rrint

to lead 25-13 at halftime. Heath
rallied in the second half, cutting
the deficit to 38-29 after three
quarters, but fell just short at the
end.
Murray had a balanced offensive attack with Albert Byrd lead-

mg the way with 12 points. Jason
West added 10 points for the
Tigers while Stephen Crouch had
nine and Ethan Crum and Kenny
Hammonds tossed in eight
apiece. Murray was 14 of 24 at
the free throw line and outrebounded Heath 17-13.
For Heath (4-13), Kyle Wellington was the top scorer with
16 points.
Murray visits Calloway County
Friday in a Fourth District
contest.
*Heath won the junior varsity
game 37-34.
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LADY TIGERS 82, CFS 17
MURRAY
211 311 69 — II2
CHRISTIAN FIN.
0 14 16 — 17
MURRAY (62)
Greene 18, Thomas IS, Willem 13, Shaw 8, Srvder
8, Christopher 6, Banks 5, Beane 4, Dowdy 2, Duffy
2. hiyhil, BrIttain. TOTALS: TO-A: 29-62, Three-point
.612 (Greene 4, Udine), FT-A 6-16. Rebounds 41.
(Snyder 8). Record: 16-5.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (VT)
Co:Streit 9, Fonriel 4, Rich 2, Saugus 1, Willett 1,
FOrli, Moore, VII Wake'', Warn. TOTALS: FG-A:
624. Three-poInt 04 FT-A 7-13, Record: 3-10,

nament Friday night if it can beat
Calloway County at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Both Calloway and Marshall County have two losses in
district play.
"This win tonight allowed us
to set ourselves up for Friday,"
Harrell said. "Calloway has
improved a great deal and they're
always tough at their place, but if
we can win Friday it will be big
for us because now we control
our own destiny."
Tuesday night's game was
II See Page 3B

SCHEDULE
THURSDAY

BASKETBALL
• Lady Lakers at St. Mary
Paducah — 7
*Makeup
FRIDAY

1

BASKETBALL
III Murray at Calloway (DH)
Jeffrey Gymnasium — 6
SATURDAY

BASKETBALL
• MSU at Morehead (DH)
Morehead — 1:30/6:45 CST

Magic takes over as L.A. whips Nuggets 99-78
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) — He may be
.36, noticeably plumper than in
his prime and a step slower to the
basket, but Magic Johnson can
still take over a game.
Johnson scored 16 points, dished out 12 assists and narrowly
missed a triple-double with nine

rebounds Tuesday night, leading
the Los Angeles Lakers past the
Denver Nuggets 99-78.
Johnson, in his fourth game
since ending his retirement last
week, played 33 minutes and
showed flashes of his old self,
particularly in the final quarter.
Johnson had eight points, five
assists and two rebounds in the

fourth quarter alone: helping the
Lakers expand a five-point lead
to their final margin.
"I want to play in the fourth
quarter when it's winning time."
Johnson said.
"Earvin (Johnson) gives us
security in the fourth quarter,"
Lakers coach Del Harris said.
"Everybody counts on that. Plus,

he gets to the foul line."
"We have a great guy playing
with us now," Los Angeles guard
Nick Van Exel said. "and everybody is responding to it. Our confidence is higher with Magic on
the team. We have a lot of confidence down the stretch."
Nuggets coach Bernie Bickerstaff said Johnson "is such a

"I was very disappointed
smart player, he sees the floor, he
because I thought we could use
recognizes and takes advantage
of things. He took over the game the Chicago game as a catalyst,"
said Bickerstaff, referring to Denin the second half."
ver's emotional 105-99 upset of
Cedric Ceballos scored 27
the Bulls on Sunday night. "You
points for Los Angeles.
Denver's Dikembe Mutombo could see it in the players' eyes
that they never had it tonight.
had 20 points, 17 rebounds and
eight blocks. Bryant Stith added
17 points for the Nuggets.
• See Page 38
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Sports

FROM PAGE 28

BRIEFS
Lakers in middle school tourney finals
Calloway County's middle school boys advanced to the championship game of the district tournament with a 39-21 win over Benton
Tuesday night at Calloway County High School. The Lakers face
Mayfield Thursday night at 7:15 in the finals.
Scoring for Calloway was Ben Underhill, 12; Scott Lowe, 11;
Jeremy Workman, 11; and Kyle Tracy, 5.
On Monday, Calloway's boys downed North Marshall 58-54.
Michael Williams led Calloway with 23 points, including five threepointers while Ben Underhill added 13, Jeremy Workman and Kyle
Tracy had eight each and Scott Lowe had six points and 17
rebounds.

Middle school Lady Lakers end year
Calloway County's middle school girls were upset in the first round
of the middle school tournament Monday night, falling to South Marshall 37-34.
Calloway, which finished 27-0 last season, was led by Tiffany Lassiter's 16 points. Other scorers were Jenni Pigg, 6; Thomas, 6; Kayla
Morton, 4; and Bethany O'Rourke, 2.

Cards eliminate Tigers in Tourney
Mayfield Middle jumped out to a 13-0 lead after one quarter and
knocked off Murray Middle's eighth grade boys 51-29 in the first
round of the Fourth District Tournament.
Murray (2-9) was led by Darrell Foster's seven points. Eric Villaflor
added six and Garrett McCutcheon and Stephen Compton each
scored five. Jeff Owen finished with three, Jeremy Smith two and
Justin Garland one.
• Murray Middle's seventh grade boys team finished the year with
a 6-2 record.

decided in the opening minutes as
Murray roared to a 28-0 first
quarter lead, shooting 10 for 14
from the field. Becky Greene
scored eight of her game-high 18
points in the quarter, including
two three-pointers, while Stacy
Thomas and Sara Williams six
apiece, many of the points coming off steals.
Christian Fellowship actually
outscored Murray 14-11 in the
second quarter, with Lacy Cockrell accounting for nine points.
Murray led 39-14 at halftime as
Greene nailed a buzzer-beating
three from several feet behind the
arc.
But any hopes CFS harbored of
making a decent game of it
quickly faded once the third quarter began as the Lady Eagles
managed only three second half
points.
basket
After Rachel
made it 41-16 earl; in the third,
Murray scored the next 18 points
to go up 59-16 at the end of the
period. Thomas added eight
points to her total in the third,

"But Friday night will be big
for us and for Calloway because
if we lose our last two district
games the seeding could go to a
coin toss, and anything can happen then," he said.

•Magic...
FROM PAGE 2B
You have to play every game
with the same emotional level."
The win was the Lakers' 10th
in their last 12 games and fifth
straight on the road.
Johnson, who drew a standing
ovation when he entered the
game with 6:19 left in the opening period, immediately made an
impact, feeding Vlade Divac with
a bounce pass in the lane for a
dunk.
"I want to come off the bench
because I think it is better for the
team," Johnson said. "I can still
be productive coming off the
bench. I felt good, but I'm not
quite all the way back."

Neither team led by more than
three points in the evenly played
first quarter that saw ('eballos
score 10 points, helping the Lakers to a 26-23 advantage.
Three baskets by Di‘a,. early
in the second quarter staked Los
Angeles to a 34-27 lead. The
Lakers hit four of their first six
shots in the quarter, but only
were 1 -for-8 after that, and Denver fashioned an 18-7 run for a
45-41 halftime edge. Mutonitx)
had seven points during that
flurry.
Los Angeles led 66-61 entering
the final quarter, and with Johnson providing floor leadership the
Lakers gradually pulled away.

Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.

LAKERS 51, Mayfield 43, OT

Mayfield, fresh off its final
four appearance at the state AllA Classic, was led by Alonzo
-Sherrill with 15 points while
Mike Bright contributed 11.
The Cardinals were 16 of 43
from the field, 2 of 12 from
three-point range and 9 of 16 at
the free throw stripe.
Calloway plays host to Murray Friday night in a Fourth

II Racers...
Simmons (5-11, 200) will compete for the tailback spot vacated by record-setting senior
Derrick Cullors.
Russellville native Brandon
Morris (6-3, 280), a Naval
Academy transfer, will add size
and depth to the offensive line,
as will Blalock (6-1, 250).
Nutt said he will save some
scholarships for future use.
"We got. Derrick Cullors on
June 2, so we'll try to hold one
(scholarship) back," explained
Nutt.

Greene had a good night and
Emma Shaw got some scoring in
where she usually doesn't get to.
This game was fun for the girls
because they all got to play and
we had 10 score.

SCOREBO

FROM PAGE 2B

North Marshall needed free throws in the final minute and a half to
hold off upset-minded Murray Middle 26-20 in the Girls' Fourth District Tournament.
Murray (1-9) turned in one of their best performances of the sea- son Tuesday afternoon and was led by Ashley Dunn and Whitney
Ray, both with six points. Lindsay Lawson scored four and Kelly
Miles and Misty Starks each added two.

Pruitt (6-2, 185) from Ft. Smith,
Ark.; and Chris Ridberg (6-3,
190) from Stone Mountain, Ga.
Georgia Military College's
Tommy Willis (6-2, 190) gives
the Racers a talented defensive
back, while Kilgore Community
College linebacker Bentron
Parker (6-2, 225) acid Hutchinson Community College defensive end Cedric Tatum (6-2,
250) round out the junior college recruits.
Louisiana Tech transfer Jason

and five of Murray's baskets
came as a result of steals. The
Lady Tigers recorded 21 thefts on
the night, nine by Thomas.
CFS' Shannon Willett canned a
free throw to open the fourth, but
Murray scored the last 23 points
of the game for the final 82-17
tally with the Lady Tiger reserves
seeing extensive action.
Thomas backed up Greene's 18
with 16 of her own while Williams added 13 and Emma Shaw
and Sarah Snyder contributed
eight apiece. Ten Lady Tigers
reached the scoring column. Murray was 29 of 62 from the field, 5
of 12 from three-point range and
9 of 16 at the free throw line.
Snyder had eight rebounds on the
night while Greene snared seven.
Cockrell led Christian Fellowship with nine points. The Lady
Eagles were 5 of 24 from the
field, 0 for 6 from three-point
range and 7 of 13 at the free
throw line.
"Now we're 16-5 and we
wanted to get back on the winning side," Harrell said as his
team ended a surprising threegame losing streak. "Becky

Lakers...

Lady Tigers fall to North Marshall

FROM PAGE 2B
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'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

CALLOWAY CO.
10 21 32 43 — 51
5 13 26 43 — 43
MAYFIELD
•
CALLOWAY CO. (Si)
Greene 28, Duncan 9 Settler 4, Stark 4 Y11101111U 4
likKeel 2 TOTALS PG A 16-37 Three-pcxnt 1-7
(Greene) FT-A 18-28 Rebounds 25 Record 12-5
MAYFIELD (43)
Shernli 15. Bnght 11, Poorer 7, Grantham 4, Fulcher
2. Starks 2, Stratton 2 Brown. Dodson. Hopwood.
Morns Reed. Schlosser TOTALS FG-A 16-43
Three-point 2-12 iShernS 2) FT-A 9-16. Reticamds
23 Record 13-8

!!!!! ,•..

PRO BASKETBALL

District game. Calloway is 1-1
in the district while Murray is

Al Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I Pct GB
34 13 723
Orlando
29 16 644 4
New York
2222 500 10•Fi
Washington
21 26 447 13
Mans
18 27 400 15
New Jersey
17 29 370 16.6
Boston
8 36 182 24•/,
Phrladrilphia
Central Division
41
5 891
Chicago
31 15 674 10
Indiana
26 20 565 15
Cleveland
25 20 556 15•/.
Atlanta
22 22 500 18
Detroit
21 24 467 19•A
C harttle
17 27 386 23
Aitikvaukes
13 33 283 28
Toronto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct GB
30 14 682 —
San Antonio
31 15 674 —
Utah
30 18 625 2
Houston
19 27 413 12
Denver
15 30 333 1514
Dalas
13 31 295 17
lAnnesola
10 36 217 21
Vancouver

IN Mercer...
FROM PAGE 2B
very difficult to defend because
they're a very good passing team
(and) very good uptempo team,"
Pitino said.
Vanderbilt has 10-3 record on
its home floor this season.
"It's gollig to be a tough road
game," said Walker. "We'll
have to be focused. The key for
us is to stop their 3-point
shooting."
Vanderbilt ranks fifth in the

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

SEC in 3-point shooting (35.9
percent). Guards Drew Nladdux
(39.5) and Frank Seckar (37.2)
arc the biggest perimeter threats.
Seckar leads Vanderbilt with
16.1 points, followed by Nladdux
with 15.3, Malik Evans with 11.9
and Pax Whitehead with 10.5 a
game.
"This May be the toughest
game that we've played to date,"
Pitino said. "We know we're in
for a tough night."

Pacific Division
34 12 739
27 '19 587 7
24 19 558
23 24 489
21 24 467
21 25 457 13
16 30 348 18
Tuesday's Game.
Cleveland 91, Boston 73
San Antoryo 109. Charlotte 102
Orlando 112, Sacramento 102
Phoenix 106. Chicago 96
Milwaukee 114, Dallas 111
L A Lakers 99 DOM/Or 78
Seattle 99 Houston 94
WritInesday's Games
lAhvaulute at Toronto. 6 p
San Antonio at Boston. 630 pm
Washington at New York 630 p rn
Indiana at Philadelphia. 6 30 pm
Atlanta at Miami. 6 33 p m
Orlando al Deurst. 7 pm
Portland at lannesota. 7 pm
VIACOUVOf at Utah, 8 pm
Houston at LA Clippers, 930 p
Nor Jersey at LA Laker', 930 pm
Chicago at Golden State 930 pm
Thursday's Games
Sacramento at Charlotte. 630 pm
Washington at Atlanta. 6.30 pm
Utah at Dallas. 730 pm
LA Cippers at Denver, 8 pm
New Jersey at Phoenix. 8 pm

Seattle
LA Laker*
Sacramento
Portland
Phoenix
Golden Slate
LA Uppers
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Nike - Reebok®
• Umbro® - Adidas®
•Jackets
•Warmups
Mid-Winter
•Fleece
•Nylon Separates
•UK Fleece

Nike • Reebok • Fifa • Adidas
New Balance • Asics • Rockport
Converse • K-Swiss • Tretorn
Saucony • Wilson
Sal* Ends Wed., Feb. 14

DENNISON-HUNT
GOODS
SPORTING
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFF1

Men Women Children

urray

Chestnut St.

A

4.4
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A
.

1

753-8844
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Scholarship application
deadline approaching

Customers sent to summer games
Want tickets to the 1996 Summer
Olympics? How about a hotel room
and spending money? You can win
them all in the Olympic Sweepstakes sponsored by BellSouth.
"We're sponsoring the sweepstakes to thank our customers and
show how much we appreciate
them," Dwane Tucker, Regional
Manager said. "We also want to
build on our name recognition in
this region. Through our sweepstakes and our sponsorship of the
Summer Olympic Games, we intend
to make our name synonymous with
telecommunications
world-class
services."
BellSouth is giving away trips to
the 1996 Olympics in two Sweepstakes — one targeted for residence
customers, and the other for small
business owners.
BellSouth is going to send 36
lucky individuals to this summer's
Olympic Games in Atlanta. All
residents of Kentucky and the eight
other states where BellSouth provides telephone service are eligible
to win four-day, three-night trips,
including tickets to Olympic events,
hotel accommodations and cash for
their meals.
Customers should watch for information in their BellSouth phone
bills, including a "scratch-and-win"

card during February, according to
Tucker.
Customers and non-customers
may request additional entries by
mailing a 3x5 card with their name,
address and desired number of entries to "Phone Your Way to the
Olympic Games Sweepstakes,"
Write-in Entries, P.O. Box 430,
Palmetto, FL 34220. Entries must
be hand-written and mailed in an
envelope no larger than standard
business size.
The Sweepstakes runs from January through May. Winners will be
drawn in two random drawings,
scheduled for April and June.

Here's a LILA vou may care to
clip and save: More than half of all
female homemakers use newspaper coupons. In fact, newspapers
distribute more than 86 percent of
all manufacturer's coupons.

The world-famous Brno Chanter Orchestra will be Ui concert at 8 p.m.,
Thursday, Feb. 15, In the Harriet Fulton Theatre on the University of
Tennessee at Martin campus. The concert will Include works by Mozart,
Telemann, Handel and Britten, as well as the Czech composer Jose-f
MyslIveceit. Piano soloist Michlko Otakl (front middle), who has toured
extensively with several chamber ensembles, will also perform with
the orchestra.
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There's something in it for you.

*Stuffed Manicotti
*Fettucine
*Lasagna
*Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

*Soup De Jour
*Tossed Salad Bar
*Garlic Bread
*Drink & Dessert

Also Don't Forget Our Saturday Country Buffet
& Our Sunday Noon Buffet

Enjoy The

Big Band Sound of Todd Hill

$25•00 IP
$69.00

Valentine Dance Only

For only
enjoy:
one night's stay at beautiful
Kenlake Lodge

Louisville, Kentucky -- Baptist
Healthcare System recently announced the appointments of Kerry
Harvey and Ned Buchanan to its
24-member board of directors.
Harvey is a partner with the law
firrn of Owen, Harvey & Carter. He
concentrates in business law, banking and commercial litigation.
Active in community affairs,
Harvey is a member of Western
Baptist Hospitals administrative
board and a former member of the
Board of Regents of Murray State
University. In addition, he is a
member of the American Bar Association, Kentucky Bar Association
Bar
County
and
Marshall
Association.
A resident of Benton, Ky.,
Harvey is an alumnus of the University of Kentucky College of Law
and Murray State University.
Buchanan is returning to Baptist

Healthcare System's board after rotating off one year following eight
years of service.
A resident of Paducah, Buchanan
recently retired from Citizens Bank
& Trust Company where he had
served as vice president and commercial loan officer since 1972.
In addition to serving on Baptist
Healthcare's board, Buchanan is a
member of Western Baptist Hospital's administrative board. He is also
an active member of Lone Oak
Baptist Church.
Baptist Healthcare Sysytem is
one of Kentucky's largest not-forprofit healthcare providers. The system owns and operates five hospitals: Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah; Baptist Hospital East,Louisville; Tri-County Baptist Hospital,
La Grange; Central Baptist Hospital, Lexington; and Baptist Regional
Medical Center in Corbin.
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New Beatles single
needs'Real Love'
LONDON (AP) — The Beatles
are back — again.
"Real Love," the second Beatles single to be released in 25
years, will hit the airwaves on
Valentine's Day, the Parlophone
record company said Monday.
The group's first new single,
"Free as a Bird," was constructed around a chorus the late
John Lennon played into a cassette recorder around 1977. The surviving Beatles — Paul McCartney, George Harrison and Ringo
Starr — wrote additional music
and verses.
After the single's release in
November, some critics questioned the value of using the
original Lennon recording, saying
his voice is practically inaudible.
By contrast, Lennon recorded
"Real Love" in a studio. A solo
version of the song was released
in 1988 on the soundtrack album
of the Lennon tribute movie,
"Imagine."
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The new version, recorded last
year, features the surviving Beatles playing and singing backup.
"It was good fun doing it,"
the Parlophone press release
quoted McCartney as saying.
"Unlike 'Free As A Bird,' it had
all the words and music and we
were more like sidemen to John,
which was joyful, and I think we
did a good job."
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"Real Love" has already been
broadcast once, on last year's
"The Beatles Anthology" television documentary.
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After radio stations start playing the song on Feb. 14, the
single will be available in stores
in March. It also will be included
in the second volume of the
three-volume Anthology series,
also to appear in March.
The Beatles broke up in 1970.
Lennon was shot and killed in
New York by an obsessed fan in
1980.
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Newspaper Advertising...

1st Annual

"Call Of The Wild"
Buffet

The Key To Your Success.
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ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:

Saturday, Feb. 24th
5:00 p.m. — 8:00 p.m.

J.I

include letters of recommendation
and a transcript All non-traditional
students are required to provide a
personal letter explaining circumstances. Only applications with this
letter will be considered for adult
student scholarships. Applicants
should also be aware that they need
to reapply for those scholarships
that are renewable.
Scholarship applications are
available in the University Scholarship Office located in Ordway Hall.
They should be returned to Office of
University Scholarships, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University,P.O.
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-0009.
For more information concerning
scholarship awards at Murray State
University call(502)762-3225. Those outside Calloway County may
dial toll free at 1-800-272-4678,
extension 4.

Harvey, Buchanan join
The Arts&Humanities. board of directors

Friday's "Taste of Italian" Buffet

Children

The deadline for Murray State
University students, transfer and
graduate students who plan to submit scholarship applications is
quickly approaching. All applications and credentials must be postmarked by Thursday, Feb. 15.
Carmen Garland, director of the
office,
scholarship
university
stressed that it is very important for
students to thoroughly read the
scholarship application. She also
noted that students need complete
only one application to be considered for both Alumni and Foundation scholarships, however they
must be careful to indicate each
scholarship for which they are applying. "Only the people who have
applied for the awards by name are
eligible," Garland said.
Another item of special note is
that upperclassmen remember to
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*Fried Rabbit
*Roast Duck
*Stuffed Quail/Cornbread
*Fried Ky. Lake Catfish
*Salad Bar, Vegetable Bar, Drink & Dessert

Monday Run

3 p.m. Thursday

Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run

3 p.m. Monday

Thursday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday

Friday Run

3 p.m. Wednesday

Saturday Run
Western Kentucky's foremost authority on hunting and fishing
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10 a.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Friday

Call Our
Advertising Department at
Aurora, Kentucky
502-474-2211
1-800-325-0143

753-1916
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Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith,
Sarah Dearworth or Lori Andrus
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Taxpayers pay for Clinton book tour
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — Taxpayers will pick up the lion's
share of Hillary Rodham Clinton's air fare for a tour to promote her best-selling children's
l'70.00k, government and airline
estimates show.
Mrs. Clinton is flying on a
12-seat Air Force jet that costs
$2,890 per flying hour because
the Secret Service wanted the
first lady to use a government
plane for security reasons.
Mrs. Clinton's aides said the
taxpayer expense is an unfortunate but necessary cost, but critics said the first lady should
have found a cheaper way to
promote her book, which is a private endeavor.
The total bill for the plane will
come to about $69,360 by the
time the tour ends later this
' month. Taxpayers will absorb
about 80 percent of the cost.
Mrs. Clinton's publisher, New
York-based Simon & Schuster,
will reimburse the government
the amount of a first-class air fare
ticket for each leg of the trip for
both Mrs. Clinton and the two
aides accompanying her.
That reimbursement would total between $11,958 to $16,164,
based on fares quoted by several
airlines.
That would leave taxpayers to
absorb between $53,196 (77 percent) and $57,402 (82 percent)
for the flights. The Secret Service
protection the first lady is always
provided would be extra.
"The security comes at some
, expense to the taxpayer and we
regret that, but the Secret Service
made a recommendation and we
listened to them," said Neel Lattimore, deputy press secretary for

Mrs. Clinton.
When House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., traveled to
promote his new book last year,
he agreed to pick up the cost of
air travel out of his own pocket.
Taxpayers paid to have plainclothes U.S. Capitol Police provide his usual security.
However, there is a precedent
for presidents' wives using government planes for personal book
tours. Barbara Bush used a military jet, at taxpayers expense, to
promote her book about the
Bush's dog Millie, which became
a best-seller.
But in an atmosphere of costcutting and budget-balancing, critics said Mrs. Clinton should
have found a less expensive alter-

IospiKional

America doesn't send its athletes to
the Olympic Games..Aniericans do!
Each day, athletes in Kentucky and across
the U.S. are training intensely for the 1996
Olympic Summer Games in Atlanta. The
U.S. Olympic Team members receive no
direct government jUnding. They rely on
the generosity of individual Americans like
YOU! Show your support for America's
Olympians through the Kentucky State
Olympic Tax Checkoff Simply fill in the
appropriate space on your Kentucky state
tax form.
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Paintings
missing at
JFK airport
NEW YORK (AP) — A Mexican businessman has told authorities that three works of art,
including two Picassos, were stolen-wipes htleft _them in-cows
overnight at Kennedy Airport,
Newsday reported today.
The FBI, U.S. Customs and the
Port Authority, which runs the
airport, confirmed today that they
were investigating.
A painting and a drawing by
Pablo Picasso and a painting by
Camille Pissarro were reported
missing. Newsday said they were
valued at up to $15 million, but
did not indicate what that estimate was based upon.
"One of the basics is to interview everybody who may have
.had any contact with the three
items and follow that trail wherever it goes," said FBI spokesman
Joseph Valiquette.
Kevin Dyer, a lawyer representing the passenger, Avelino
Espinosa Gonzalez, told Newsday
that Gonzalez, a construction
businessman, had carried the artworks aboard an Aeromexico
flight that arrived Thursday night.
When he declared the paintings
at customs he was told that,
because of their value, additional
' paperwork would be required.
Arrangements were made for a
baggage handling company at
JFK to store the paintings.
When Gonzalez came to claim
: them on Friday, they couldn't be
found, Dyer said.
Dyer did not return a call today
seeking further detail. The baggage handling company, DynAir,
also did not return a call.
Dyer, a lawyer representing the
owner, identified the three works
as a 1927 painting by Picasso
titled "Women Seated With
Skull in Left Hand," a 1956
Picasso drawing titled "Portrait
of a Woman Dedicated to Jacqueline" and a 1897 painting by Pissarro called "Paris Street."
Dyer said his client is one of
three people who own the works,
which were being brought to New
York for appraisal at Sotheby's
and Christie's auction houses.
Neither auction house would
say whether Gonzalez had an
appointment, but both said that
any rate it was not unheard-of for
people to bring in artworks without phoning ahead.

But based on information from
airlines, the first leg of Mrs. Clinton's tour, which took her to Arkansas, Michigan, Illinois, New
York and Boston in early January, involved about 10 hours of
flying time. That means the trip
cost about $28,900.
The excursion was somewhat
overshadowed by controversy
over the first lady's involvement
in Whitewater and the White
House travel office firings.
The second leg of the tour,
scheduled for early February,
stops in Denver, Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Dallas. The
trip involves about 14 hours of
flying time, based on airline
information, meaning the second
leg will cost about 540,460.

THANK YOU
IN ADVANCE!
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native than the $2,890-an-hour
Air Force plane.
David Keating, executive vice
president of the National Taxpayers Union, a nonpartisan group
that advocates lower taxes, said
Mrs. Clinton could have chartered a jet or done live video presentations to save money.
Using the Air Force jet "is the
most expensive way to tackle
this," Keating said.
Most of the proceeds of the
book, called "It Takes %Village
and Other Lessons Children
Teach Us," will go to children's
hospitals and other charities.
The exact cost of the trip won't
be known until some weeks after
the final leg of the tour is complete, Lattimore said.
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AND THANKS AGAIN,
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With the purchase of any set (4) of Bridgestone Tires.
Includes.. Free Mount, Computer Balance and Valve Stems.

2111DGESTIME

I

••

13

Months

FREE
FINANCING*

To Qualified Buyers With Approved. Credit and $100 Minimum Purchase.
•

7141-riAnk

Includes Free Mount, ‘-"--no
Computer Balance,
Valve Stems and
Road Hazard Warranty.
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TIRES

*Up to 5 Quarts
of Oil
*Most Cars and
Trucks

1ST QUALITY TIRES
P1858013 ..
'37
...*43
P1957514 .....
:50
P2357515
Other.Sizes Available

OIL CHANGE and
LU BE SPECIAL

Per
Tire
P1558013
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Must Present This
Ad For Special
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Paprika comes from the capsicum pepper plant.
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To Subscribe To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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1995 Dodge D1500 Extended Cab
SLT package, 17,000 miles, 5.9 liter, dnftwood w/beige
cloth.
'18,904.72
1995 Dodge D1500 SLT
Red with red cloth, long wheel base, full power.
'15,642.38
1995 Mazda Millenia
Leather, C/D player, heated seats, sunroof, dark green
w/beige leather
'22,724.30
1995 Chevrolet S10
Extend cab, red with charcoal cloth, 4.3 liter automatic,
24,000 miles
'13,605.48
1994 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Two door, burgandy with burgandy cloth, 17,000 miles,
alloy wheels
'11,643.28
1994 Chevrolet G20 Conversion
All the seats, power sofa, TV, raised roof, white with
green interior.
'16,958.22
1994 Olds Cutlas Supreme
Two door, full power, bright red with charcoal cloth, 1
owner new Olds trade.
'10,911.22
1994 Chevrolet C-1500 .
Cheyenne package, automatic, short wheel base, rallye
wheels, 18,000 miles.
'13,321.27
1994 Chevrolet S10
LS decor, brilliant blue with grey cloth, 5 speed transmission, A/C, cassette, alloy wheels.
'9,405.20
1994 Chevrolet S10
LS decor, dark cherry with graphite cloth, 5 sp. transmission, NC, cassette, alloy wheels
'8,905.20
1994 Chevrolet C1500
Sportside conversion, leather fiberglass, running
boards, locally owned.
'16,925.07
1994 Toyota Pickup
20,000 miles, regular cab, automatic, chrome package,
red with grey cloth.
'9,908.29
1993 Dodge Intrepid
Black cherry with grey cloth, full power, 1 owner
8,904.82
1993 Pontiac Bonneville SE
Champagne with beige cloth, 53,000 miles, full power,
'10,695.58
cassette
1993 Chevrolet K5 Blazer
Garnet and autumnwood two-tone, alloy wheels, bur'19,603.76
gandy cloth, four wheel drive.
1993 Chevrolet S10 Blazer
Tahoe package, four door, four wheel drive, alloy
'15,825.07
wheels, 42,000 miles, sharp.
1993 Nissan Sentra SE-R
Red with black cloth, automatic, sunroof, A/C, cassette...
'7,986.43
1993 Chevrolet S10 Tahoe
Black, lowered with topper, custom wheels, C/D player,
'7,894.63
53,000 miles, V-6 engine
1993 Toyota Celica ST
Red with graphite cloth, 5 speed, NC,cassette, sunroof,
'9,817.88
48,000 miles
1992 Lincoln Town Car
Burgandy with beige leather, all the buttons, 61,000
'13,205.14
miles
1992 Toyota Celica GT
'14,805.72
Convertible, automatic, C/D, full power
1992 Dodge Dakota
Sport package, white with grey cloth, V-6, 5 speed, A/C,
'8,402.60
cassette, 37,000 miles
1991 Mercury Grand Marquis
White, blue cloth, power seat, power windows, rear
'6,986.43
wheel drive, nice 1 owner car
1991 Chevrolet Corsica
LT, V-6 engine, automatic, light blue with blue cloth
'4,636.23
Legend
1991 Acura
Leather int., sunroof, C/D, 63,000 miles. Locally owned.
'15,836.43
Sharp
1990 Buick LeSabre
Custom with all the equipment, 49,000 miles Grey with
$7,906.00
grey cloth
Regency
Oldsmobile
98
1989
Beige with beige cloth, super sharp car. Locally owned...
'6,892.70
1989 Pontiac Grand Am
Two door white with blue cloth, alloy wheels, 61,000
'4,605.06
miles
XLT
Ford
F150
1989
Extended cab, four wheel drive, dark blue and silver two
'8,953.56
tone, top notch truck
1989 Chevrolet Astro CL
Light blue with blue cloth, 7,600 miles, A/C, cassette,
'5,986.53
sharp.
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"Whatever It Takes We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company.'
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SAVE•A•LOT
S
FOOD STORE
a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.

NEW STORE HOURS: 9
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat.; Sun. 12-6

SAVE•A•LOT CAN SAVE YOU
UP TO 40%...EVERYDAY!
O'Days

Ideal American

Fresh Idaho

Mac. & Cheese
Dinner

Potatoes 2% Milk
Gallon Jug

10 Lb. Bag

$

179

7'/4 Oz. Box

$188

Bubba
Cola

25
$369

24 Pk. 12 oz. Cans

Everyday Low Price

Everyday Low Price

Everyday Low Price

Everyday Low Price

Paper Towels

Garden Rite

Bramley's

Snackers Snack

Mushrooms

Grape Jelly

Crackers

8W

2 Ct. Pkg.

4 oz. Can

49

32 oz. Jar

99.

99

16 oz. Box

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Temporary N Terrific

Country Hearth

Libby's

Chicken Noodle

Chef Boyardee Sesame Street

Soup

Pasta

Split Wheat Juicy Juice
24 oz Loaf

46 oz. Bottle

$149

994

26 oz Can

994

594
15 oz. Can

MEAT DEPARTMENT VALUES:
Thorn Apple Valley

Fresh Value Pak Mixed

Pork $129 Smoked or Polish
Chops I „ Sausage

99

5 Lb. Rope

Portside

(Value Pak

Ham
Loin $029 Fish
Portions 169 Steaks
Chops &ii
Lb

149
Lb

20 oz. Pak

We accept checks for
the
of
amount
purchase only, food
stamps and manufacturer's coupons.
Savings up to 40%
on the food you use
the most — 100%
guaranteed!

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It AII"
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

Ad Effective
Wed., Feb. 7
Thru
Tues., Feb. 13
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

In celebration of the 100th day of school, five primary classrooms at
East Elementary set a goal to collect 10,000 pennies or $100 for the
Family Resource Center's Angel Fund. Tasha Beard, Mary Elizabeth
Coleman, Christy Westphal, Stephanie Wycoff and Alex Salazar (representing Team B) are presenting Donna Herndon a total of 11,152 pennies. Classroom teachers for these classes are Martha Leet, Fonda Grogan, Barbara McCuiston, Sheila Cooper and Rick Beam.

Judge orders girl
to visit her father
CHICAGO (AP) - She gets
straight A's and swims like a
champion, but Galatea Kapsimalis is a lot like other teen-agers
when it comes to being told what
to do.
Not even the threat of jail has
persuaded the 15-year-old to visit
the father she says deserted her
family in a bitter divorce battle.
The threat came from the same
court that in July ordered a
12-year-old girl jailed for refusing to visit her father. That girl
was released a day later pending
the outcome of an appeal that
could determine how far Illinois
judges may go in trying to resolve visitation disputes.
The two cases have caught the
attention of family law experts
nationwide.
"Ordering children to obey
their parents ... is, except in rare
circumstances, no business of the
court," said Benjamin Wolf of
the American C'vil Liberties
Union of Illinois, which filed a
friend-of-the-court brief in the
appellate case and is watching the
Kapsimalis dispute. He called the
judges' decisions in both cases
"an intrusion of the privacy of
the family."
Galatea agrees.
"It's definitely not fair," said
the teen-ager, who lives in the
Chicago suburb of Bolingbrook.
"We have our rights. He can't
force us to see our father."
Judge Robert C. Lorz in Joliet
has indicated he will await the
appeals court ruling before deciding whether to send Galatea and
her 14-year-old brother, Peter, to
jail. He held the youngsters in
contempt on June 27.
"If it comes down to seeing
him or going to jail, we'll go to
jail," Galatea said.
Jailing children in such cases is
almost unheard of, said Mary
Becker, a University of Chicago
law professor. "I can't imagine
that we would even dream of
treating adults that way - forcing them to spend time with
someone they don't want to
spend time with," she saidi
Kostas Kapsimalis is seeking
to divorce his wife, Bess, after
nearly 15 years of marriage.
Kapsimalis said that since
moving out of the family home
and filing for divorce in 1994, he
has seen his children just twice
outside court, despite court orders
granting him regular visits. Even
then, he said, the youngsters wore
headphones and ignored him. He
thinks his wife has "brainwashed" them.
"I do love my children. I do

miss them very, very much,"
Kapsimalis said.
Kapsimalis said seeking a contempt ruling against his children
was a last resort, an effort "to
improvise away to give me my
rights."
"I don't want them to be punished," says Kapsimalis, 46, a
technician at an ink plant. "I
honestly didn't think it would
ever reach this point."
Bess Kapsimalis said her children, both excellent students and
competitive swimmers, have been
too busy to see their father on
scheduled visitation days, and his
efforts to find them in contempt
have only increased their bitterness toward him for leaving and
have made them furious with
him.
"I've always said if they wish
to see their father they can,"
Mrs. Kapsimalis said. "You can't
force them."
The youngsters are equally
angry with the judge, who "was
red-faced and screaming at us"
when he issued the contempt Ming, Mrs. Kapsimalis said.
Lorz and his colleague Judge
Ludwig Kuhar - who sent
12-year-old Heidi Nussbaum to
jail in July - won't discuss the
cases.
Ben Mackoff, a Chicago
lawyer who recently retired as
presiding judge of Cook County's
domestic relations court, said it's
debatable whether Illinois law
even allows judges to hold children in contempt in custody disputes. That's a question the state
appeals court will answer in the
Nussbaum case.
In that case, Kuhar ordered
Heidi, of suburban Lisle, jailed
indefinitely for defying a court
order that she make a monthlong
visit to her father in North
Carolina.
Kuhar also found Heidi's
8-year-old sister in contempt but
said she was too young to jail and
ordered her grounded at home.
Their mother, Kathy Marshall,
appealed, and the appeals court
halted the punishments pending
its ruling.
The children recently began
meeting with their father in Illinois, under the supervision of a
psychologist.
Mackoff said he understands
the pressures that may have led to
both decisions.
"You're between a rock and a
hard place out there. You don't
want it to appear that the court
order has no validity," he said,
and yet, "What do you do to kids
who come before you and thumb
their noses at you?"

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS
Premium Grade Gas

Since 1949

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Payment Plan Available
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Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

WIMAUMA, Fla.(AP)- Farmers lit fires in groves to keep
warm, harvesters bundled up to
pick ice-coated oranges and tourists shivered on sandy beaches as
Florida joined much of the rest of
the nation in a deep freeze.
Growers said temperatures that
plunged as low as the teens in
some north-central counties Monday did not stay low long enough
to cause serious losses to the
state's $8 billion citrus industry.
How much damage was done
won't be known for days.
"It was. on the fringe," said
Louis Haverlock, general manager of Grady Sweat Farms, which
manages some 2,000 acres in
central Florida's citrus heartland.
"Another couple of hours (of
cold) and we probably would
have seen severe damage to the
crops."
Haverlock sliced rings of a
Valencia, the king of juice
oranges, Monday and found some
ice but not much. "Nothing lifethreatening," he said.
Growers begin worrying when
the temperature stays below 28
for four to six hours, and that
happened Monday in groves in
several counties, said Shannon
Ross, spokeswoman for Florida
Citrus Mutual, a growers'
association.
Farmers hoped for a gradual
rise in temperatures - readings
were expected to be in the low
30s early today - because the
quicker it warms up after a frost,
the quicker ice-damaged fruit
rots.

Elsewhere, plumbers were
swamped with requests to fix
water pipes and tourists shivered
on beaches.
English tourist Barry Alston
and his wife, Pat, had the sand to
themselves at Miami Beach,
where temperatures reached a
record low of 37. Alston briefly
considered a swim, sticking his
toe in the water.
"It's too cold," he concluded,

retreating from the crashing
waves.
To protect orange groves from
lower temperatures, workers used
the common tactic of freezing
tree trunks to insulate them.
At another Grady Sweat grove
in nearby Balm, about 25 miles
south of Tampa, harvesters
arrived before 6 a.m. and lighted
fires for warmth. Bundled in hats
and gloves, they then picked
Hamlins, juice oranges that were
due for harvest anyway.
Even freeze-damaged oranges
can be used for juice if they get
to the plant in time.
'We're finishing this grove,
getting as much off the trees as
we can,' Jesse Catistran said.
The much smaller blueberry
crop was not so fortunate,
because the freeze hit just at the
blooming point.
"They will probably have a
very, very small crop or none at
all," said Betty Jones, Alachua
County extension director.
Florida strawberry farmers,
too, sprayed their crops overnight
to freeze them and protect them
from lower temperatures.
Florida's $164 million strawberry crop ranks second only to
California, which grows about 80
percent of U.S. strawberries. In
the growing season that ended in
July 1995, Florida produced nearly 76 percent of the nation's
oranges, according to the Florida
Agricultural Statistics Service in
Orlando.
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NOTICE
The Murray Ledger & Times is updating it s
photo files. If you have brought any pictures in
before 1995 that you wish to have back please
come to our office and pick them up by March 1,
1996. Old photos will be thrown away.

WAREHOUSE
** **** **** * * * * * * * * *

MISS YOUR PAPER - CALL 753-1916

Qualitywdo Vehicles
'95 Chevy C-1500
Loaded, P/S, P/B, low miles, tilt, cruise, one owner.#96128.1
$15,995
'95 Dodge SWB 1500
WS,auto., P/S, P/B, air, 2,002 miles,#96281.1
$13,495
'95 Ford F-150 SWB
Green, one owner, P/S, P/B, PW, tilt/cruise, AM/FM cassette,
#96286.1
$ 1 5,495
'95 Dodge 4x4 SLT 1500 SWB
Loaded, one owner,#96275.1
$ 1 7,995
'94 Dodge LWB 1500 SLT
P/S, P/B, P/W, tilt/cruise, #96255.1
$ 1 2,995
'94 Chevy Cavalier
2-dr., P/S, P/B, air, #96247.1
17,495
'94 Pontiac Grand Am
2-dr., V-6, P/S, P/B, air, tilt/cruise,'red'. #96084.1...$ 11,995
'94 Buick Roadmaster S/W
Loaded, one owner, #96237.1
$15,995
'94 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Block 4x4, V-8, one owner,%car,#96244.1
$16,995
'94 Dodge Customized Raised Roof Van
PA P/B, air, tilt/cruise, AM/FM cassette,#96243.1 $14,995
'94 Olds Cutlas
4-dr., loaded, one owner, local low miles,#96072.1 $ 11,995
'94 Geo Metro
Good transportation, air, P/S, spedal, one owner,#95456.2
$6,995
'94 Dodge Cony. Van
2500 hi top, P/S, P/B, air, AM/FM cassette, rear air, #375.1
$14,995
'93 Dodge Spirit
$7,995
Low miles, one owner, tilt/cruise, #95257.1
'93 Chevy 2500 Club 4x4
$17,995
Diesel, low miles, "red', #96280.1
'93 Plymouth Voyager
Gr., rear air/heat, P/S, P/B, window/door lock, AM/FM cassette.....
$11,995
#96033.1
'92 Chevy Camaro R/S
V-6, 2 to choose,(V-8 or V-6), #596154.1 & 95572.2
'92 Chevy Astro 4WD Van
19,895
P/S, P/B, air, AM/FM cassette,#96206.1
'92 Dodge Dakota LWB
$7,495
Auto., P/S, P/B, air, #96253.1
'92 Dodge Dakota Sport SWB
$6,995
P/S, P/B, air, AM/FM,#96126.2
'92 Ford Probe
$6,895
2-dr., 5 speed, tilt, cruise, low miles,#96224.1,
'92 Dodge Dakota LWB
$5,995
Auto., P/S, P/B, air, #96200.3
'92 Chevy Van C-20 SWB
P/S, P/B, air, tilt/cruise, AM/FM cassette, #95183.2 $9,995
'92 Ford F-150
Auto., V-8, P/S, P/B, air, good work truck, #96I78.1 $8,995
'92 Geo Prizm
$6,995
4-dr., P/S, P/B, air, door lock, #96039.2
'92 Ford Aerostar Ext. Van
$10,995
Loaded,#95124.1
'92 Geo Prizm
85,995
4-dr., P/S, P/B, air, #95578.2
'91 Mitz Galant
$5,995
Nice car, P/S, P/B, air, AM/FM cassette, #96149.1
'91 Chevy Cavalier
$4,995
4-dr., air, P/S, PB, #96067.1
'91 Dodge B250 Cony. Van SWB
'8,995
V-6, P/S, P/B, air, windows & Locks, #96190.1
'91 Geo Storm
'2,995
2-dr., P/S, P/B, air, #96116.1
'91 Chevy Club 4x4
$14,995
Extra clean, loaded, one owner,#96294.1
'91 Mercury Cougar
$6,495
2-dr., P/S, Pill, air, tilt/cruise,#96291.1'

JUST
$590

• Plan ahead now, grow
your best garden ever this summer!
• The choice of over 1.2 million of the best
gardeners. Prepare perfect seed beds, weeds,
cultivates, power composts
with JUST ONE HAND ease.
• A model right for you: pick
from 7 models, all with tinesin-the-rear, powered wheels.
• Full, No-Time-Limit Warranty!
• No Money Down for qualified TROY-BILT
EASY PAY PLAN' Credit Card Services customers.
7E2ESA

Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

Price plus tax, title & license. All vehicles used.
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We Service What We Sell
Your Lawn Care Headquarters

Henry Farmers Co-Op
1211 West Wood St. • Paris, TN • 901-642-1385
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Deaths
James Dale Clopton

Kent Wright

The funeral for James Dale Clopton will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William Homer will
officiate. Music will be by Angie Massey, soloist, and Oneida White,
organist.
Active pallbearers will be Cecil B. Farris Jr., Frank Miller, David
Garrison, Dan Hutson Jr., Dan McKee!, Mark Kennedy, David Parker
and Mitchell Barkett.
Honorary pallbearers will be Joe Dick, James Garrison, Eurie Garland, Dan Hutson Sr., Dr. Conrad H. Jones, Robert 0. Miller, Randall
Thornton, Robert Aker, Ben Blakely, Tommy Carroll, Buist Scott Jr.,
Pat M. Gingles, Dr. James C. Hart, Walter Apperson, Peoples First of
Calloway County Board Emeritus and also present board, and First
Christian Church Board and Board Emeritus. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to First Christian Church, Murray, or Murray-Calloway
County Hospice Association.
Mr. Clopton, 75, Minosa Lane, Murray, died Monday, Feb. 5, 1996,
at 3:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was president and co-owner of the former Freed Cotham Co.;
member and former deacon of First Christian Church; retired director
of Bank of Murray, now Peoples First of Calloway County; served in
the United States Army Air Corps for four years during World War II;
charter member and past president of Murray Country Club; member
and past president of Murray Lions Club; former member of Murray
Baseball League.
Born Oct. 23, 1920, in Haskell, Okla., he was the son of the late
Will Dale Clopton and Ruth Cole Clopton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Charlyne Crass Clopton; one son,
Dr. Christopher Dale Clopton, Lexington; two grandsons, Joshua Dale
Clopton and Jacob Christopher Clopton, Rochester, N.Y.; one sister,
Mrs. Janice Clopton Patterson and husband, James R. Patterson,
Apopka, Fla.; several nieces, nephews, grand nieces, grand nephews
and cousins.

Final rites for Kent Wright was today at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Latham Funeral Home, Elkton. The Rev. Neal Shinton officiated. Burial was in the Glenwood Cemetery.
Mr. Wright, 53, Elkton, died Sunday, Feb. 4, 1996, at 11:30 p.m. at
his home. His death was due to natural causes.
A former school teacher for the Marshall County School System, he
was a former tax accountant and a member of the Methodist Church.
Born Dec. 19, 1942, in Christian County, he was the son of Lucille
Neathery Wright the late Cecil Browder Wright.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Lucille Wright, Elkton; his wife,
Mrs. Sue Wright, Clarksville, Tenn.; one daughter, Kristi Wright,
Lexington; one son, Russell Wright Jr., Manassas, Va.

Mrs. Lily A. Ballard
Services for Mrs. Lily A. Ballard will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks will officiate.
Burial will follow in Parker Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Ballard, 81, Benton, died Friday, Feb. 2, 1996, at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Dwight Ballard, preceded her in death. She was a
member of the Church of Christ.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Deann Ballard, Benton, and
Mrs. Sylvia Martin, Pomino Beach, Fla.; five sons, Lowell Ballard,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Joe Powell, Gresham, Ore., Murl Ballard, Long
Wood, Fla., Jack Ballard, Long Branch, Fla., and Dwight Ballard Jr.,
Hazard; one sister, Mrs. Sylvia Miley, Hamilton, Ohio; two brothers,
David Adkins and Paul Adkins, Hamilton, Ohio; two grandchildren,
Jennifer Ballard Katro and Matthew Ballard, Benton.
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Stock Market Report Man and his bulldog
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reunited after police
capture dognappers
Glenn agreed to pay $500 and
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — A
meet the callers Monday to make
man and his bulldog are back
the exchange. Police accompantogether after police charged two
ied him and arrested the two
men with stealing the 4-year-old
men.
Abercrombie and holding it for
ransom.
As soon as the animal saw his
owner he "ran right up to me and
"I thought I would never see
him again," the pet owner said. kept on kissing me," Glenn said.
The dog had a cigarette burn on
"He's just like my kid."
his face and a cut on his head.
The English bulldog was taken
Paul Murphy, 37, and Anderfrom a locked yard Jan. 31. The
Niagara Falls owner, whose first son Tate, 25, have each been
name is Glenn, asked not to be charged with felony counts of
further identified because of safe- grand larceny and misdemeanor
iuounts of conspiracy and harming
ty concerns.
Glenn said he negotiated for an animal. They face up to four
several days with callers who years in prison if convicted.
demanded a ransom and
threatened to kill the dog.

•
MAIN STREET YOUTH CENTER recently received a contribution from
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County for the purchase
of recreational equipment. Karen Greer, right, administrative director of
the center, accepts the check from CWU president Mildred Smith, left.
CWU, a national organization of women who worship together and support the needs of women and families in their own communities and
around the world, has been In existence for over 50 years in Calloway
County. Church women of every denomination are Invited to participate
by attending World Day of Prayer on Friday, March 1, at 2 p.m. In Hale
Chapel of First United Methodist Church.

Man who deserted in
1970 faces demotion,
bad-conduct discharge
CAMP PENDLETON, Calif.
(AP) — A Marine Corps corporal
who fled to Canada 25 years ago
after his undignified homecoming
from Vietnam has returned to
face a demotion and a badconduct discharge.
Cpl. Donald J. Bailey, 45,
pleaded guilty at his court-martial
to three counts of unauthorized
absence and was sentenced Tuesday by a military judge. The punishment will take effect in about
three months, following a review.
"This was not a politically
correct decision, this was the
right decision," said Lt. Col. Jerry Broeckert, a spokesman at
Camp Pendleton, where Bailey
has lived since his return in
October.
Bailey was 19 when he fled the
Marines in December 1970 with
seven months left on his contract.
He wasn't trying to escape
death or injury, he said. Rather,
he was disgusted with the reaction he received at home after
serving 13 months as a rifleman

in Vietnam.
"We had people walk up to us
and spit on the ground and say,
`Do you know what you have
been doing in Vietnam?' The
mood of the nation was very
harsh," he said.
"I thought I could mix and
mingle with friends I had before
the Marine Corps. They didn't
want me around," he said.
Bailey married and started a
family in Vancouver, then moved
to a cabin in the Rockies northwest of Calgary, where he made
guitars and sang in a blues band.
When he returned to the United
States, he consulted with his
attorney and surrendered to officers at the Naval Station in Bremerton, Wash.
A native of Edison, N.J., Bailey said he expected to get an
administrative discharge, but the
Corps decided to send him to a
general court-martial instead.
"I felt pretty lousy about it,
but I would have come back anyway," he said.

Smokestack toppled into Ohio river
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NEW RICHMOND, Ohio (AP)
— A 280-foot power plant
smokestack that had cracked in
the cold weather was toppled into
the Ohio River with pinpoint
accuracy when explosive charges
were set off at its base early
today.
River barge traffic, which had
been halted two days ago for fear
the stack would fall on its own,
resumed about half an hour after
the structure was dropped.
A spokesman for the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. said the
steel-and-brick emission stack
fell in one piece and hit the water
with a huge splash exactly where
planned without hitting any land.
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Give Yourself
A Valentine,
‘01

Enroll in Adult Education
Improve reading, writing, and math skills
Programs are available
for non-readers through college-prep
also
English as a second language

.M41

"It was not a very loud explosion," said CG&E spokesman
Steve Brash. "In fact it was a lot
less noisy than we expected, and
we were probably standing 1,000

Memory Problems?

Individual, small-group, and computer assisted instruction available

Do You Or Someone You Know Forget:

CALL TODAY

for more information
Calloway Adult Literacy Project
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-1646

o What day of the week it is?
o What year it is?
o Names of family members
or friends?

MSU Adult Learning Center
206 Stewart Stadium
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 762-6971

Monday-Friday
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
Other times by appointment
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ADULT EDUCATION "'CHANGING LIVES
Kentucky Department for Adult Education and Literacy
Cabinet for Workforce Development

100 N 6th St. • Murray
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lithe answer to 3 or more of these is yes, our research may be of help!
Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc., is pan of a team of investigators
across the U.S. trying to find a medicine that might be helpful. The
study related evaluations, medicine & medical care are ALL FREE.
If you are at least 50, in generally good health & have any of a wide
range memory loss symptoms, or have been diagnosed with Alzheimer's Disease, you may be eligible to take pan in & receive up to 24 mos.
of free services & medicine.
If you know someone who might be eligible, or would just like more
information, please call Jean Tilker, R.N., Clinical Director:

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc,

Ad sponsored by a grant from Financial Women's International

"

• Their phone numbers?
o That they asked the same
question a few minutes earlier?
Li Where they have put
important items?

Monday-Friday
8:30 am - 4 pm
Monday & Tuesday 6-9 pm

-

feet from the stack when it went
off.
"It went just perfectly. The
stack lifted, made a slight turn
and came down right into the river," Brash said.
"It looked like it came down
pretty much in one piece, which
is what our hope was and luckily
that seemed to be fulfilled."
A 50-foot-long, 1-foot-widt
crack developed in the smokestack Sunday because of recent
weather extremes, including subzero cold, the utility said.
Brash said the utility would
begin to bring the five other coalburning generators at the station
back on line immediately and the
first should be in full operation
sometime today. CG&E had
closed the station for fear the
stack would fall on it.
Eighteen barges had backed
up, waiting for the two-mile
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800-445-6992

stretch of the river to be
reopened, said Lt. Cmdr. Roderick Walker of the Coast Guard's
marine safety office in Louisville,
Ky. He said the smokestack was
toppled at 3:26 a.m. with no
problems, and the traffic resumed
at 4:11 a.m.
CG&E had recovery crews
standing by to remove debris
from the river. The utility said it
probably would take a few days
to remove the smokestack from
the river but that the work could
be done withou. closing river
traffic again.
The 44-year-old Walter C.
Be,ckjord Generating Station is
about 20 miles southeast of
Cincinnati.
Brash said he did not have an
estimate of how much the demolition cost. The company is under
a rate freeze and has not decided
whether to ask state regulators
for permission to bill customers
for the repair cost.
The river is about 1,600 feet
wide at the New Richmond plant,
with a navigable channel about
600 feet wide, the Coast Guard
said.
Walker said commercial shipping companies complained
Tuesday that the closing was
costing them money. But the
Coast Guard was worried that the
stack might fall on vessels or create dangerous waves.
"I don't want to lose one life
or one barge of cargo, depending
on how this thing falls," Walker
said Tuesday.
The plant generates 9 percent
of CG&E's output. The utility
said it was meeting cold-weather
demands for electricity by drawing from the grid created by its
merger last year with Indiana's
PSI Energy Inc.

HOG MARKET
Feierst-State Market Nees Sink. Fa.rvsry 7, 110%
3
Isatecky Pardee'At.Hog Market Report
kyles %thee Receipts: Act. 311 EA. *Istrews
Gib $1.41 btgleor Sees $1.4442.411 bor
US 1-3 134-144
US 14 ns-pi ibs.___---$30.1111•42.11111
142.4143.1111
US 2.4 25SSS Mot—
US 1-1 les-ns
Sees
SRLI4-14.114
US 1-1 275-330 lbs.
US 14 304-4* lbs
4.11.11211
US 1-3
.14-34.04
US 1-3 51S aid tip Ms
$27.111-21.*
US 1-3 MAN
Isere fa23113.40
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a.

Classified
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
lalawicw At

Ari3LIATE
TO

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Ofecounl 2nd Run.
% Discount 3ed than.
CAI SAds 414$ Stall

b 4 Day Pook•IJ

$2.00 per column Inch extra tor
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
200 pet word. $6.03 minimum
Hi deer ifse per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classineds go into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 extra for
bilnd box ads.

ratcLifaltiLIQ_Eazoairl
A $2.00 fe• wit be required to make
cry changes to ad atter decicsine.

190
370
390
400
550

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seea

010

010

Legal
Nonce

Legal
Notice

1

Invitation To Submit Proposals
Primary Depository For
Banking Services
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive proposals to act as Primary
Depository for Banking Services for the
Calloway County Board of Education until
10:00 A.M. Tuesday February 27, 1996.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky
and interested bidders may obtain the
necessary forms at this location. Further
information may be obtained by calling
753-3033.

INVITATION
TO BID
The City of Murray will receive
sealed bids for one
1996 3/4 ton pickup
truck and three 1/2
ton pickup trucks.
Sealed bids are to
be delivered to the
City Clerk's Office
by 1:00 p.m. local
time, on Monday,
February 19, 1996.
Specifications are
available at the
City Clerk's Office
located at 207 S.
5th Street, MurKentucky
ray,
42071.

GOT WINTERTIME
BLUES? Fringe Benefits to
the rescue!'Perm Special'
1ST TIME customers only,
$30 00 & up 'Eyebrow
arch" 5 00 'Hair cur $5 00
'Hot Springs Parafin Manicure $1300- 'Pedicure'
$1800 759-1874

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!

020

100% reinsured'
Rolla

10-15 LOCAL High Schoo
Students who can sing Try
outs Sat. Feb 17,
11arn-2pm, Murray Library_
For appointment & more
information, call Beth,
489-2065 after 4pm, Tues
& Thurs
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-41 99

GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE

Major Medical
Health Insurance
Is Your Insurance Being Cancelled?!
For The Lowest Rate and Complete
Information Call:

Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

or 1-800-455-7419

Let our Design Specialists help you
coordinate your home decor.

Wall aper
Where Then is
Something Special in Decorating
Large Selection of In Steck Designer Paper Fabnca Drapes
Blinds, Lamps, Onental Rap, Flora ls and
introducing our new architectural mouldings

519 S. 12th Street, Murray • (502)753-7575

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

060
070
090
100
110

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want TO Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
HOuSeS For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

GET your preferred customer card at Hair Art Get
five haircuts, reoesve the
sixth one tree 753-6745
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys miens,
women, children leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981
KIDS, KIDS, WDSI 804
Coldwater Rd, 759-4577
All items $4 50 & under,
now $100 Items $4 50 &
up, now half price Maternity & Womens Clothes
NEEDED 50 People who
are seriously interested in
losing between 5 & 200
pounds Guaranteed or
your money back
502-354-9407
WE do machine quilting,
131 50 full size Pillow, pillow shams, dust ruffles,
window treatments. Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323

$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to: Express Dept.
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd, Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx 78613
ATTITUDES PAYS Do
you like to make money,
care about the environment, & enjoy working with
positive goal oriented people' Then this is the career
for youl Call Barbara
502-527-5372
AVON- $8-$15/hr No door
to door. No min order. Bonuses 1-800-827-4640 Ind/
sls/rep
CARPET INSTALLERS
NEEDED: Western Kentucky location, 2 or more
years experience installing
residenbal carpet & vinyl,
tools furnished Benefits &
bonus program Apply in
person at Mid-America
Homes, or Send resume to
Dept E. P0 Box 490, Benton, Ky 42025. Equal Opportunity Employer.
CLEANING people
wanted, part time Call
436-2663 for appointment.
DRIVERS- Car Haulers
Min. 1yr Transport exp,
3yrs OTR exp. Earn up to
$ 40/mi. Full loads coast to
coast New Peterbilts, Medical, Benefits, 401K, Incentives. 1-800-255-1568.
EXPERIENCED full time
housekeeper Must have
own transportation Send
references to P 0 Box
1254, Murray, Ky 42071
EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finishing that
could fill a lead man position 436-2766
FULL time position open for
a Receptionist/Secretary
Bookkeeping knowledge
and computer skills required. Must be willing to
work with people and to
handle answering phone
calls Apply in person, Hoffman's Nursery

HOMEWORKERS urgently
needed Earn weekly pay
checks from the comfort of
your home Free details
Rush LSASE to American
Media Associates, Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Dr. Buchanan, Tn 38222

Terry's Decorating
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center • Murray, Ky.
753-2600 or 753-3321

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
.. Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

REAL ESTATE SALES

Computers
For Sole or Trade
Want TO Buy
Arncles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaner;
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
. Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V. & Radio
Pets & SuPPIles

Mobile Home; For Sale
For Sale or Aise
Home LOORS
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms F-or Sale
HOMeS For Sole

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

OFFICE HOURS.
,
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Colurr„.-,
Wanted

410
540
560
570

NEED drivers for utility field
inventory. Approx 4 mos
$7/hr 753-7696 after 6pm
NEEDED. rull time day
care instructor. CPR, first
aid training helpful, but not
necessary Call 753-8945
to schedule interview

Classified

NOW hiring full time delivery person(s) and Account
Managers Must have drivers license, 'iv/good driving
record & be a quick learner
Apply in person at Colotyme in Murray, Ky
PART time sales trainee
needed, 12-16 hours per/
wk Call after 3pm
759-1600
PART time merchandisers
needed to work between
1-8hrs a month Flexible
hours, easy assignments.
Reset and planograrn experience helpful. Call Jamie at 1-800-269-1628,
Monday -Friday,
9am-4 30pm for information. EOE

THE Jonathan Creek Wa- ANNOUNCING! POWERter District is currently seek- FUL NEW COMPUTERS
ing applicants for a licensed NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
Water Plant Operator Du- FOR YOU. HAWKINS REties include operation and SEARCH 1304-E CHESTmaintenance at water plant NUT STREET, 753-7001
and in the distribution field.
FREE 90 DAY 100% MOThe position will require
NEY BACK GUARANTEE
some weekend and on call
ON YOUR NEW LOCwork. Qualified applicants
ALLY BUILT CUSTOM
can submit resumes and COMPUTER. FOR FREE
salary requirements to: Jo- DETAILS CALL HAWKnathan Creek Water Dis- INS RESEARCH AT
trict, P.O Box 414, Benton. 753-7001
Ky. 42025 Attn: Matthew
York. Equal Opportunity
10
Employer
Want
To Buy
WORK at home Earn $
while losing weight 1950's MODERN furniture
502-354-9407
wanted Heywood, Wake-

field, Herman Miller, Knoll,
Dunbar, Paul McCobb Call
PRODUCTION PERSONDomestic
evenings
collect
NEL Day shift, Benefits
I Childcare
615-226-0219 or write
after probation Apply in
Guffey, P 0 Box
person at Mid America CLEANING homes & of- Stan
Nashville, Tn
60778,
my
is
Linda,
fices
business.
Homes, Inc., 641 Bypass,
37206
Benton, Ky 42025. 759-9553.
502-527-5006. Mid WILL clean houses, rea- 220 VOLT window a/c,
America is an equal oppor- sonable rates, references good condition 753-8216
tunity employer
437-4064
WANTED used riding lawn
RESTAURANT Manager. WILL do house cleaning
mower that needs work
Send resume to P 0 Box Call 474-2131
436-2867 372, Grand Rivers, Ky
ANTIQUES by the piece or
42045
120
collections 753-9433 day
or night
WILDLIFE/
Computsrs
CONSERVATION JOBS
ANTIQUES: Entire estates
-66 FULL tower.
Game wardens, security, 4
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
;
maintenance, etc. No exp. 16
ultimetha 492-8646 days, 753-1418
necessary_ Now Hiring. For ret.
evenings
into call 219-794-0010 ext 5 25 floppy
CASH paid for good, used
7days
Eierbe
759
Dodd,
10pm,
to
7159 8arn
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

FR. Ilk IL) CP
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Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Mobile
Homes For fiebe

BUY a 2pc Living Room
Group, and receive FREE
Recliner/Rocker, set of living room tables or a set of
lamps All bedding on sale!
We can save you money!
Caraway Furniture, 105 N
3rd 753-1502

12)145 NEAR MSU Rettig,
stove, microwave, couch,
chairs, dryer, end table. a/c
$3750 Call 502-898-2670

1981 3BR mobile home
12x64, all electric all ap
pliances some furniture
Underpinning & pole in
cluded, $8,000 Call
345-2034 after 5 30pm

COUCH & chair, good condition, $50 435-4445

JOHN Deere 535 baylor
w/monitor & kicker John
Deere 1460 disc bind conditioner John Deere hay
rake 489-2740

The Purchase District Health Department
has an opening for a Community Outreach
Worker. The position includes frequent travel
and will involve assisting nursing staff in
providing patient services, as well as clerical
duties in the TB Program. Primary work station
will be at Mayfield, KY. Starting salary $6.14
per hour/$460.50. Education 8. Experience:
High School Diploma or GED, basic knowledge of grammar, punctuation and simple
mathematics. Six months experience in public
health or in another position with the provision
of social services, supportive services, personal care, or related duties. An examination
will be held March 1, 1996 at 8:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. at 320 N. 7th Street, Mayfield, KY
42066. Please call if you require any special
accommodations.
Excellent fringe package. 10% increase in
salary during first year of employment. Applications may be picked up at any Purchase
District Health Department. Applications must
be postmarked no later than midnight, February 12, 1996. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

PLEASE give us a call for a rate quota on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651/s,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll tree:
1-800-455-4199

1971, 2BR. 2 bath, 12x60.
heat pump, nice $4850
Call 753-7975

1995 14x70 3BR 1 ./i bath
Large front deck, central air,
all electric, asking $23,500
474-9862
FOR sale 12x40 mobile
home 247 3145

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
HRS. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m

502-759-1333
GUNS for Sale New &
Used, nfles, shotguns, pistols, muzzleloaders, ammo
and accessories Large
selection of guns in stock
B H B
Firearms,
436-2980, if no answer
please leave message
BMI Home Gym, $300
Weight bench plus 3001b
weight set, $175 Call
759-4731
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
210

•

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
Offers

New Year Savings:
Corpo.• Lyn,. F.ê 29 1996

DuraSoft Llte Eye Colored Contacts '79.00
DuraSoft Opaque Colored Contacts '119.00
EMIR

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

17

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your
privacy and year round convenience.

Sunglasses RX or Non RX
Firewood

20%

Discount

F.. he I.o.d • No 004. D.C."...

"Where Caring Is Our Specialty"
308 S. 12th St. • Murray • 759-2500

FIREWOOD, 436-2562

a

FOR sale. Brand New
DRAWTIGHT Trailer Hitch.
Fits 1995 JEEP Grand
Cherokees, $100 Call
474-8704.

SPINET piano, Cherry
manufactured by Grand
759-9457
240

kliscauei•out

GUARANTEED genuine
Indian Artifacts for sale
Call 489-2910

CRAFTSMAN drill press,
brand new. Cherry office
desk, 1 swivel chair, 2
straight back matching
chairs. 753-2041, 7-10pm

JEWELER made, very unique 1 carat diamond wedding ring, $1500 or serious
offer 759-4529 after 4.30
pm

3/17/96 - 2/28/97
3/10/96 - 2/15/97
3/6/96 - 2/17/97
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/
hr. - cutting/housing, $5.47/hr. - setting/
stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

Go With The Green Service

MAPLE, rose of sharon, red
willow & flowering plants.
U-dig & plant $2 00/ea or I
dig & plant & guarantee for
1yr, $8 00/ea 753-0835.

COOL SEASON
SERVICE SPECIAL

QUEEN size comforter vo/
bed skirts, shams & curtains. Dark green & rose,
like new 753-3119
PIZZA EQUIPMENT.
Equipment includes, but is
not limited to, a 4 stack
electric oven, cash register,
ice machine, flour machine,
microwave oven, scales,
mixer, topping counter, rolling tables/counters, various pans, templates,
blades, racks, trays, utensils arid other items. Appointment for viewing can
be made by calling
1-502-762-5259.

SINGLE BLADE DECK
$69.00*
TWO BLADE DECK
$99.00*
THREE BLADE DECK
$109.00*

PROM dress, short, Navy/
Gold, size 5, really nice,
worn 1992 $210 new,
$140 759-9610

TURNING AGE 65?

1970 MOBILE home 12x50
newly painted exterior, remodeled inside real good
condition $3800 or make
otter 354-8471

AnytIme By Appointment

BOOKS for sale, CHEAP'
Call 759-9215

HELP WANTED

270

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Tobacco Workers Needed

•)ockrordrosgalo•

•
Clarion

• Deadlines are 2 dart
an advance,

270

070

/ ALPINE

Mon.-Frt. 8 asn.-5
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

Home
Funishfigs

Notice

Call Tony Page at

Now through February 29
et r receive 12 months free
IT
Coior cT
credit and save on Monsanto's 'Family Tested, Morn Approved"
Wear Dated Iln" carpets! No Payments till
'97! Years of wear-free carpeting are just
around the corner with Monsanto Wear
Dated IPA floor coverings.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

160

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

ntsta,A6

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290 •
530

020

HOME TYPISTS. PC users
needed $45,000 income
Call
potential
1-800-513-4343 Ext B
8155

753-8107

MERCHANDISE

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

753-1916

CALL

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertis4ws ore requested to
check the first Insertion of
their ads for any serfOr. Murray
Lodgor & linure will be responsibi• for onty one Incorrect ins•dlon. Any error
shoodd b• reported irnmedSotely so corrections con b.
mode.

*SERVICE INCLUDES:
Engine Oil & Filter, Lube Fittings, Clean
& Paint Underside Deck, New Spark
Plugs, New Air Filter, Clean Battery
Cables, Check Belts, Sharpen Blades
And Includes PICK-UP & DELIVERY.

PROM dress. long Royal
Blue sequin size 8, purse,
earrings, bracelet, shoes
, $200 435-4583
size
after 5 30
SECTIONAL sofa & recliner 1958 Jeep CJ-5,
runs good, also lOtt boat
759-1814 after 4 30pm

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal 8
Supply Co 489-2722

(Offer good through 2/29/96)
ALL MAKES & MODELS WELCOME

STEEL Bids. Deals from
factory sale!Specials, odds
8 ends, one of s kind, from
18)(21 fo 100x250. Al oftared at off season discounts 502-965-2005.

HUTSON AG
EQUIPMENT

w/
stove
WOOD
thermostat, $60 Fireplace
chid guard, $30 10' tablesaw, $175 Power trowel,
$160 John Deere 214 lawn
tractor, 46' mower, $1400
Bathtub, $30 753-6487

HWY. 45

40.

SOUTH - MAYFIELD, KY.
247-4458

1111
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120

270

Apartments
For Rant

Lots
For Sala

NEW 2br 2 bath Duplex
wigwags, extra nice appliances, central gas h/a,
$550/mo, 1 month deposit,
lyr lease No Pets March
1 904 N 20th 753-3119

800 LINEAR ft road frontage on Hwy 94 West of
Murray Has natural gas,
city water & cable Up to
400ft deep, $103/per road
ft 753-2041, 7-10pm

Mobile
Kornis For Salo
16 ACRES 7 miles east of
Murray All tillable with Mobile Home new well & sep
oc $34000 753 7050 or
474 8050

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

SHOP 32x50, 4 cilh doors,
gas heat air comp. office
WE move Mobile Homes 404 N 4th St $375/mo,
tor the public Today's $325 wio comp 753-3018. NOW taking applications
Ky
for Section 8 low rent housBenton
Home
ing Apply in person at
502 527 5645
320
Southside Manor. 906
Apartments
Broad St Extended, beFor Rent
280
tween 8am 12noon No
Mobile
1,2,380 apts Furnished, phone calls please Equal
Homes For Rant
very nice near MSU No Housing Opportunity.
75 3 1 252
2BR 2 bath, central gas pets
VERY nice 2br. 1 bath duheat Available now days,753-0606 after 5pm
$290/mo Coleman Real 1 OR 2br apts new down- plex, appl funished Central gas Iva $450/mo, 1 mo
Estate 753 9898
town Murray 753-4109
deposit, tyr lease No pets
2BR, gas heat, water paid 2BR Duplex central h/a, 753-2905, 753-7536
Private lot. 4 miles from
appliances furnished, w/d
Murray 753 1790
hookup, yard service furnFOR tent Nice & dean ished like new, $400/mo,
12)(65 on '4 acre lot plus deposit 759-4958
2Cx24 out-building, So of 2BR near campus AvailMayfield in subdivision able Jan 15th No pets
247-3145
753-5980
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel
electric or gas Walking dis
KY now taking applications
farce to college 753-5209 You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Equal
Housing Opportunity
527-8574 or 492-8721

FOR LEASE
Office Space
Available
Bel-Air Center
Call 753-4751
NORTHWOOD Storage
Presently has units avail753-2905 or
able
753 7536
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

FOR LEASE
Reta Space Available
Bei-k, Colter
20D0 Sc Ft
Call 753-4751

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village. lbr
apartment, utilities included. rent based on income 65 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354-8888
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now ac:cepong applications for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

9 PRIME building lots, including corner lot in Preston Heights Subdivision
located behind Gatesbor
ough All underground city
utilities some with trees
They wont last longiii CaN
753-2339, ASAP'

2BR elec heat/ax, stove,
refrig, dishwasher, washer
& dryer hookup, $350 plus
deposit, 753-9620 After 6,
753-7453
2BR, w/gas heat $295/mo,
plus deposit 753-9826

'guaranteed housing loans available
.100% financing can open the door to your new home
'In fact, you may need very little cash up front.
The Home Of Your Dreams Can Now Become
Realtty, With Little Or No Out Of Pocket Money!!!
Edwina Bucy 759.2001 Office
712-4435 Pager
1300 Johnson Blvd.

30 ACRES (4--) east of Murray Excellent building
sites, $60,000 4 acres (+-)
widnveway, well, septic, &
•xc building sites,
$30,000 901-247-5776 after 6øm
35 ACRE farni, 20 tillable
acres, good hunting, Coldwater area 489-2126
days, 489-2520 nights.

3BR, 1 bath, no pets
$375/mo 5 Minutes North
of Murray Available now
759-4826
48R, 2 bath, available now,
central h/a, $600/mo College students ok Lease &
deposit required Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898
ECONOMICAL, clean 3br,
older home on Wells Blvd
Central hia, garage, carport, large back yard,
$400/mo No pets Call
502-753-2480 after 5pm.
RECENT updated. 2br, 1 /1
bath brick house within
walking distance of MSU,
$425/mo References required, 1 mo deposit in
advance. Call 759-1882 or
after 5, 753-1071

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
STORAGE bldg for rent
Call for info, Rogers Enterprises 753-5140
370
Livestock
& Supplies

wra.

A

AMERICAN
NV STANDARD

(502) 435-4699

Murray, Ky.

GARLAND'S .=
rr=
PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and Exterior
Residential & Commercial cz.%.

753-3078

753-7091

S& K
Construction
"Homes Built To Satisfaction"
See how competitive we are to
the price of double wide mobile homes.

HALEY'S
Ug19Duck

tsa Rental and

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Business on
a Budget?
Rim this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rate Effective April 1, 1995

Call 753-1916 for details.

CALLOWAY Co Victorian
home and three acres in
country setting Detached
garage with rental apartment overhead Has new
plumbing, wiring, roof, central heat and air, cabinets,
septic, etc Needs finish
work. 502-492-8175 days,
502-328-8381 evenings
CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Energy efficient, low
maintenance, 1380 sq ft
wigarage 753-3293 after
6pm

'91 EDDIE Bauer Ford Explorer 4x4, CD, sunroof,
leather interior, tent, 65xxx
miles Call Mon-Fri, after 5
or on weekends, 753-4419
'93 NISSAN pickup, 4cyl,
Sap, ac, black, chrome
pkg, bedliner, 16xxx miles,
$7500 759-9620

PublIc
Sala

1994 HARLEY DAVIDSON
Ultra Classic., 34 yrs left on
warranty, $17,000
753-8445 leave message

,
-11wwwwww•••••••••"'"

FOR SALE: New Construction,
2186 sq. ft., 3 br., 2 bath, Double
Garage, Whirlpool Tub, Ceiling
Fans, 9' Ceilings, PRIME
Location, Call 753-0731.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

1995 BLASTER 4 wheeler,
very nice, $2600 firm
753-9891

Auto
Parts

S

9 till 4
Puryear Buchanan
Hwy. 2rid house
on fight
Furniture, what nots,
dishes, lamps old &
new, old solid cherry
lamp tables, antiques
& collectibies.

COMMERCIAL lot and
building on Hwy 121, 8
miles west of Murray
Owner finance $2000
10%
down, Bal
502 376 2700
FOR SALE 4br, 2 bath
property. 3 lots near lake. 9
miles from Murray,
$26,000 Wilson Realty,
753 5086
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

.

Drop by and see our showroom

40(i SUNBURY -

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753 5940
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Quality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

\>

Tree Service

A-1 Tree professionals DAVID'S cleaning serStump removal tree spray- vices We clean vinyl, brick,
ing. serving Murray. Calla- drive ways, sidewalks, moway County since 1980 bile homes, R V 759-4734
Free estimates 436-2247
DRAIN King Repair leaks,
or 492-8737
rod lines, remove tree
AFFORDABLE Quality roots Same day service
Service you'll be proud of 436-2654
Building, remodeling, roof- DRYWALL Finishing Reing, vinyl siding. porches ferences available New
and decks Specialing in homes, remodels addicustom woodwork. Free tions Nothing too bog or too
estimates Call 759-4441
small Call 436-2060
ALL wound hauling, sink DRYWALL, finishing, redean up, tree work Best pairs additions and blowrates, Joe 436-2867
ing ceilings 753-4761
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
ELECTRICAL new, rewire,
foundations, slabs, sidew- repair, replace Heating &
alks, dnveways, buildings, appliance repair Licensed,
remodeling, repairs, AGC reasonable, fast Call
certified 489-2214
474-8636
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- FOUR Star Mobile Home,
niture repair & custom parts & service Everlock
woodworking 753-8056
vinyl underpining lifetime
warranty, tan beige white
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
492-8488
Factory trained by 3 major grey
manufacturers All work GENERAL home repairand parts warranted Ask plumbing, roofing, & tree
for Andy at The Appliance trimming Call 436-2642
Works, 753-2455
HANDYMAN No job too
APPLIANCE SERVICE. small 753-9587
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- HANDYMAN Company
perience. BOBBY We do it all Repair, replace
install or build. Special on
HOPPER, 436-5848
vinyl siding soffit and facia
BACKHOE SERVICE
Call today 474-8621
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace- HANDYWORK/odd Jobs
wanted No job too small
ment 759-1515
Just give us a call
BACKHOE Service - ROY 759-1184
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations
INCOME Tax Service Peretc 759-4664
sonal, business, agriculBACKHOE SERVICE: tural 7 Nights per week
Complete foundations, ma- Call 489-2665 or 247-4621
sonry & concrete
after 5pm
R H.Nesbitt Co 492-8516
KITCHEN CABINET REpager 742-8516
FACING Make your old
BOB'S Plumbing Service new again with Formica All
All work guaranteed Free colors, free estimates
estimates 436-5832 or Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
753-1134
KY 436-5560
CARPENTER, ELECTRIC,
LAMB Brother Home ImROOFING 436-5007
provements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal free estimates 436-2269
Serving Murray since 1971
LAMB Brothers Tree SerCall Lee's 753-5827
vice, stump removal, spray-

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Full Line of
Equipment

FREE Estimates: 753-8343

1..7.

PLUMBING- electric repairs Well pumps, water
heaters, frozen pipes
474-8330
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Waiters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592
WATER damaged floors?
We repair or replace damaged kitchens, utilities
and bathrooms We also
give insurance quotes
782-3495
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WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates 753-0530
ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30
753-3557

Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

1990 CADILLAC DeVille
Sedan, white, gray interior,
locally owned 753-4097
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Put Your Special Valentine's
Picture & Message Or A Love Line
In The Paper Feb. 14, 1996.

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING

1987 MAZDA RX 7 $2500
759-9522

1993 T-BIRD, loaded,
42xxx miles, 1 owner,
$10,800 436-2394

fast

Happy
Valentine's
Day
Daddy
From Your
Little
Sweetheart
Kristin

Bruce Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.

1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
extra nice inside & out
$450 down, $213/mo No
credit or bad credit almost
anyone can quality Williams Used Cars Hazel,Ky
Office 492-8898, Home
492-8873

1992 HONDA Accord EX
Coupe, Sap, sunroof, Mr
phone, low miles Great
condition, $12.800.
753-8276 anytime

PLUMBING repairs
service 436-5255

•-•!- •

We have been your custom builders in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

1986 BUICK Skyhawk,
53xxx miles, a/c, bit, cruise,
excellent condition, $2300
753-8764 leave message

1991 DODGE Monaco,
100xxx miles $1500
489-2596

PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair, including thawing water lines
Reasonable rates
502-437-4545

•

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

1982 BUICK Regal Call
after 5 436-2052

1990 DODGE Dynasty LE,
loaded, V-6, 4dr, garage
kept, excellent condition
759-9702

PAINTING, interior, IOW
10f Rooting, home repairs,
cleaning Free estimates
436-5032
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CARPET repairs We spe- ing Licensed & insured
FREE CLOTHING. The
estimates
cialize in carpet and vinyl Free
Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys
,
4
4
installation and fix what 5 0 2 - 4 3 6 5 7
and Girls Ranch has some
others messed up. Also 1-800-548-5262
good used crothing to grve
hardwood and tile
to anyone in need We have
782-3495
lots of adults winter coats,
LAMB'S Tree trimming,
CARPORTS for cars and stump removal & light haul- sweaters, slacks, shirts and
lots of miscellaneous items
trucks Special sizes for ing. 436-2269.
Also, if anyone is interested
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protec- LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- in donating used ctiildrens
coats to be distributed to
tion, high quality excellent ING Furniture • carpets
value Roy Hill 759-4664 spot removal • free esti- the needy, they can bring
them to the Kentucky Shermates. 753-5827
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
iffs Boys and Girls Ranch,
PlumMaster
LICENSED
New Installation- Repairlocated on the airport road
Hot water heater replace- ber Competent & reason- new Kentucky Dam Village
State Park at Gilbertsville
ment Free estimates able 753-8663
436-2667
LICENSED for electric and Office hours we Monday
thru Thursday, 7 30arn until
COUNTERTOPS, custom gas 753-7203
3 30pm and Friday. 7:30arn
Homes, trailers, offices. MB GENERAL CON- until noon. For additional
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. STRUCTION & MAINTE- information, call us at
436-5560.
NANCE- carpentry, paint- 502-362-8660.
CUSTOM bulldozing and ing, electrical, siding, other FREE puppies to a good
• maint.
apt.
backhoe work, septic sys- &
home Four to choose from
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, (502)436-2819 fax or Please call at, 759-9458
modem
avail.
Horace Sholar

1986 GM 6.2 diesel motor
with radiator, good cond.
$400 502 436 5504

1987 OLDS Cutlass Ciera,
4dr, 2 4L motor, 53xxx
miles power steering,
brakes, locks. air, $3200
753-5422

MOORE'S siding, roofing,
& decks Quality workmanship and lowest pnces
guaranteed Free esti
753-9299.
mates
559-5786

E
ci,

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

bloat, Shaker table,
Nordic Track, antiques,
plus sized clothing

Inside
Yard Sale
Frt. & Sat

1995 E.F.I. Manner 2251'ip,
Bullet boat 21X D loaded,
tandem axle trt 150 hrs ng,
Eagle & Hummingbird Hot
Foot $19,000 obo Call after 7pm, 1-502-436-5504.

POLARIS let ski, 750 SLT,
3 seater, still under warranty, $6800 436-2619
SHARP 1985 GMC, afte 4pm
loaded, stepside, Apple
red. New tires, bed cover, PROCFIAFT Competitor,
lots of chrome, tinted win- Bass Coat, dual console,
dows, sliding glass. After 1911-6in. long, 200 Manner
motor & trailer, good condi5pm. 753-1601.
tion. See Carlos Black Jr at
1986 FORD Lariat XLT, Black's Decorating Center
62xxx miles, nice truck, or call 753-0839 or
$6500 obo 753-0622
436-2935.
1987, 4 RUNNER, $6500
530
759-4683
Servicse
1989 FORD Ranger XLT,
Offered
56p, air, red with matching
cap, bed liner, 93xxx miles, Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
$3950. Call 436-6051 leave stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landmessage
scaping, mulch hauling &
1990 RED,2 wheel dr, S-10 mulch spreading, gutter
Blazer, V6, 4 3 auto, cleaning. Licensed & inloaded excellent cond, low sured, Full line of equipmiles, $8300 753-0036 ment, Free estimates Tim
days, 492-8684 nights
436-5744,
Lamb
1993 CHEVY Blazer Ta- 1-800-548-5262_
hoe, LE, 4-dr. loaded, 34xxx
miles_ Call 8am-5pm A & A Hauling junk, tree
753-4451, after 5pm call trimming, low rates Mark
436-5791, 436-2528
753-1580.

1992 PM 125, sharp
753-9558 ask for Mickey

POMERANIAN puppy,
8mo old, all shots, house
broken, with papers, been
neutered 436-2144

Coldwater • Pine
Creek Hills • look for
signs!
Sat, Feb. 10
8 tm-3 p.m
Washer-dryer, butcher

12FT Jon boat, trailer, no
motor, $400 753-7287

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1993 YAMAHA Big Bear,
350, 4-w/d, w/reverse. Less
than 20hrs ride time Just
like new, $4,000
502-354-8383 (evenings)

Starting•A-New-Life
Yard Sale

1984, 4x4 CHEVY S10, V6,
new Ores & tool box, very
reliable truck, $3,000 Call
759-1663

GRAVES Co, 2br, vinyl siding shaded lot, low utilities,
detached garage
345-2834

NEW 3br, upper 70's, all
city utilities, outside city limits 753-3672

NUNN-Better Dog Food
21/8- $895, 27/12- $9.95,
26/18- $12.95 Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, 80 E Main,
Murray, Ky. 759-9831.

1980 JEEP pickup 4x4
79xxx original miles, pis piti
a/c. Most drive to believe.
$3750 Days 753-0133,
nights 527-8050

COUNTRY living, 3br, 1
bath, family room with fireplace, new central h/a, low
utilities Brick exterior, approx 8 miles South of Murray, priced in 50's
753-5323, 492-8375

AKC Cocker Spaniel pup
pies, $75 767-0785

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

3BR, 14 baths, brick, new
central gas heat, hardwood
floors Coleman RE,
753-9898

NEARLY new Executive
Style home with ceramic
Ber-Ber carpet, top
quality wallpaper throughout 4BR, 2'4 baths, with
211 car detached garage
with a finished 16'x30'
game room above No
Realtors please. 753-2339.

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

1- 2 TON utility truck,
$4800 After 5 call
759-1777

3BR, 1'4 bath brick house,
54 acres, 7 miles Northeast of Murray. For sale or
trade 314-722-3858 days
only

BROWN & white PonySmoky Joe, 12yrs old, very
gentle, $700 12yr Bay
Gelding, very gentle- Molassis. $1,000 753-0266

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer

'91 CHEVY Blazer S-10,
4x4, 2dr, white, 80xxx
miles, good condition,
$9.000 502-435-4304 call
alter 5

Used
Trucks

NICE brick Duplex, 2a,
1'4 baths good location
$425/mo w/deposit
753-5344

GREY'S PROPERTIES CAN HELP
YOU WITH A LOAN PROGRAM

'89 DODGE Colt, aid, am/
fm cassette ar runs perfectly, 40mpg. $1700
753-7452
89 TERCEL, 1 owner,
good condition, low mileage, OBO 753-4828
'94 RED Mazda 323 Hatchback, like new, excellent
economical transportation,
aura, air, am/tm cassette,
warranty, $ 7 9 00
435-4319

lenrloss
Offered

Swiss*
Oared

Sodom
Offered

Used
Cars

c30
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DIVISION OF SOUTTIF.RN WALL SYSTEMS,

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & love lines, along
with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for the return of the
original photo. Or $5.00 for love lines (no more than 20
words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadlinefor the receipt ofPhotos& Lowe Linea in Moon,Fri., Feb. 9th

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept.

1'

753-1916

Speckle:to In Custom Kitchen Cabtries & Vantries
Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
Mem Lb Yeas lkasurimanta-1141 BuiW 71, Sta

VCR/

tanda."

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture

753-0961
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The approximately four million people on the Pacific island of
Papua New Guinea speak some 700 languages.
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LOOKING BACK
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and Jerry Shelton are pictured
with 11 rabbits bagged while
hunting in Calloway County.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State College, has
called a bill that would change
the name of the college to Murray State University. This would
be a forward step that would
increase Murray State's effectiveness. The bill, also including the
same for Eastern, Morehead and
Western State Colleges, will be
introduced in the Kentucky
House of Representatives.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High Tigers beat
Sedalia and College High Colts
beat Cuba. High team scorers
were David Fitts for Murray,
John Riley for Sedalia, Steve
Shelton and James Gantt for College High, and Gary Emerson for
Cuba.
Forty years ago
Yoeman Seaman Apprentice
Leland H. Peeler, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kelzie Peeler, is stationed at
Navy Biological Laboratory at
Naval Supply Center, Oakland,
Calif.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Jones, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Prince, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dick, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Edwards.
Mrs. Dub Conner and Mrs.
Jess Weatherford presented a lesson on "Lamps" at a meeting of
Dexter Homemakers Club held at
the home of Mrs. Cantrell Jones.

TODAY IN HISTORY

By The Associated Press
Today in History
Today is Wednesday. Feb. 7, the 38th day of 1996. There are 328
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1964, the Beatles began their first American tour as they arrived
at New York's John F. Kennedy International Airport, where they
were greeted by thousands of screaming fans.
On this date:
In 1812, author Charles Dickens was born in Portsmouth, England.
In 1904, a fire began in Baltimore that raged for about 30 hours and
destroyed more than 1,500 buildings.
In 1931, aviator Amelia Earhart married publisher George P. Putnam in Noank, Conn.
In 1936, President Roosevelt authorized a flag for the office of the
vice president.
In 1943, the government announced that shoe rationing would go
into effect in two days, limiting consumers to buying three pairs per
person for the remainder of the year.
In 1944, during World War II, the Germans launched a counteroffensive at Anzio, Italy.
In 1944, Bing Crosby and the John Scott Trotter Orchestra recorded
"Swinging on a Star" for Decca Records in Los Angeles.
In 1948, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower resigned as Army chief of
staff and was succeeded by Gen. Omar Bradley.
In 1971, women in Switzerland won the right to vote.
In 1974, the island nation of Grenada won independence from
Britain.
In 1983, Elizabeth H. Dole was sworn in as the first female secretary of transportation by the first woman to sit on the U.S. Supreme
Court, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor.
In 1984, space shuttle astronauts Bruce McCandless II and Robert
L. Stewart went on the first untethered space walk.
In 1990, the Soviet Union's Communist Party agreed to let alternative political parties compete for control of the country, thereby giving
up its monopoly on power.
Ten years ago: The Philippines held a presidential election marred
by charges of fraud against the incumbent, Ferdinand E. Marcos. Haitian President-for-Life Jean-Claude Duvalier fled his country, ending
28 years of his family's rule.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Eddie Bracken is 76. Author Gay Talese
is 64. Country singer Garth Brooks is 34.
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DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: This concerns all
those letters in response to "Hurt
Mother-in-Law," whose daughterin-law couldn't call her "Mom."
In my case, I wanted with all my
heart to call my mother-in-law
.MQ111."
*
She didn't ask me to, so I
came right out and asked my inlaws if I could call them "Mom" and
"Dad."
They said it was OK with them,
but every time I did, they looked
uncomfortable, so I quit calling
them Mom and Dad and started
calling them by their first names.
Well, I could see they weren't
pleased with that either, so I just
gave up and avoided calling them
an
They are very undemonstrative
and never hug or kiss each other in
public. They kiss above their grandchildren's heads when they greet
them. This is foreign to me because
I grew up in a very affectionate
family. However, my husband
didn't, although he shows me lots of
affection in private.
Abby, is there a solution to this
problem? Or must I learn to live
with it?
FRUSTRATED
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Don't
try to "teach" your in-laws to be
more demonstrative or affectionate; just be grateful that
your husband shows you "lots
of affection" in private.
Continue to be affectionate
to your children. However,
never order them to kiss Grandma, Grandpa or.anyone else.
Insincere- kisses give children
the wrong message.
The way to teach children to
be affectionate is to show them
affection.

DEAR ABBY: My mother is 59.
My father was 74 when he died last
year. They had been mamed for 40
years. When they met, my mother
was 19, and Father was a 34-yearold widower with a 4-year-old son
I'll call Max.
When Dad died, Mom went to a
grief counselor who told her to -go
for it." Nine months later, MOM
moved Max into her bedroom! Max
is my half-brother, but technically
he is not a blood relative to my.
mother.
I thought it showed temble judgment on her part when she had him
move in with her, and most of my
relatives agreed. After all, Max had
been my mother's stepson for 41)
years.
Abby, is our society so morally
bankrupt that this is considered
OK? Max is 44 and has been married five times.
MORTIFIED
DEAR MORTIFIED: Let me
put it this way: In at least 15
states, marriage between "step"
relatives is prohibited by law.
And in the other 35, I'm willing
to bet that the behavior exhibited by your mother would raise
eyebrows. However, both are
adults, and neither one has
solicited my advice.

DEAR ABBY: I've been following
the letters from job-holding and athome mothers, each of whom is critical or envious of the other.
Isn't it time to declare that parenting is just plain difficult? If there
were a way to raise kids to ensure
that they'll turn out to be happy,
well-adjusted adults, we would have
noticed by now.
Let's stop wasting time and join
our efforts.to make a better place to
raise children. Give parents more
DAILY COMICS
CONTRACT BRIDGE
help and respect, make our schools
great and our streets safe. Let's
applaud mothers who go out and
111,0NDIE
work to support our economy, as
THE BEEF STEW 15 THE
well as those who stay at home and
GORGEOUS CHUNKS OF LEAN
NO, I'M IN THE MOOD RR
YOU GOTTA STOP
BEST WE'VE EVER
BEEF SWIMMING IN A
DESCRIBING THE BEEF
A VEAL CUTLET
keep the neighborhood alive.
follow
the
standard
procedure
with
North
dealer.
BEAUTIFUL BURGUNDY WINE
STEW. .Ti-JAT'S YOu2
We're all in this together.
SAUCE WITk GARDEN-FRESH
THIRD BOWL TODAY
this combination: cash the ace and
Neither side vulnerable.
DIANE E. BAKER.
PEAS, ONIONS
then
cross
to
the
king.
This
would
NORTH
fr
AND POTATOES
BERKELEY. CALIF
leave him in position to finesse
+7
a
✓ K 873
against East's jack if West showed
out on the second round.
•K Q 2
L.NN.
II
But when South played the
+AKJ 82
trump ace at trick three, East
EAST
WEST
4
511
shrewdly dropped his nine on the BY Peter H. Gott, M.D.
•A 10 4 3
+ Q J 86 2
J 96 5
trick! This presented declarer with
2
• 10 7 3
an entirely different way to play the
•J 9 5 4
DEAR DR. GOTT: If a person has
••••
2-7
4.(TIRA
4.64
suit,since if East's nine was a single- hypertension of the eyes with no other
+ 1075
ton it would be possible to pick up damage to nerves, etc., is it necessary
SOUTH
the trumps without loss by continu- to take drops to lower the pressure?
+ K 95
CATHY
ing with the queen. Then, if East I'm really afraid to put drops in my
A Q 104
THOSE WHO CAN, DO.
WM ARE THE BROCHURES 50
WI DOES EVER4 AD HAVE
showed out, declarer could finesse eyes, since I've had negative reac• A 86
THOSE WHO CANT, ART DIRECT.
10,000 FOREIGN WORDS IN
ICKY AND INTIMIDATING?'
against West's jack on the third tions to them.
Q 93
YES. 11 COMPUTERS WhN ARE THE STORES 50 BORMINUSCULE PIPE?? AND
round.
The bidding:
DEAR READER: Hypertension in
ARE 50 FRIENDL4, WHY
ING AND COLD?? WHY ARE
WHY ISN'T THERE ONE
South realized, of course, that if the eyes, known as glaucoma. is a seriSouth West
North East
ARE THEN COVERED
THE CATALOGS SO UGLY ??! PRETTY SIGN ANYWHERE
the missing trumps were actually ous disorder that can, over time, lead
Pass
Pass
1 II
"-I 1+
WITH MEAN WORDS
THAT SAYS IN PLAIN
...1
3-2, the contract was safe to failing vision and blindness. The
divided
Pass
4
NT
Pass
•
3
LIKE `RAM", °GIGABYTE"
WM
ENGLISH WHAT I NEED???
,
4 I Epl
4
e
,
regardless of how he continued. He medicines prescribed in eye drops are
6 II
Pass
5•
AND "MEGAHERTz"??
r7-7was also aware that East might have basically the same used in pills, to treat
Opening lead — queen of spades.
Mai
dropped the nine from J-9-x-x. How- arterial hypertension. Also, in many
f
ill
il
‘r
idg
l
i
cure glaucoma.
There are times when a defender ever, after agonizing over his op- cases, surgery can
Et"•'*'
avoid
the necessary
than
Rather
play
the
chose
to
tions,
declarer
must make what is callad a "manda.ik a•
this
tory falsecard." The purpose of the queen next and the slam went down eye drops, you should review
ophthalmolyour
with
problem
entire
drain.
falsecard is to present declarer with the
allae•mala
While East's play of the nine on ogist. He may be able to prescribe
an alternative line of play in a posiwhich you won't react — or
go
the
first trump lead was not guaran- drops to
tion where he could not otherwise
surgery; there are
consider
may
he
wrong. Today's deal features this teed to succeed, the fact remains several procedures used to promote
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
followed
woodenly
East
had
that
if
type of play.
drainage of fluid from the eye, thereby
East won the spade lead with the suit with the five or the six, declarer lowering the pressure. In either case,
I OM IHa3EACCOURTS
I ALWAYS FIGOKE THE_
GENe.RALLy
AND
offieg G-uy WILL Be FAIR
AKE PAST DUE - BUT I
ace and returned a spade to South's would have had no choice but to find please get treatment. To do less is to
FF_OPLE- ARE
AN' HoimEzr WITH Me,IF
DoN'T KNOW HOW To Go
king. With 12 tricks assured if the the winning line of play.That makes threaten your eyesight.
FAIK,
I'M FAIR AN'HoNE3T WITH
PrlieR reoPL-I'M a ,
trumps
were divided normally, de- the nine the clearly correct play, or,
Gef<130/.1
DEAR DR. GOTT. Perhaps I've
HIM
MecHANte.,
turned his atten- to put it another way, a "mandatory missed something in this age of technaturally
clarer
-7
tion to the heart suit. He planned to falsecard."
SNouLD
nology, but whatever happened to
) WoRK-TFAT
good old basal metabolism studies so
Tomorrow: Sylvia hits the jackpot.
WAY, ALL
important to physicians in the '50s,
'60s, and '70s? It was the key to an
CROSSWORDS
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Ten years ago
City and county schools are
closed today for an "extended
weekend" caused by an influenza
outbreak which has caused low
attendance at both school systems.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Lamb
were married 40 years Jan. 12.
Births reported include a girl to
Billy and Nancy Speed, Feb. 1; a
boy to Allen and Dedra Dalton
and a girl to Christopher and
Laura Vincent, Feb. 2; a boy to
Kevin and Rhonda Lamb and a
boy to Michael and Sandy Pace,
Feb. 3.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Ballard Memorial Bombers
76 to 55 in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Ramsey
Ellington for Murray and Brent
Buchanan for Ballard.
Twenty years ago
Eighteen indictments were
returned by Grand Jury of Calloway Circuit Court to Circuit
Court Judge James Lassiter on
Feb. 5, according to Circuit Court
Clerk Frances Shea.
Brenda Hough, Tressa Brewer
and Tern Rice of Murray High
School Band have been selected
as participants in the Kentucky
All-State Band this week at
Louisville.
The home of Lloyd F. Wall in
Ledbetter Shores Subdivision was
completely destroyed by fire the
night of Feb. 5.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Carless Cook,
Jan. 22.
McCoy
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Car tax scheme faces uncertain future

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Joe Meyer figures changing
the assessment method for determining property taxes on vehicles
would be worth the loss of $8
million to the state and $15 million to local governments.
"It'll save us about $25 million worth of headaches," said
Meyer, a Covington Democrat.
"It saves a whole lot of people a
little bit."
For years, the state decreed
that the "retail value" contained
in the so-called blue book would
be the assessed value of a car or
truck for property taxes. The Kentucky Constitution
decrees that all property should
be taxed at its fair market value,
which the courts have decided
means what a willing seller and
buyer would exchange.
After the state got sued last
year, the Revenue Cabinet agreed
. to use the midpoint between the
retail value and the generally
lower "trade-in" value for
assessments.
The Senate Transportation
Committee on Monday unanimously approved Meyer's bill that
would require the use of trade-in
value starting next tax year.
"This tax on cars is just one of
those incredibly unfair taxes,"
Meyer said. "This is a real people tax. Everybody's got a car."
And every- year during the
owner's birth month, the tax bill
arrives along with the license
renewal. The actual meaning of
the cut will varyacross the state
and even" within communities,
depending on the rates levied by
different taxing 'districts.
But although it's popular,. the
bill will now likely stall in the
General Assembly and may never
get a push.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester, voted for
the bill in committee, but acknowledged later it will probably
be sent for a tougher look in the
budget committee.

Papier-mache was probably
developed by the Chinese in
ancient times.

"That's $8 million that's not
allocated for in the budget,"
Rose said.
Gov. Paul Patton may be in a
dilemma on the subject. He campaigned on a platform of rolling

back the assessments to the formula in Meyer's bill. But he also
embraced the settlement in the
lawsuit using a different formula
that generally produces a higher
tax.

"BUILDING VALUE BAYS"
1QWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR!
4

HOROSCOPES
lilt RS1) xl • ll.BRL Rli M. 1996
For sour personalized dailv Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call I -9i )0-988-788. Your phone company will bill Nou 99
\:ents a minute.)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
HAPPY IIIIMMAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Your interest in charitv work or
NIthough making others happy is a fundraising grows stronger. Be conpriority with sou. gise some thought sersative in your dealings with othto your own nevi's. lus important to ers. Prominent people are impressed
sase mows for the tuture. Instead of by your leadership skills.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Close
bestow ing gifts on friends and loved
ones. 2ist.. them encouragement and attention to detail is the key to sucunderstanding. Romance ssill pro- cess in business. Put aside impracti% ide some of the year's brightest cal wishes and make wise work
moments. Your career picks up decisions. An influential person
steam when %MI dmspla strong lead- applauds your ability to perform
ership 'qualities. Re withng to well when under pressure.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
explore new and unfamiliar areas.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Loved ones have an idea that could
THIS DAV: actress -Audrey Mead- help you attract attention. Confide in
ow s. pioneer sci-fi author Jules an old friend if planning a change of
Verne. ictress Lana "[timer, hockey residence. Use this evening to do
something productive. Study or read
player Dino Ciccarelli.'
ARIES (March 21-April 19): An a good book.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
initial feeling of boredom or indiftCrence will be 'replaced by excite- '2h: Mental focus is more important
ment as.the day progresses. Set than versatility today. Acknowledge
.some new goals. Crystal-clear com- your responsibilities to those around
munication is essential when dealing you. An unexpected visitor could
change your work or social schedwith.liwed ones.
TAl RUS (April 20-May 20): ule. You benefit from going with the
Financial securit is a top priority. flow. Curb extravagance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
stick to consenlional methods in
business. Make kes phone calls. 19): You will never achieve your
Good tinting is a vital part of your career goals with a tentative effort.
Put your whole heart into what you
success formula.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Act do! If image is important in your
quickly on a unique opportunity and line of work, shape up. Take pains
you w ill make fresh financial gains. with your appearance. •
.Acting out of character could bring , AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Inside information clues you in to a
some surprising benefits at work.
CANCER (June 21-Julv 22): financial deal. Check all details
You may he reluctant to break with before making a commitment.
the past. Take a chance. even if it Attending a social event tonight will
seems risks. Do not he discouraged give you a chance to mingle with
it the pace is slower than anticipat- influential people. Dress to impress.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
ed. Lei a partner in on your plans.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Guard private chat could improve a work
atminst acting harshly or selfishly. or domestic situation. You need
Getting better organized will help room to maneuver where romance is
yon tale care of top priority. pro- concerned: Asking for more time
jects. Your rapport with someone will provide some leeway. Avoid
revealing too much too soon.
special deepens.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are so endearing that they usually have no difticultv getting their own was. Bored by rules and routine, these youngsters
are always eager to try something new. Encourage them to develop self-discipline early in life. Good study habits are essential if they are to live up to
their academic potential! A career that lets these Aquarians develop their
artistic talents would be ideal. They.' have wonderful imaginations and are
much more creative than they realize.
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Deluxe Machinery Storage
"New" Raised Chord Truss System

‘
,
Continuous Ridge
I -2Ti15'6"ALU MA STEEL"
Venulation System
Doubie End Door
•Eatarter Wainscot
-ALUMASTEEL-Th
1
Interior PrOICCUMC Liner
'
Double Side Door
Premium K ynar 500•/
1-7161" 9-Lite T300 Walkdoor
Hylar 5000' Paint System
9-1-4at Window w/Shuners
'Owners & Downspouts
.2' Gable Overhangs
Mortal Weathervane
-Free
•1' Vatted Sidewall Overhanp

$38,225.00
luxe Garage 9' O.C.
2-10'ir Overhead Door
Framed Opaunp with
Corner Enckraure
11461" 9-Lite T-300
Thermal Walk Door
1-4'r3' 9-Liss Window
1-76"176' Morton Cupola
(No Fan)
4* Gable Overhangs

4' Vented Sidcwall Overhangs
'Continuous Ridge
Ventilation System
*Exterior Wainscot w/
Protective Liner
Premium Kynar SOO*/
Hylar 5000 Paint System
'
Gutters & Downspouts
•Free Morton Weathervane

$11,475.00
'Price does not include overhead doors due to various local aka.

Basic Machine Storage
1-27'x14'-6- Double End
Dear (Alurnasteell
1-3'16-11" T300 Plain
Walk Door
'Gutless & Downspouts

$20,885.00

54'‘13‘.75'

Other options available —
this price is subject to
terms and conditions.

'White Polyester Paint System
'Free Morton Weathervane
•Prernium Kyna 50171
Hylar 5000 Trim Paint

For more information, call
Kevin Segebarth
(502) 534-9117 or
(573) 683-2175

MORTON BUILDINGS,INC.
Excellence

Since 1903

FORM A WATCH TEAM — KEEP MURRAY SAFE

A doctor who
knows you
An important component of
primary care is a strong partnership with a doctor who
knows you amid your medical
history. Our group of family
plactitioners, an internist,
and a pediatrician provides
continuous coverage from
newborns to elder citizens of
our community.
*Prompt treatment of illnesses. infretions, and minor
Injuries.
follow,tipfor
*Regular
chronic medical problems.
*Routine physical exams for
ittsurance. school employ
mein. athletics. camp. and
travel.
I'ecological
*Annual
checkups.

Choosing the right physician for your family is a tough decision.
You want someone you can talk to. Someone who combines the
highest quality medical skills with, well, good old-fashioned
concern.
Our office of primary care physicians--family physicians, internal
medicine, and pediatrics--serves as the front line of care for your
family. They have established their practices and families in the
Murray-Calloway area as you have. Our physicians know what it's like to raise a family--and what it means when
someone in the family faces a sudden illness or accident.
Primary care physicians offer a complete range of medical care,from the treatment of minor complaints to the
diagnosis and management of serious illness. And while these doctors are instrumental in treating many
conditions, they can also direct to the proper specialist, if necessary. Above all, our primary care physicians are
dedicated to providing you the best in medical care.
Our AfterHours services and expanded in-office diagnostic services are an important part of a changing health
care system, but more importantly, they are part of our commitment to providing convenient services for you and
your family.
Your Primary Care Physicians:
Robert Hughes, M.D.•Family Practice
Hollis Clark, M.D.•Internal Medicine
Joyce Hughes, M.D.•Pediatrics
Robert Korolevich, M.D.•Family Practice
Michael Adams, M.D.•Family Practice

*Newborn care and well child
checkups.
*Laceration repair and minor office surgery.
*DOT and workmen's comp
exams for employers.
•AfterHours services lirom 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 9
a.m. to 12 noon on Satur
days.
slit-office laboratory, car
diology, and x-ray services
for improved diagnostics and
convenience.
*Medicare participating and
participant in most commercial insurance plans.
*Accepting new pationts.

759-9200
MEDICAL CENTER

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building • 300 S. 8th St. • Murray, Ky. 42071

__e_ M.P.- .1lb •
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